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Organizational framework of the study
This study has been executed as a follow-up of earlier studies carried out
under the long-run cooperation programme between Poland and the
Netherlands. In the early nineties the ’Task Force on integrated Energy and
Environmental Planning’ was established in which severa] Polish institutes and
Dutch research institutes embarked upon a fruitful cooperation, mainly on
energy planning and institutional development. The Task Force has been
granted with funds from the Dutch Ministry of Economie Affairs in the
framework ofthe PSO programme (the Dutch programme for support to East
European countries).
The aforementioned Dutch effort was preceded by the World Bank which
assisted with the energy sector restructuring in Poland at the tutu of eighties
and nineties I1 ]. Continuation of the international efforts was supported by the
European Union under the PHARE programme. A ’High Level Advisory Unit’
for the Polish Government, being the ’Energy Restructuring Group~ was
established at the end of 1_992. The m~in task for this unit was twofold: the
design of a new Energy Law and the establishment of an Energy Regulatory
Authority. The Energy Law has been completed recently and is currently
under Parliamentary consideration.
At the same time political developments in Poland are strongly driven by the
wish for further integration in the European Llnion as the ultimate goal of
foreign economie policy. As restructuring of the Polish energy sector is of
paramount importance on the way toa viable economie future several
proposals aiming at structural changes in the tasks among ministries were put
forward. A govemment decision on the establishment of a ’Ministry of
Economie Affairs’, largely huilt up around the existing Ministry of lndustry and
Trade, is anticipated to integrate an energy wing as well. It became all the
more urgent to consider the potential organizational structure of the Energy
Department within the anticipated new ministry. This study bas heen
undertaken to provide an adequate organizational strueture for the Energy
Department drawing on similar organizational structures in the European
Llnion and recent developments in these structures, notably privatization and
liberalization.
In close cooperation with members of the Energy Restructuring Group and
guided by the current Energy Department oí the Mìnistry of lndustry anti
Trade, the unit ECN Poliey Studies of the Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation (ECN) has carrIed out this study, lts main objective was to provide
decision makers of the MoIT with analyses and suggestions on energy sector
a drnin[stration restructuring.
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Executive summary
The toost central guiding principle of current Polish politics is the wish to
become integrated in the European Union. However, the European Union
formulated a number of conditions which should be met before membership
negotiations can start, one of the roa in requirements is the restructuring of the
" Polish energy sector, towards a modem competitive energy marker. The
situation tobe realized (say ten to twenty years from now) is establishment of
a functional, adequate and effective commercial energy sector pmviding
Polish economy, or better, society with a secured supply of energy at the
lowest possible economic price. Such a sector should be guided by a lean
energy management organization in the M.inistry of Economìc Affairs. The
Energy Law, shaped at western style, provides the framework for a smooth
interplay between govemment and the economic sectors. Control and other
executive tasks will be the responsibílity of a Energy Regulatory Authority.
This is the picture that guides energy poIicy in many European countries.
The current situatìon in the Polish energy sector is still fat from a balanced
self-regulatory economíc sector. In this study a great number of problems with
eâch of the energy subsectors, notably hardcoal, electricity, district hearing
and energy conservation, have been touche& It is concluded that the
government leaves the energy sector nearIy unattended. There is no balanced
playing fleld for the main actors in the country: industry and government.
However, Poland does hOt depart from zero any more. There is a new energy
law offered to Parliament for approval. The Energy Restructuring Group (ERQ)
is already working 3 years on restructuring energy sector management.
Currently, the ERG is working on the Energy Regulatory Authority and its
tasks and relationship with the Department of Energy.
Every country has to deal with some kind of energy sector organization. With
entrance in the European Union being the ultimate goal, an in-depth analysis
and comparison has heen made of the energy administrations of Germany, the
Llnited Kingdom, the Netherlands and Norway. The latter country has heen
added as the liberalization of the electricity sector seems tobe quite
successful. The goal of the study was: To [orrnulate sug9estions on the
institutionai set-up and organ[sational structure of the Polksh Departrnent of
Energy. This objective bas been covered with a simple methodo[ogy: Starting
with a good description of the current Polish energy sector, including the
weakness anti vigour of the subsectors, the comparison wlth other European
countries bas been made peî subsector in order to be able to suggest a
subsector organization based on the country coming near to Poland.

The comparison had two main categories: the structural and process leveL At
a structural level the energy subsector organization has been analyzed with a
strong emphasis on the number of civil servants employed per unit and sub
unit, the academic level of the civil servants, and the energy sector
management budget, allocated to salades ànd overhead. Budgets for the
energy policy instruments were hot part of this study and consequently they
were touched only superfluously. At thè process level the energy policy
playing field has heen given, described with the players, the play (the
communicatíon) and the rules of the game (Iegislative base). Both structures
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and processes have been derived from extensive interviews with responsible
policy makers in the fout countries,

The outcomes
Poland leaves its energy sector nearly unattended. In the energy department
40 civil servants are employed yet. Only 1 civil servant per million inhabitants
is found in Poland. In contrast: 7 per million in Germany, 12 per millìon in the
LIK, 19 in the Netherlands and even ló4 per million in Norway.
lnstead oftaking these numbers as an indication for Poland, energy subsectors
in the fout countries were compared with those of Poland. The minimum
overall number of civil servants to be employed in the Polish department of
energy is estimated tobe between 216 and 248. The difference mainly caused
by different assumptions for the Polish hardcoal sector.
The quality of the civil servants in the European countries is extremely high:
three out of fout hold a university degree (Netherlands, Norway and Germany;
in the UK around 50%); extensive professional formation is t:ound at 13 to
18%. The rest of the employees bas an administrative and technical support
formation. The formation of the Polish civil servants bas hot been reported.
Academic formation in the comparison countries in the energy departments
is mainly in economy, legislation, management and engineering. In Poland,
on the contrary, toost civil servants have an engineering background. This is
a poor match as the questions currently faced by the department of energy
are more economic and legal than technical.

The distribution of civil servants over the units and subunits is strongly shaped
by the energy resource endowments of the country concemed, transferred to
the Polish circumstances a large hardcoal sector should be established. If
Poland is compared to the UK, i.e. the hardcoal sector’s 1996 tasks in the UK
compared to the 1996 hardcoal sector’s tasks in Poland, the hardcoal division
in the Polish Department of Energy is conservatively estimated to be among
108 to 130. It should be taken in mind that different stages of restructuring in
the UK and Poland and the different paces of restructuring rather incline to a
comparison with the LIK 1973. At that time the iabour force in the energy
department counted over 1000 employees. Second largest unit ís electricity
with an estimated 36 employees, based on the average oi: the fout countries.
Energy conservation bas heen estimated based on the Netherlands as the
huge conservation potenfial urges a wide range of adequate energy conservation policy instruments, such as applied in the Netherlands and other
countries: 27 employees. District heating bas been transferred to the lower
admínistratio~ level, and needs a more distânt guidance. The oil and gas
sectors can be covered with 28 employees, the lowest number found in the
comparison countries (Qermany).
The costs for an energy department with 216 employees are estimated to be
7.33 million Pzl, broken down as 5.13 million Pzl for salaries and 2.2 million
Pzl for overhead. These figures are based on competitive salaries for highly
qualified (comparable to the other countries) emp|oyees. Competitiveness
exists with the private sector, where a senior engineer may earn around 4000
Pzl per month. Furthermore, these costs refer to a functioning ministry. The
upffont costs will be significantly higher as buildings and equípment urge high
investments. However, these costs can be placed in the perspective of the
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huge costs for Polish society if nothing would be done te get control over the
energy sector: The hard coa| subsector alone has a 1.4 billion US$ debt, the
gas subsector is estimated te lose 1 billton US$ annually due te ’losses’, the
district hearing subsector is believed te need 15 billion US$ for reconstructlon,
the electricity subsector urges an additional multibillion US$. These figures are
related te the cost side. There is, however, aise a benefit side in the energy
conservation íssue. PoIish economy is ene of the most energy inefficient economies in the world, lmproving energy efficiency (IEA estimations range,
conservatively, from 17 te 30%) would save the country a multibillion dollar
amount at an annual base.
At the process side of the energy policy making a number of important
observations bas heen made.
[t is concluded that the main actors in the energy field are Government and
the economic subsectors.
An interesting institutional solution for ma]ority governments is the
phenomenon of Parliamentary or mixed Energy Committees. In Poiand so
many committees, councils and advisory boards are institutionalized that
eI:l:ective policy making bas become Impossible. This is remarkable as in other
countr]es (notably the Netherlands and Norway) energy poiicy is high|y
influenced by these committees. In Poland free way is given te the actors in
the energy subsectors.
In the fout countr]es streng otganizations at energy subsector |evel are
functioning. This organi~ationa| feature is very convenient for eftïcier~t and
effective poficy making, as governments have te deal with ene core organization only. Policy goals, specific targets (e.g. CO2-reduction, energy
efficiency improvement), regulations, tax reductions etc. can be left te the
actors in the subsectors themselves as it comes te implementation. Espec~ally
Norway and Germany (and less so in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom) leave much toom te the economic sectors te organize the share of
burdens among their member entities. A power~ul organization at economic
sector leve[ is very convenient fora nationaI administration.
In the administrations of the fouç West European countries there is the basic
attìtude of cooperation with the economic actors and the energy subsectors.
For a large part mutual trust ailows polìcy makers te give initia! toom te the
actors, while the actors trust the ministry te take into account their limitations,
artsing from fragile market positions. Any change in conditions may have an
impact en economic functioning et~ the subsector companies concerned. This
mutual trust is another core element allowing societies te function. The West
European economies are often characterized as ’consultation economies’. No
actor takes far-reaching initiatives before consulting the parties concemed.
Mutual trust can only grow it: both actors and policy makers have a high level
of knowledge and if they are able te communicate at about the same level.
Knowing the peculiarities of mutual positions is a basic condition íor
administrative systems te be functional. The latter is an important reason for
establishing an energy department with high level specialists.
In the fout West European countries economic actors are strongly initiating
and proactive. Entrepreneurship is partly hindered by regu]ations and
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administrative control, en the ether hand, however, despite general
¢omplaints about massive administrative interventions in the economie
processes, entrepreneurs always leek for and find ways te carry en with their
activities. Streng enduring and sometimes ad hoc coalitions are built te defend
collective interests. In all countries entrepreneurs have contacts with
ministerial organizations at all levels, including the Minister level in case of Ng
companies. In Parliament liberal parties are expected te be the clearest
advocates of entrepreneurship, although ether parties are often approached
as well. Members of Parlìament, often engaged in spe¢ific committees, have
regular working visits te industry during which they become informed about
problems, opportunities and needs. It may be concluded that the level of
information dissemination and the quality of information in the comparison
countries is very high. One-sided int:ormation, based en information power, is
much more dif’ficult te realize. With the very high, often academic level ot: the
civil servants and Members of Parliament, the play and its rules become
widely known.

Recommendations te Polish government are:
¯ Establish a new energy department in the anticipated Ministry of Economic
Affaírs;
¯ Organìze the sub units according te the energy carriers mainly, with energy
conservation and general energy policy added;
¯ The labeur force should be characterized by â very high formation level,
typically 75% with university degree;
¯ Typical formation should be in econom~cs, legislation and management
studíes;
¯ Payment of the labour force should be competitive with industrial salaries;
¯ Job formation should consist of expatriate training and special in-house
¯ Financial support may be requested at the European Union;
¯ The werk force ofthe new department is conservatively estimated te be at
least 216 employees;
Enrolment is expected te tâke several years with contracting around 30
new employees annually.
The costs of establishment and maintenance of the new energy department
are considerable, but only a fraction of what can be gained by Polish society
with an efficient and effective energy administration.
Even affer realizing a smoothly operating energy infrastructure, with Poland
being part of the European Union, an Energy Department will still be
necessary as can be learned from the Union countries:
¯ integrated energy planning as a ffamework for dec~sion making prevents
high energy service costs;
¯ realization of energy efficiency improvements has te be promoted and
supported;
¯ realization of a sustainable energy future, relying en renewable energy
sources and new energy technologies needs government support.
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1. INTRODUCTION
!. ! Background
Energy is an important issue for Polish society and a consistent energy policy
is urgently needed. First comes the economic function of a secured, reliable
energy supply which í:urnishes economic growth or in contrast may hamper
economic development. Secondly, the importance of hard coal for the national
budget will continue [or the next decades. Thirdly, energy policy should give
due account to the social and labour implícations of the hard coal and related
industries, in which over one million people are employed. Fourth, national
investments in the energy sector cover 40% of total national investments and
even 60% of the investments in industry. Finally, devastating environmental
degradation ìn the south of the country is largely due to the mining actìvities
of the past decades. It is concluded that a consistent and anticipatory energy
policy is a key to economic growth and therewith to higher levels of prosperity
for Polish society.
After the transition Polish administration has become paralysed by political
instability and lack of political management. The Ministry of lndustry and
Trade, responsible for the natìonal energy aclministratìon, has lost a great
number of executive officers which left the energy field almost unattended.
l~owever, it is the task of an energy department to design, execute anti control
a consistent national energy planning according framework legislation on
energy. MeanwhiIe, all types of energy relevant decisions have been made.
Under pressure of the economic recession some hard coal mines were closed
down and some were privatised, though not to the extent and at the pace the
World Bank liked to see. $ome privatisation in the electricity sector has taken
place as well and electricity prices have heen raised gradually to levels which
very few people can afford to pay, leaving the electricity sector without the
necessary revenues for investments anti maintenance. Hard coal and lignite
production dropped sharply since 1989 [2] with falling revenues for the State
as a consequence. The drop in hard coal exports occurred as failing export
coordination resulted in competition ot: Polish mines in foreign markets.
Energy services and industry were leff in uncertainty about the situation to
come, which further affected investments in the sector. It may be concluded
that in this chaotic situation a de¢isive political management was lacking.
Moreover, it is not easy to see how the situation can be approved.

Is it only misery in the Polish energy sector? Fortunately in 1991 the Council
of Ministers decided to design a new Energy Law. Currently the new Energy
Law is under Parliamentary review. After approvement by the Sejm the
Iegislative framework for energy policy decisions will be in place. The Energy
Law foresees in the establishment of an Energy Regulatory A~thority (ERA),
which wili be realised shortly after approval of the Energy Law. During the
process also a decision will be made about the future structure of the national
administration: how will the competencies be divided over the new ministries.
Energy is expected to become the competence of the new Ministry of
Economic Affairs, which will replace the current Ministry of lndustry and
Trade. In this study a number of recommendations wili be put forward for the
future energy department, either in the Ministry of Economic Affaírs or ~n
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another set up. There will be the need foran energy department in all
circumstances. As Polish govemment decided to orient Poland on the
European Union it becomes logical to study the administration framework of
the European Union countries. This has heen done from 1992 to 1993 by the
Task Force Poland I3], a bi-national working group of several Polish energy
institutes and the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN), funded by
the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. General recommendations put forward
that time have heen discussed and partialiy integrated in the subsequent
years. However, with a new govemment taking office, an energy law to be
approved and an energy regulatory authorRy to be established, the baslc
question becomes clean What tasks shall be allocated to central administration and the new authority? How will the department be divided into units
and subunits? How many energy specialists with what qualifications should be
employed in the new structure? With these questions in mind the energy
administrations of some European Union countries were compared.

The establishment of an Energy Department in the anticipated Ministry of
Economic Affairs, which is going to replace the current Ministry of lndustry
and Trade, is of utmost urgency. The overall study objective may be formulated as:
To formulate suggestions on the institutional set-up and organisational
structure of the Polish Department of Energy.
The cur~ent Energy Depa~tment is hot equipped to fulfil its tasks in race of
rapid economic reorientation and dominant energy sector developments, viz.
liberalization of the electricity sector, deve!opment of gas inffastructure,
energy price liberalisation and hard coal sector restructuring. Based on the
phase I Task Force Poland study results, high level ministry officials and the
political top of the Ministry responsible for energy decided to orient the organizational structure of the Energy Department on West European practice and
experiences, notably on the bletherlands, with Germany, Norway, and the
United Kingdom as reference cases. As the EU defined a number of entering
conditions for Poland, among which restructuring of the energy sector, Polish
authorities express the winingness to bring their energy sector in line with the
ones of the EU. Sìmilar energy sectors are expected to be managed best with
similar organizational set-ups as EL! countries have. It will prevent costly
restructuring at the time membership of the ELf is granted.

1.2 Basic questions
In order to meer the above overall objective, the first aim of the study is:
1. To provide a detailed analysis of institutional set-ups of the energy
adminlstratlons of the Netherlands, Germany, the United Kingdom and
Norway.
The institutional setoup is defined as the organisation of a department in a
ministry, with directions, sections and sub sections. Every unit can be
described by tasks, responsibilities, number and level of employees and
budget. Budgets can be broken down in costs for personnel, overhead and
execution of regulations and laws. These aspects will be described in detail
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and transposed to Poland, taking into account a number of relevant factors
such as size of the country and magNtude of energy subsectors.
The second aim is:
2. To describe as detailed as possible the human resources required (quality,
skills) and allocated budgets per organizational unit involved in energy
pol~cg design, ~mplementation and control in Poland.

As the po|itical process conceming the extent of marker orientation yet bas
to go a Iong way towards maturation, it remains difficult to estimate the
composition and magnitude of the new energy department. A possible
solution to this problem is to assume two scenarios, one with a lot of
regulation anti one with stronger reliance on the marker mechanism. For each
scenario tasks and responsibilities for the energy department can be defined.
For the high regulation, low marker variant the Dutch structure and performance will be selected. The low regulation, high marker variant will have a
stronger resemblance with the blorwegian and UK practice. The German case
is expected tobe found between both extremes on the dimension of
government involvement.
3. Reuiew of the present and expected energy sector administratlon in Poland
and respective views of the energy subsectors on the role of the central
energy administration.

As lack of communication of energy policy and energy policy measures is
perceived to be one of the main threats preventing the entire energy sector
restructuring operation, it should be stressed that the actors directly confronted with the consequences of energy policy should be involved in the process.
Not only the energy subsectors should be probed, but also energy specialists
of the main political parties.
These questions can be answered only in the countries involved in the
comparison. State budgets are hot easy to obtain and they are rarely easy to
analyze, as the budget categories anti sub categories contain some freedom
for the administration (the ministries) to develop policy. Energy policy
processes, that is how are the rules of the politlcal and administrative play,
who are the pIayers and how do they perform, is felt to be the toost central
question for any administration set up. The transition from the former political
system to the current system is one thing, but the knowledge and experience
available to transform the country into a market driven open economy is
another thing. The latter is expected to take decades as the tradition and
history of the former system probably provide poor guidelines for the building
of a service-oriented transparent (energy) administration. The question
remains open how this can be achieved. Comparison with other countries,
preferably somewhat further on the way towards this desired end, may reault
in some usefu! suggestions for the Polish administration. With the comparison
idea it comes to questions of validity of such an approach. What methodology
provides the highest validity?
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!.3 Methodology
If energy administrations in Europe are compared a wide variety of structures
can be observed [4]. However, common structures and similarities can be
observed as well. One of the conclusions of earlier studies was the prevalence
of energy carriers as the main organization principle in energy departments
[2]. This organizational principle is, although challenged by new developments
such as European regulations, liberalízation and privatization, not disputed.
Based on the similarities and given the Polish energy sector structure the
same principle will be applied there, as every sector has its own sometimes
unique problems that need tobe faced with adequate policy.
The basic features of energy sector administrations have tobe made
comparable. To this end the base of comparison bas tobe established. The
number of employees and budgets have to be put in a framework for
comparison. The framework shou|d basica[ly consist of the characteristics of
the energy subsectors, as the subsectors have tobe managed by the
administration to some extent. Energy subsectors are centra! to economy as
large financial resources are implied in energy exports and imports. Energy
management comparisons among countries should basically go into detail on
the subsector characteristics. Figures on energy import, energy export, energy
use, and energy efficiency related to the State budget, provide useful
dimensions for the magnitude of divisions and sub divisions of the department
of energy.
Most important, however, is the consideration that some decisions are
basically political in nature. Only Govemment and Parliament can decide on
the extent of liberalization and privatization in the country. Also the relationship between |oca| and national authorities with related division of tasks has
to be taken there (decentralization is an important issue in toost European
countries at the moment). Finally the extent of division between tasks of
energy policy making and energy policy execution should be taken into
account (privafizâtion of certain tasks formerly perceived as State responsibilities is another hot topic). This study is to provide some suggestions to
pol[ticians about consequences related to these questions, based on
experiences in the aforementioned countries. The ¢onclusion is that poIitical
decisions have to be made bet:ore an adequate energy sector administration
can be established.

The countries for comparison are selected because of the different features
conceming the above mentioned political choices. Norway and the UK are
liberalised and in contrast Germany and the NetherIands are hot. Policy
execution in various energy sectors is sometimes carried out by specialized
institutes at arm’s length of the nationai administrations, e.g. energy R&D
programmes in the Netherlands and Germany. Most of the functions related
to energy policy, however, still remair~ in the ministry concerned, such as
electricity and the oil sector in Norway. It should be borne in mind, however,
that every comparison has its limitations. The organizational set-up in a
ministry is the sum of historical developments regarding the sector, already
forgotten challenges (the institutional memory is usually limited) and, maybe
most important, of characteristics of personal relationships resulting in the
creation of new functions. The transposition of a particular administrative
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organization from one country to Poland is hOt possible. It is only intended to
provide a reference base and some suggestions for the coming restructuring,

The type of organization has also implications on effectiveness and efficiency
of policy making, the controllability of the administration anti the extent to
which ParIiament can influence the process. Where possible, policy processes
are described in more detail if it was feit that an interesting approach might
be instructive for decision making by Polish authorities.
The necessary in[ormation is very detalled and hOt easy to obtain. Only wello
informed actors may be expected tobe able to clarify out questions for their
country. In all countries key actors in the energy field are interviewed
(Secretary General, Managers of divisions, Members of Padiament, Head of
Parliamentary Committees, Director of Executive organizations, Advisors to
the Minister) with semi structured ìntervìews with a questionnaire that served
as a guideline. As l:ar as possible the State budgets of the four countries have
heen used to derive most recent figures and insights concerning policy
guidelines. The interviews are summarized in concise country sections that
have been sent to the informants for comments. The Polish data have heen
provided by the Polish Energy Restructuring Group (ERG), which was involved
in the guidance of this study on behalf of the Department of Energy. This high
level, mixed foreign-national group of energy experts bas heen working on the
design of the new Polish Energy Law since December 1992. This study bas
heen carried out during the second half of 1995.
A very important part of the methodology of this study is the consultation of
the energy subsectors in Poland about the recommendations of this study.
After anaiysis and comparison of the set up in other European countries and
Poland, the results should be discussed with Polish energy spe¢ialists, energy
administration, politicians and representatives of the energy subsectors. This
report should be regarded as a discussion paper that may serve to set off a
ffuifful cooperation between energy subsectors and the administration. It may
be consìdered as a new step ìn the building of mutual trust between the toost
important actors at the energy playing field.
The report is organized in two main chapters containing the information on
energy sector administration (Chapter 2) and energy pollcy processes
(Chapter 3) respectively. Both chapters end up in conclusions about the
comparison, after the countries have been described in detail. Chapter 4
integrates the conclusions which will be put in the broader perspective of
challenges the PoIish energy administration is currently facing. The chapter
is closed with recommendations describing the main conditions and pediments
for an adequate energy administration.
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2. ENERGY SECTOR ADMINISTRATION IN
POLAND AND IN SELECTED EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES
2.1 lntroduction
Admin]strations are highly different throughout the world. They are no~ stable,
unchangeable structures but instead they tend to follow new challenges facing
the nations. After the first oil crisis energy ìmporting countries reacted with the
set-up of energy ministries, while before energy was hardly an issue. Energy
was rather cheap and abundantly available. The first oil shock marked a
dramatic collapse to this feature of the world oil marker. Moreover, special
legislation was designed to anticipate further disturbances of energy supply.
Almost all countries have some kind of emergency planning structure,
strategic oil reserves and a special ministeríal organization royering the issue.
In international cooperation the International Energy Agency (IEA) was
established which brought together the interests of the oil importing countries
as opposing the interests o[ oil exporting countries, organized in OPEC. The
fade out of the oil shocks also degraded the energy mlnistries into
departments residing under a ministry or even with comp|ete disappearance
in some countries. With the upcoming envlronmental concern in the eighties
energy became of interest again, but now as an environmental problem
because of the related emissions.
The basic topics in this chapter are:
1. Review ofthe present anti expected energy sector administration in Poland.
2. To provide a detailed analysis of the institutional set-up of the energy
administrations in the Netherlands, Germany, the United Kingdom and
Norway.
3. To describe as detailed as possible the human resources requlred (quality,
skills) and aliocated budgets per organizational unit invoNed in energy
policy design, implementation and control.

Because there is no single solution to establish efficient anti effective energy
admìnistrations, the main characterìstìcs of the admìnistrations in Germany,
the UK, the Netherlands and Norway are presented in this chapter. First,
however, the Polish administration is described, based on the information
derived from various Polish sources, mainly from the Energy Restructuring
Group and the Department of Energy of the Ministry of lndustry and Trade
5, 61.
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2.2 Energy Sector Administration in Poland
2.2,1 Former Administration~
Before 1990, the Ministry of Mining and Power was charged with national
energy policy design and implementation, except for the oil industry
(refineries). The latter topic was dealt with by the Ministry of Chemistry.
Control over the energy sector was exercised by three powerful state
organizations, i.e.
- the Hard Coal Board,
- the Power and Lignite Board anti
- the Polish Oil and Gas Company.

Energy conservation fell within the competence of the Ministry of Material
Resources and Energy Economy. In the latter Ministry the Natíonal Energy
lnspectorate was responsible for energy conservation policy.
Until 1991 there was also an independent advisory body, the State Council on
Energy which advísed the President of the Planning Commission, the Minister
of Mining and Power and other Governmental Bodies (for example the Main
Energy lnspector) on principal energy problems. The State Couneil on Energy,
together with the Energy Committee of the Polish Academy of" Sciences were
the advisory bodies for the administration.
There was a staff of 30-60 in the Planning Commission’s Department of
Energy involved in energy issues. A further ]5-20 energy related staff were
employed in other Departments of the Planning Commission and in the
Division for blatural Resources and Energy of the lnstitute for National
Economy. A total staff of about 4~5 to 80 in the Planning Commission was
involved in energy problems.
About 20,000 people were engaged in the energy field, mainly in executive
tasks in the Hard Coal Board, the Power and Lignite Board and the Polish Oi]
and Gas Company. Of them around 2000 were working in thea forementioned
Ministríes, Counci]s and Commissions on the policy side of the issue.

It is concluded that the staff being involved in energy policy issues these days
must have totalled several hundreds. The employees were divided over several
ministries (at leest three) and commissions (at Ieast four). The energy policy
issue was not dominated by only one ministry.

~ A detailed description of the former anti current energy administration of Poland has
been given in the ECN report C--93-032: The Netherlands-Pol~nd: Task Force on
Integrated Energy and Environmentei Planning. Working Paper I: Description of the
Former and Current Energy Administration of Poland.
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Figure 2.1 Main executive bodies of former energy administration
The Department of Energy in the Planning Office (formerly the Planning
Commission) and the energy related branch ministries (Ministry of Mining and
Power, Ministry of Chemistry, Ministry of Material Resources and Energy
Economy, etc.) have been closed down. The supporting ’infrastructure’ - the
subsidiary adm~nistrative bodies (the Boards of energy sub-sectors) as well as
the scientific and research institutes related to energy management and
energy planning - bas been reduced significantly.

The main conclusions are that in former days energy sector management was
scattered over many ministries, with around 2000 staff employed on the
issues in the mínistries. The old structure bas heen dismantlêd during the last
couple of years. The question is ~vhat structures replace the former energy
administration.

2.2.2 Current Energy Administration at Centra! Government
Level in Poland
The present energy sector management in Poland finds itself positioned
between the former energy administration and its supporting infrastructure,
and the emerging new energy sector administration. Further changes anti
restructuring of the energy administration are feit tobe urgently needed. This
study aims for a contribution to that process.
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Figure 2.30rganigramme of the Polish Energy Departrnent

Political and administrative bodies in the energy field
Various bodies are involved in decisions which affect the energy sector. First
anti foremost the PoIish Parliament (Sejm) passes new energy legislatlon,
controls the ministries and approves government decisíons. The Polish
Parliament consists of two Chambers: The Sejm (460 members) and the
Senate (100 members, two of every voivodship plus an extra from Warsaw
and from Katowice) [7]. The two chambers are elected for a 4 year’s terra, but
may be dissolved earlier in which case a new election must take place. The
president is elected for a 5 year’s period. The Sejm is a representative body
of the people and appoints the Speaker of the Sejm, its Presidium consisting
of the Speaker of the Sejm and the Deputy Speakers, and members of
Parliamentary Committees I7].
The present structure of the Administration and adm~nistrative bodies directly
related to the energy sector is shown in Figure 2.2. The main energy related
tasks of these authorities are descdbed in [5]. As before, a great number of
ministdes is involved in energy poHcy issues.
The administrative responsibility for the energy sector is vested with the
Ministry of lndustry and Trade. Matters reIated to exploitation of natural
resources and environmental questions, however, are under the governance
of the Ministry of Natural Environment Protecfion, Natural Resources and
Forestry, whereas district hearing (DH) is under the responsibility of the
Ministry of PhysicaI Planning and Construction.
The Minister of lndustry and Trade (MolT) is responsible for guiding the
energy sector, determination of" directions of its development, especially with
regard to liquid fue]s, power systems, gas systems and creation of the
conditions for an efficient use of energy and fuels. Furthermore, it is the duty
of MolT to design and carry out emergency oil supply policy (establishment
of fuel reserves and other strategic resources and materials). For state
enterprises, MolT plays the role of a ’Founding Body’ acting on behalf of the
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State under the law on state enterprises. For newly created joint stock
companies, being fully owned by the State Treasury, MolT acts on behalf of
the State Treasury as a single shareholder under the Commercial Code.
According to the present law, all technical solutions regarding power
equipment, installations and buildings, ìf they have an impact on the
production, transmission and use of electricity, require an approval of MolT.
MolT is also an Appeal Organ from the decisions of the Regiona! Energy
Management lnspectorates. The inspectorates mainly have normative,
technical tasks concerning energy installations and buildings. Their domain
has been broadened with the responsibility to adm’~nister energy performance
of companies and the dissemination of energy efficiency technology and
behaviour. The lnspectorate bas survived the politlcal transition despite
liquidaflon of the office of the Chief lnspector for Energy Management [6].
Humart Re$ources
Energy is located in the Department of Energy, Mining and Fuel of the MolT
(DOE). At present, there are 38 employees in the Department of Energy, out
of which 3 are part-fime. The management, being one Director and 2 Deputy
Directors, is responsible for the department, which is divided into 7 sections:
6 peop]e
Energy Policy Section
6 people
Mining and Geology Section
lnvestment and Supervision Secfion
6 people
lnformatics and Statistics Section
2 people
Energy Facilities Section
4 people
Gas and Liquid Fuel Section
4 peop~e
4 people
Foreign Cooperation Section
Besides these units there is also the Post on Energy Investment and Environmental Protection, in which an unknown number of staff is employed. Tasks
of these sections are described in Annex I to this report. P~’ecise qualifications
of the current labour force are hot known, but they are mainly technically
formed. However, the department does not employ lawyers, economists, and
management experts.

Local Governments
In 1990 a new system for local govemments bas been introduced by the Act
on Local Self Government. The basic unit of the self-government administration is a commune (’mina’). Pursuant to the Act’s article 7.1 ’the tasks
of the communes cover issues of electricity and heat supply’ [5]. The
interpretation of this ob|igation varies. Communes claim an exclusive right to
distribute electricity, gas anti heat within their territories and they expect the
State to transfer the ownership of the distribution enterprises. So fat the State
is reluctant to hand over utilities. The question bas not yet been solved.
However, in the majority of cases dist~íct heating distribution enterprises are
already owned by the communes. It bas also heen settIed that the communes
are to cover expenses related to public lighting.
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Supporting organizations
ENERGY RESTRUCTURING GROUP
The European Union decided te support the MolT with the design of a new
energy law anti the establishment of an Energy Regulatory Authorlty. Te this
end the Energy Restructuring Group (ERG) has been established in ] 992. The
general goal of the ERG’s werk was te meer the requirements set by the
European Councfl for future entrance of East European countries in the
European Union. The main requirements, laid down in the so-called ’White
Book’ include:
¯ full achievement of the restmcturing of the energy sector, including
commercialization and privatization (totally or partly) of the companies,
make-up of the sector through merges and/or spin-offs of activities te
reach/improve competitiveness;
te create as soon as possibIe conditions for start of membership
negotiations, including iong term energy policy targets, energy efficiency
strategies and energy infrastructure investments mainly in the area of gas
and electricity networks (EU back-up during the pre-accession period in
order te meer these requirements was provided);
¯ te improve the coordination of technical assistance (mu]tí- and bilateral),
with the objective of maximizing its efficiency (also with support provided
by the EU).
The support has heen established through the Energy Restructuring Group, in
whìch about ten foreign energy experts second an equal number of domestìc
energy experts. The twinned experts have been working en the design of an
Energy Law so fat and new the establishment of an Energy Regulatory
Authority is in the focus of attention. The design of an energy law by the ERG
has heen en behalf of the Me|T, who has been responsible from the onset. Net
all recommendations of the ERG have been raken over by the MolT. The
Energy Law concept bas been offered te the Government and the Parliament,
and is awaiting final approval. The Energy ReguIatory Authority is currently
under design by a group of experts composed by the World Bank. The Energy
Restructuring Group takes part in the study and the entire project is supervised by the ERG en behalf of the MoIT.
It is expected that through technical assistance canalized through the ERG, the
Polish energy sector will enter the application period of European Union
membership with clear prospects for further development, as full account
should be given te the energy sector being the cornerstone of economie
recovery and social welfare of the country [6, p. 4].

ENERGY MANAGEMENT INSPECTORA TES
MolT bas removed all the powers and duties of the former Chief Energy
Management Inspector, and incorporated these tasks in the DOE. These tasks
include:
¯ approval of all technical solutions regarding energy installations and
buildings which have impact on production, transmission and use of energy
or fuels. In this connection MolT shall consider especially the type of fuel
or energy, selection of technology, equipment and materials;
¯ approval of production and import of selected types of energy equipment,
which are tobe defined in an ordinance, issued by MolT;
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the right to bart the saIe of equipment hot conforming particular efficiency
and quality standards issued on the virtue of the Act;
the right to issue particular provisions on operation of energy equipment or
instâllations;
determination of additional quaIifications required for operation of particular
types of energy equipment and installations and the procedure for obtaining
a certific~tion of such qualifications.
The regional ofiïces of the inspectorate have executive power, including the
right to inspect sites and premises, and penalize in case of violation of norms
and rules. Tasks and duties of the Regional Energy Management are:
to undertake actions and research aiming at improving the efficiency of the
energy sector, including the right to order a specific behaviour of the
entities;
to control operation of energy equipment including the ~ight to order a shut
down of installations which are not efficient or in a poot technical condition;
to approve a permanent abandonment of energy and fuel production and
transmission installations;
to approve developments of energy insta|lations;
to enforce provisions of the Energy Management Act (inspection and fine
imposing) [5, p. 51.
is not known to what extent the inspectorates are effective in carrying out
there responsibilities. However, the tasks carried out sofar by the lnspectorates are fundamental for a good governance of the energy sector: without
good and reliable data base on energy end use, all law making and
regulations regarding influencing energy end use runs the fisk not to fit reality.

POLISH NA TIONAL ENERGY C ONSER VA TION A GENC Y (PNE CA )
The Polish blafional Energy Conservation Agency is an independent institute
at arm’s length of the Government. It bas been establìshed to strengthen
energy efficiency in Polish society [5]. It is a joint stock company with no
pursuit of profit. The actìvitìes comprìse a (mainly technical) role in the
preparation of new legislation, an intermediary function with the provision of
financial support (guarantees for loans to cooperatìves; the creation of a
revolving fund) to energy conservation projects, promotion of research and
training related to energy conservation, and dissemination of information. The
PNECA realizes its activities in all economic sectors. The toost common forto
of financial support is the provisìon of loans wìth varyìng interest rates anti
repayment terms, administered by PNECA. Project documents provided by the
applicant are the base for financing investments, mainly by warranting loan
repayment or assistance in repaying interest [5, p. 11].
POLISH FOUNDATION FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY (FEWE)
FEWE bas heen established in 1990 through a joint effort of the US EPA and
the World Wildiife Fund. Funding came from a variety of donors including a
number of EU countries, US DOE, US AID, UNDP and the EU. It is an
independent public institution with no pursuit of profit. Funds are derived from
various sources: Polish and foreign financiaI institugons, the national budget,
ffom services provided to industry. Three regional offices assist the national
organization at realizing the following goals:
evaluation of the potential for Energy Efficiency Technologies in Poland:
Sectoral Analyses and International Comparisons;
22
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,, evaluation of Feasibility and Profitab~lity of the New Energy Conservation
Technologies te be implemented in Poland;
¯ market studies for energy efficient equipment and technologies, e.g. super
energy efficient windows, high energy efficiency lighting, ultra efficient
particulate removaI, etc.;
¯ execution of the demonstration projects (Kraków en thermal envelope
improvement in selected blocks of apartment).
Q execution of the Energy Bus Program in order te ~ntroduce Energy
Management at buildings of the tertiary sector,
¯ Energy Audits along with analyses of Energy Conservation Opport~nities
at public buildings like schools, hospitals and outpatients’ surgeries in
Katowice and Bielsko-Biala provinces (carried out with Energy Bus);
operation of the Energy Efficiency Education Centre;
~ Energy Management Courses for Polish Industry;
~ Energy Audits of the selected big industrial fa¢ilities [6, p. 13-14].

Councils, committees and boards
In Poland a great number of advisory bodies or decision making committees
is involved in energy issues. Two very important committees are the Social
Committee and the Economic Committee. The latter is involved with any type
of energy policy document, including the new|y designed Energy Law and the
Energy Policy Guidelines that have te be designed biannually under the new
law. There are 24 permanent committees identìfìed, which net only consìder
the proposals, guidelines as such, but which in some cases may invite experts
from every subsector involved. Apart from the officially appointed committees
there is a great number of councfls attached te the ministries and individual
advisors at different levels also in the ministries.
It is concluded that there is a certain level of overrepresentation in the
administrative system, inhibiting adequate, efficient decision mak(ng and
impairing an effective energy administration in general.

Associations
A number of assocìations (Associations of district hearing companies,
electricity generation companies, electricity distribution companies) exist
which functlon as interest organizations. It is, however, unclear te what extent
these organizations have power over the individual members, or even if they
are entrusted te act en behalf of the subsector concemed.

2.2.3 Current Organ~sation at Energy Subsector Level in
Poland
Polish government has decided en massive privatization of state enterprises
being the main political course. However, energy enterptises are largely
excluded from privatization. The Ministry of Ownership Changes is responsible
for carrying out the privatlzation process. The law en State Enterprises
provides for so-¢aIled ’founding bodies’, namely ministries and regional
authorities, which have an effective administrative control over enterprises.
The Ministry of [ndustry anti Trade is ene of the founding bodies playing a
speciai role in the process of restructuring and possible privatization of the
majority of the energy companies in the hard coal, power, gas and heat
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subsectors. The MolT is not the founding body of all energy subsector
companies. District heat transmission and distribution is subordinated to the
Ministry of Physical Planning and Construction. The two largest refinerles in
Gdansk and Plock resort under the Ministry of Ownership Changes in order to
be privatized in the near future.
Power sector
The restructurin9 process started in !gdg. Five regional power utilities were
divided int 32 generation enterprises (power and CHP plants) and 33
distribution companies. In 1990, the Power and Lignlte Board was liquidated
and the Polish Power Grid Company (PSE), a State Treasury joint stock
company, was established. PSE is responsible for:
dispatching power within the national power system,
power and electricity foreign exchange,
wholesale market,
managing the high voltage transmission grid,
coordination of pricing policy,
coordination of power system development.
In ~993 all distribution enterprises were transformed into joint stock companies with the State as a single owner. In 1994 all CHP plants followed the
same route. In spite of the suggestions of the World Bank and the plans of the
Ministry of Ownership Transformations, privatisation oí: the first generat]ng
company (the Kraków SA CHP plant) has not been accomplished. Major
reasons include:
fear for social disturbances imposed by trade unions,
opposition of local communal administration against privatization of the
plant,
lack of new legal framework.
Lignite mines that were foreseen to get merged with associated power plants
also remain in the old organisational framework as separate state owned
enterprises due to the same reasons.
The maximum level of official prices is determined by the Minister of Finance.
Special attention should be paid to the problem of increasing energy prices.
As costs of district hearing are relatively high, the number of unpaid bills for
heat increases rapidly. For this reason district hearing enterprises are still
subsidized by the Government.
Present legislation in Poland does not deal with Third Party Access. In the
past, a specific kind of negotiated TPA was executed by international contracts on electricity exchange between the Comecon countries or, in case of
electricity export to third countries (Austria). All conditions of such TPA were
inc[uded in the relevant contracts.

Hard Coa/sector
The Hard Coal Mining [ndustry is of fundamental importance to the economy
of Poland. Hard coal takes about 65% in the energy balance of the country.
About 60% of electricity and over 80% of industrial and household heat is
produced from hard coal. In addition, steel producing industry is based on
hard coal. Therefore, hard coal has a significant role in maintaining security
of energy supply for Poland.
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The present state of hard coal industry is eharacterised by:
Overcapacity
Limited scope for further real price increase
The industry is loss-making
Overmanning at mines
Lack of modern technology
Lack of investment funds
Environmental threats
Insufficient cash flow
Past debts
Industrial relation
High transport costs
Economie justificafion for exports.
Various activities are expected tobe carried out in the near future [2, p. 13]4]. The main actions are mentioned below:
o eliminating overmanning,
¯ accelerating the closure programme,
¯ legal steps for clarification of land ownership (and hence mineral rights),
¯ transfer of real estate into municipality ownership,
¯ planning of economically viable, Iong-term operation taking into account
the environmental impact,
¯ encouraging priva~.e investments anti complete privafisation,
¯ establishing a coal department to ensure proper discharge of the ownership
function.

In order to improve the rapidly deteriorating mining activities Polish
govemment is engaged in a three phase programme to restructure the stateowned hard coal sector for operation in market economy conditions. The key
objectives of phases 1 respectively 2 were:
]. to halt the decline in the industry’s financial performance
2. to make mining a profitable industry.
The overall aim of the programme is to reorganize the hard eoal sector, giving
due account of economic, social and environmental aspects.

Almost alI the actions be!onging to Phase 1 have been carried out. However,
conditions for real profitability have hOt been established yet. Significant
progress bas been made on the actions belonging tô Phase 2. Eleven mines
were brought under direct state control with the aim to become closed down.
All object subsidies have ceased, but some effective subsidies remain in the
form of tax exemptions and investment support. Formal price controls have
heen abolished although the Govemment bas heen represented at the contract
negotiations between the (entirely state-owned) coal ¢ompanies and the also
state-owned, major customers.
The i:inal outcome of Phase 2 is still unclear. An essential prerequisite for
Phase 3 is to get Phase 2 on schedule. In fact the Government is abandoning
the phase procedures xvhile currently working on a new plan in which large
financial resourees are allocated for the closure of seven mines [8].
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Gas sector
The Polish Oil & Gas Company (POGC) is one of the rare vertically fully
integrated monopoly gas companies in Europe. It is controlling the whole gas
chain going from well head to industrial, commercial and residential
consumers. At present POGC is the only producer of oil (very marginal) and
natural gas on the territory of Poland [2, p. 15]. In Match 1993 the Anti
Monopoly Office (AMO) issued an order for the restructuring of POGC.
Although this is a c]ear and wel] defined order, fina] measures for implementation have hOt heen raken and until now there bas not heen a strong
enforcement of the order from the side of AMO. Til] raid ]995 there was no
progress in the restructuring of the Gas anti Oi] sector, caused by lack of
political consensus in the Government and negative interferences from the
several trade unions and Workers Council involved [2, p. 19].

One of the essential goals for the restructuring of PO(ìC is the transformation
from a state enterprise into a company under the commercial code. The
POGC management will be broken down in three levels: The shareholders
meeting, the supervisory board and the management board in the company.
The primary target to be achieved by this change is to introduce commercial
behaviour in the competitive energy market. To this end it is proposed to
break down POGC into 13 ancillary companies and a unknown number of
independent companies involved in extraction, transmission and distribution.
After separafion of the economic functions and commercialization of the gas
subsector, pdvatization is anticipated [2, p. 18]. The possiNlities of privatisation of the core industry is still open for discussion, but at present it is most
likely that as a minimum the transmission company will remain state owned
or that the state will havea majority of the shares.
The present situation is leading to unnecessary high production and service
costs âs they are hot established in free competition with other supplies and
contracts in the sector [2, p. 201. Nevertheless, the financial situation of POGC
is very bad. Bflls for gas deliveries to large state enterprises remain unpa~d.
POGC is hot allowed to cut gas supply. In order to have the liquidity necessary
for sa|afies and other operational costs, it is hot possible for POGC to pay
taxes to the state budget [2, p. 21].
The total number oi~ employees in POGC is about 43,000. One of the major
probIems within POGC is the overemp]oyment found in all parts of the
organisâtion. Overemployment bas been hampering the preparation of
business p]ans for the manufacturing, contracting and servicing branches
within POGC. Approx. 33% of the emp]oyees within POGC are in the
ancillaries and service companies, 16% in the ’up-stream’ operation and the
remaining 51% in ’down-stream’ operation, lntemal organizatlon of POGC is
hampering restructuring as well. The management of the regional companies
is reported tobe deficient, as ~he current situation characterized bya lack of
financial and manageria! risks is maintained.
Approximately one thírd oF annual gas sales are supplied from domestic gas
fields and the remaining supply is imported from Russia. Domestic sales are
decreasing. The security and continuity of gas supplies is expected to improve
due to the transit pipeline construction relating Russían gas fields with the
western European grid [2, p. 17]. The import of natural gas from Russia is
controlled by the arrangements of contracts between POGC acting on behalf
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of Polish Government and Russian gas exl~ort organizâtions [2, p. 24]. POGC
is not Iicensed to import gas, but instead an intermediator is involved,
importing gas on barter trade base. At present it is difficult to judge the
changes for additional gas volumes from domestic sources of gas, and it is
necessary to plan for additional imports to cover the forecasted demand [2,
p. 25]. It is likely, that the extension of those arrangements ask for considerab[e [nvolvement of the future Department of Energy [2, p. 231.
At present a number of constraints for a successful development of the gas
sector exist. These constraints include organisational, financial and social
items and POQC is not able to remove these constraints without proper
support from the Ministry of lndustry and Trade and changes in the legal
framework covering POGC’s activities. The toost important of these are
organisafional such as the structure of the company and the actual skills of
the emp[oyees, the lack of marketing activities and the lack of transparent
pricing policy [2, p. 26]. Besides, there are also economic constraints, like
lack of competition, cost control, and lack oF financial means [2, p. 27-28].
At present the POGC’s Employees Councfl is against any transformation of the
company structure that might harm the possibilities for all present employees
to get equal preferential shares in the transformed companies. The position of
the council is connected to statements from Government representatives
promising a!l employees in state enterprises that they will obtain preferential
shares (at low price or free of charge) during the privatisation process. As this
is regarded as a major benefit, it has the consequence that all employees want
to obtain exactly equal shares in order to ensure that none of the present
empIoyees will be cheated. This means that the only possible procedure that
can obtain the approval of the council is to commercialise POGC as a whole
and that changes in the company structure can only be introduced hereafter.
The Employees Council has approved this model t:or commercialisation of
POGC, but according to the present legislation this can only be implementecl
under the responsibility of the Ministry of" Privatisation, and the Ministry of
Industry & Trade will hot accept commercialisation of POGC to take place
outside its control.

Oil
The country bas an almost negligible oiI production (about 1% of annual
demand). Sereh refineries are in operation to process imported crude oil.
Presently, the refineries are profitable enterprises. The State is engaged in the
sector with state-owned enterprises and joint stock companies of which the
shares are 1.00% state-owned. Retail of the oil products is given to two trade
companies and several independent fuel distributors.
A Restructuring Programme for the sector has been designed focusing on
strengthening competition and abandonment of protection instruments. A
Polish oil company is envisaged to be established. The implementation of the
Restructuring Programme envisages:
¯ introduction of a pricing and taxatlon policy,
¯ creatìon of conditions for the programme clevelopment through the
protection of domestic producers during the period of restructuring as well
as ensuring access to the market of marker parties,
establishing of stable legal framework.
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The principal condition to implement the programme is to maintain state
control over strategic decisions of entities with regard to energy security and
environmental protection. It is necessary to establish:
oil and oil products reserves,
, product quality control,
,, technical safety control,
,~ maintenance control over transportation and storage [2, p. 31].
Investments in the oiI sector should be covered by the profits of the sector
entities. EventuaIly, privatisation of some of the joint stock companies can be
considered. After establishment of the Polish Oil Company a price liberalisation in two stages (first for gasoline and after that for diesel) will be carried
out. Also privatisation of the sector is anticipated, but hot in the near future
and only under stringent conditions. The conditions are:
* The State Treasury should have a block of shares guaranteeing its substantial participation in net profit.
. The State Treasury should also include an obligafion of main shareholders
to agree on basic decisions concerning indebtedness, investments, profit
sharing, production suspension, statute changes, capital increase, new
shares acquiring, etc.

District heating
Heat supply represents one of the most important energy subsectors in
Poland. Approx. 50% of primary energy is used for hearing purposes in
industrial, commercial, agricultural, transport anti housing sectors. Simultaneously, hearing and hot water cover over 80% of domestic energy
consamption. Heat production and distribution have an important role in the
municipal energy balances. Momentarily, over 500 locaI entities are involved
in district hearing. Some 68,000 sub stations, partly owned by the DH
enterprises, partly by the consumers, are connecting consumers to the DH
plants. District heating holds a somewhat exceptional place among the energy
subsectors, as these companies are increasingly brought under the governance of the communities [2, p. 43].
Since 1991, the Minister of Physical Planning anti Construction has overall
supervision over the subsector. However, industry, utilities and power plants
selling heat to local DH systems, are reporting to the Minìster of lndustry and
Trade. lndividual DH companies are also supervised by municipalities and
sometimes by Voivodes. To complicate subsector management even more the
Ministry of Finance establishes the average price increase that may be
chargêd by the companies at an annual basis. The DH companies are free to
do so. However, consumers do hot receive DH price signals as DH is
incorporated in the tent and hot specified separately on the monthly bril.
DISTRICT HEA TING CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (DHCC)
The leading organisation in district hearing st~bsector is the District Hearing
Chamber of Commerce (DHCC) with headquarters in Warsaw and 5 Regional
Offices. DHCC has been established in 1994 and today it associates about
150 district hearing enterprises, representing approx. 80% of the total heat
generation, produced and distributed through municipal district hearing
networks [6, p. 21 ]. Momentarfly, the DHCC functions as an interest organization. The organization is hot expectêd tobe able to guide the transition
towards a marker oriented subsector. Nevertheless, DHCC bas been involved
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in the design of the Energy Law. Cooperation with several ministries, trade
unions, heat producers, housing cooperation unions, as well as the Union of
Polish Cities (owning DH assets) places DHCC in the middle of the district
hearing subsector.
Modernization of the subsector is urgent]y needed. It is estimated that
realization of DH systems modemization in Poland will take about 15 to 20
years. [nvestments necessary for modernization add up to about 5 billion US$.
The main purposes of DH sector restructuring are:
subordination of DHEs to local authorities according to national energy
policy,
¯ restructuring of heat tariff system, coverìng reasonable operational and
development costs,
¯ establishment of a licence system for DHEs, givíng due account of" the
limited range of competition and the natural monopoly character of DHEs,
¯ reduction energy ¢onsumption in the subsector,
¯ reduction of environmental pollution.
Transformations that have to take place include:
1. ownership - taking over assets by communes and possibly further selling
to private businesses,
2. organisâtional - adaptation of organisation structure to ownership changes,
decentra]isation of management and adjustments to marker economy
conditions,
3. economie - withdrawal of hearing and hot water subsidies to the housing
sector, change of billing and tarìffication systems (based on measurements), creation of consumer interest in energy saving,
4. ecologica! - reduction of environmental pollution.
Many ministries as well as regional and local institutions and authorities are
involved in restructuring of this subsector, such as the national DH organizations which represent DH enterprises. Most important is the cooperation
with finaneial institutions anti organizations [ike;
World Bank, European Bank of Reconstruction and Development, which
are invoived in financing of DH systems restructudng;
¯ European Union Delegation and several embassies in connection with
financial support for DH subsector restructuring and realization of severa~
pilot projects,

The transfer of responsibilities to the Iocal communities is currently under
political debate. However, the obsolete state of the subsector imposes heavy
burdens on local budgets and therewith on consumer’s budgets. It is hot cle~r
what coverage of bills is realized, but it is expected that consumers have
increasing difficulties to pay their bills, as govemment decided to freeze
current tariffs.
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2.2.4 Conclusions
The energy department in the Ministry of lndustry and Trade which remained
after the transition is a very small unit. Without a comparable cut in tasks and
functions it is clear that the magnitude of the department has sunk below the
functional level required by any good govemance criterion. The Ministry itself,
a merger of several former ministries, has a complicated top structure with no
less than one Secretary of State, six U~der Secretaries of State and a General
Director without a clear division of tasks among them (Ordinance 12 does not
provide this). The forty people working on energy in the department are
grouped into sereh smaller units. The organizational structure is mixed,
though mainly based on energy carriers. To have two Deputy Directors seems
tobe somewhat overdone for a small unit like this.
When it comes to functions, put into narrowly defined tasks, being the base
ot: any organization, a first observation is the mismatch between the great
number of tasks and the smalI number of employees responsible for carrying
out these tasks. Besides that, a number of violations of the tasks/responsibility
is reported. Tasks that are hot any longer within the mandate of the
department are still carried out in practice, while newly assigned tasks are hot
carried out because of lack of resources, It is not clear if this situation is due
to inadequate management or to delays in the takeover of these tasks
between varìous mìnistries. The Director and two Deputy Directors of the
Department of Energy are responsible for the process of restructuring. The
Director is to report to the Minister and the Parliament on progress with the
restructuring process. Either communication in the Board of Ministers should
improve, or Parliamentary control over the ministries should improve to
prevent these serious problems.
The division of responsibilities with Iower administration levels is somewhat
problematic as well. Local administration claims the tasks concerning district
hearing and the distribution of electricity. Laws conceming these tasks are not
clear in providing answers to these functions. In general the energy field is
regulated by a growing number of laws.
The observation that mixing functions (policy maker, regulator, owner) within
the administration give role conflicts, leads to the provision of an Energy
Regulatory Authority (ERA) to be estab|ished in the near future after its tasks
are defined anti accorded by the Sejm. The ERA is supposed to be empowered to administrate a regulatory framework for the energy sector (e.g. the
issuing of licences, price control, development control, quality control, dispute
settlements, mon~toring compliance and sanctioning, etc.), balancing the
interests of all key actors [9]. However, its mandate boundaries are under
discussion and actually the ERA seems to be weakened even before
establishment. The final design of the ERA yet has to be completed and
results will be laid out in extensive secondary legislation. The ERA is to create
the conditions for efficient and cost effective energy enterprises. When strong
monopolistic elements prevail the ERA is to replace the market place with
adequate regulation.
]t seems tobe increasingly difficult to enforce laws on society. The impression
that emerges from [2,5,6] ís that growing numbers of consumers do not pay
for the energy services, hOt only private househoids but also in other
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economic sectors. Although the design of a new energy Iaw is urgently needed
to replace the outdated p]eces of energy regu~ation, this ]s an important
observation tobe made. More time should be spent in making laws work
instead of putting ongoing efforts on the issuing of new laws. In the past law
making bas raken toe much time of the Department of Energy, while control
on law ablding behaviour grew increasingly inadequate.

For the small number of employees too many regulatory tasks exist, while
short terra ad hoc problems take most of their time. This must be frustrating
to these executives as well, resulting in a {ower quantitative ~nd qualitative
output than might be realized. Moreover, as most of the work of the
Department has to do with the formulation of answers on energy matters
raised in Parliament and law making, and no lawyers are found in the energy
department (There is, however, a specialized legal department in the MolT),
the match between current challenges and human resources is out of balance.
The same argument counts for the current transition towards a Iiberalized
energy sector. Economists with a thorough understanding of marker oriented
enterprises in a marker envíronment are highly necessary to provide the
necessary economic conditions for these enterprises. However, only very few
economists are found in the ministry. It must be added that the current
emphasis on regulatory energy policy instruments (on laws, by-laws and
ordinances) stresses this deficiency. It should hot be neglected that some of
the empIoyees were recruited in the previous economic system, when the
tasks of the Ministry were of technical nature mainly. Today tasks are
different. Fulfi]ling these tasks may require essential changes at personnel and
managerial level.
In general, the leveI of the e×ecutives left in the Department of Energy should
be reviewed carefully, as not only the mismatch between tasks and activities
urges to do so, but also the academic level may rail short in the face of the
rapidly changing economy. Besides these human resource prob]ems there is
ample reason to think that the organizational process is hampering as well.
The Director of the department should not allow the carrying out of tasks
already expired, nor the refusal to carry out new tasks. The recruitment of new
personnel, highly qualìfied for the tasks already identified, and the reorganization of the department better suiting soc[ety’s demand for an effic[ent
anti effective administration, possibly urges involvement of an Organizational
Advise Consultant.
A decisive element not touched upon solar is the salary structure of civil
servants compared to what is earned in the private sector. ~omentarily, a civil
servant earns a net salary of around 700 Nzl. (new zlotys) monthly, whereas
a startìng engineer in the privates sector is rewarded with 1000 Nzl. in the
Ministry wages vary from 500 to 2000 Nzl. The 2000 salary is earned at the
advisory level in the Ministry. An experienced engineer, in sharp contrast
however, earns around 4000 NzL With a difference of factor :2 the administration wages are hot competitive for toost of the people. As wages are
usually seen as a reflection of the status of professions civil servants do not
tank very high but only average at the highest. As a consequence, the
identification with the job and its responsibilities is expected tobe moderate
as well. The resuItant of these wage imbalances is that people may tend to
change jobs as soon as a good opportunity occurs which further threatens
teambuilding and institutional memory. The latter are already under severe
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pressure as many colleagues have heen sent home since the transifion took
place.
The supporting organizations in the energy sector are few. Most important is
the high level advisory unit of the Ministry of lndustry and Trade, involved in
the design of the new Energy Law and the establishment of an Energy
Regulatory Authority. They play a central role ìn the Polish energy field. At an
executive level the Energy Management lnspectorates already play a role in
plant anti technology control. They may be charged with an extended mission,
for instance when it should be decided to divide policy making tasks of the
administration and the current executive tasks. Energy conservation may be
covered by the Polish NationaI Energy Conservation Agency and the Polish
Foundation of Energy Efficiency, each with a different scope, structure and
from another angle. Umbrella organizations, such as the District Heating
Chamber of Commerce facilitate the transformation process for Polish
govemment, as long as these organizations have full representation withln the
subsector, blegotiations and agreements are much easier to reach with strong
umbrella organizations, than with several hundreds of independent organizations.
In Poland 24 advisory bodies or decision making committees are involved in
energy issues, apart from two very important committees, being the Social
Committee and the Economic Committee. This may be interpreted as a highly
democratic practice. However, the number and their functioning result in
impairing effective decision making. It is concluded that there is a certain level
of overrepresentation in the administrative system, inhibiting adequate,
efficient decision making and impairing an effective energy administration in
genera!.
Transformation o~ the various energy subsectors will take many years anti an
extensive and tight state control will be indispensable for a (relattvely) smooth
transition. Of the energy subsectors only the oil subsector seems to develop
relatively well. However, the hard coal sector is only at the beginning of a
necessary transformation. District hearing is halfway transformation, but many
tasks remain to be settled. The gas sector awaits the dissolution of the Polish
Oil and Gas Company, before further transformation can be realized.
T~ansformation in the Polish energy sector is pointing at liberalization and
commercialization where possible, with exception of the natural monopolies
involved in transportation networks like the grids for electricity, gas and
district hearing. Large scale privatisation, however, is not at stake if/imited
attempts in the hard coal and power sector are neglected. The district heating
sector is on the way to locaI administration control, replacing national
administration control. In general, the transfer from state companies into stateowned stock companies is a preparàtory phase not urging painful decisions.
Slowly this phase of important decisions is approaching. Until recently toost
transformation processes stuck into political indecisiveness. The new
government is challenged to manage the transition process to the benefit of
Polish society.
A final observation of Polish energy policy is the minor role energy planning
seems to play. Formerly, planning guided the every single subsector in
economy. Planning was a normative scheme dictatlng the economic goals that
shou[d be achieved. Nowadays planning seems tobe rejected, probably
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because it strongly reminds to former practice. Moreover, this old planning
idea does hot fit in the new ideas of free markets in which planning is hot
supposed to play a role. Nevertheless, an analysis of energy policy of EL[
countries [3] shows that energy planning is practised nearly everywhere
throughout the EU. It is different in its objectives as compared to the former
Polish practice. Nowadays govemments provide society with indicative
integrated energy planning. Thís is not rep~acing a national energy policy, but
an instrument guiding policy making or, better, a framework for decision
making for govemment and the economic actors at the same time. The term
’Integrated’ refers to the fact that all energy subsectors are raken into account
simultaneously. With this type of planning the economic optimum is Iooked
for with establishing the role of each energy carrier for mostly 20 years ahead.
This indicative planning is expected to yield supply security and the supp[y of
energy against the lowest possible economic price. The current Polish
tendency to take apart the district hearing subsector anti to abandon
integrated energy planning must lead to an off optimum solution for the
national energy supply.
After this lengthy description of the Polish energy sector it is instructive to
analyze the energy sectors in some other European countries.

2.3 Energy sector management in European countries
2.3.1 lntroduction
The energy sector in toost Western european economies is of utmost
importance. Economic activities are strong]y depended on a secured and
sufficient energy supply. As soon as the supply is threatened a quick response
from naíional governments can be noticed, as bas heen demonstrated during
the first oil shock. As energy fulfils basic human needs, such as the
preparation of rood and the supply of heat, it is a government task to see
upon equal access to energy sources for everybody, also for consumers in
remote areas. The construction of networks is very costly and few private
investors are interested in participation, unless a reasonable profit is secured.
As the networks for gas, e]ectricity and district hearing are natural monopolies
a govemment role of some soft is indispensable. The role may vary from lawmaking to actual management of the networks in state-owned companies. It
is concluded that even with the strongest market approach in national energy
sector management, a good number of regulatory tasks remain tobe carried
out.
The interesting question for Poland is how these tasks have to be identified
and how they should be carried out. Based on earlier studies [3, ] 0] a number
of conclusions cou[d be drawn on the essentials of energy admínistrations.
Among others: structure of the country organization (unitary versus federa~istic), quaIity characteristics of energy carriers, financial flow aspects (energy
imports and exports), types of energy carriers (energy mix), political
odentation (liberalization versus regulation) have implications for the design
of national administrations.
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Taking into account these basic features, ~t was decided to select countries
which are comparable with Poland in the must e[ementary way. Important
hard coal resources only leave Spain, the UK and Germany as comparable
countries. The federalistic countries Germany and the UK are opposing the
remainder of countries with regionalistic tendencies which are far from being
to become federal. Poland is somewhere in between with very strong regions.
The market orientation puts Norway and the UK in a special position as must
other countries have more or less regulated energy regimes. The existence of
regu[ato~y energy agencies in btorway and the UK, and deregulation
tendencies in the bIetherlands and Germany completed the selection.
Furthermore, all these countries are energy exporters, though it concerns
different energy carriers. The Polish orientation on UK energy legislation and
the Norwegian counter example contributed to the selection.
The Iiberal~zation and privatization dimensions are expected to become even
stronger than they already manifest themselves in the at’orementioned
countries, as the EU promotes these tendencies in many different ways. In fact
these tendencies will gain more momentum as the examples Norway and the
LIK will become studied carefully by must other countries. The pressure from
BrusseIs on national governments to speed up liberalization may result in a
strongly integrated European electricity marker at the beginning of next
century. The impacts of liberalization may be consider~ble, especially when
it comes to review of the increasing subsidization of the hard coal sector, or
to the structure of the electricity and district hearing sectors.
Hereafter, the institutional framework for the selected countries will be
described. The organigrammes will be presented with the description of the
main tasks of the operational divisions, unìts and sub units. As detailed as
possible the butaan resources of the divisions will be described, both in terms
of number of people employed and in terras of budgets for salary and
overhead. Where applicable, budgets for and types of energy conservation
policy instruments will be summarized.

2.3.2.1 The Netherlands
The Netherlands is a unitary country with a strong national govemment.
Provinces are the administrative level mediating between national government
on theone hand and local government on the other. Provinces are much less
powerfu[ than the German federal state governments. Moreover, the mie of the
provincial administration is hot undisputed. From within the administration a
growing number of opponents proposes to reorganize local governments into
larger community units, putting these units in the level directly under the
national administration. The provincial level can be dlssolved in the latter
view. Nevertheless, at the moment nationaI administration decides on the
national energy policy, giving the execution of formal regulations to both the
provincia[ and [ocal [evel.
The energy administration in the Netherl~nds has been brought under the
aegis of the Ministry ot: Economic Affairs. The Ministry of Economic Affairs is
headed by a minister, who is assisted by a Secreíary of State. Both positions
are political assignments. They bear responsibility for the formulation and
execution of economic policies. In the Ministry the highest ranking official is
the Secretary General, who is not poIitica[ly appointed. Neverthe[ess, political
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parties try to influence this appointment, because of the crucial importance of
this position. The Secretary General is responsible for the daily affairs in the
Ministry. He also bas a special mandate on environmental affairs, im¢ormation
supply on and execution of the Law on Public Nature of Authority (WOB), coordination of the invitations of members of government, and the coordination
of the administrative and secretarial support to the Directorate. It should be
stressed that a Secretary General can retain his post for decades, thus
managing the Ministry under different governments. Consequently, he usually
has the advantage of a weaIth of experience over the Minister and the
Secretary of State. The tasks comprising the responsibilities of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs are strongly related to trade, international economic
relations and economic infrastructure [] 1].
The Ministry of Economic Affairs is divided into fout line departments, called
General Directorates, which execute functional tasks (see Figure 3.1):
DG for Foreign Economic Relations,
DG for Industry and Services,
DG for Energy (DGE),
DG for Economic Structure Services, Small and Medium-sized Businesses.
The fout line departments are seconded by ten units, called direcfions. The
directions execute tasks for the entire Ministry, which are shortly mentioned
in the organigramme (see annex 2 for deta~led tasks per unit). Special
mentioning must be made of one staff unit being responsible for environmental impacts of energy policy implementation. This unit reflects the current
attention to environmental problems in the Netherlands.

Figure 2.40rganizationalstructuraoftheMinistryofEconomicAffairs
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The directions for Coordination Environmental Affairs and General technology
Policy are currently under the DG for Economic Structure Services, Small and
Medium-sized Businesses.
In the organizational structure of the Ministry appear Staff Departments,
General Directorates, Directions, Core Units, Units anti Subunits (Offices,
Teams, Staff Groups). Nomenclature is hot consistent, reflecting the historical
growth of the Ministry anti the division of hierarchical power.

Ganeral Directorate of Energy (DGE)
In the General Directorate of Energy the national energy policy is designed
anti executed, DGE is headed by a General Director responsible for the coordination of all energy related activities.
Inthe DGE fout line departments (Directions) are established:
Oil and Gas
Electricity
General Energy Policy
Energy Conservation anti Renewable Energy.
These Directions have the following det~iled tasks. Oil and Gas is split in 3
divisions (Reserves and Policy, Gas Policy, Oil and Mining):
preparation and execution of policy concerning exploration and production
of minerals on Dutch territory and the Continental Shelf;
execution of and advice on policy related to oil and oil products and on
policy on maintenance and the initiation of industrial activities anti
subsequently following trading activities conceming these products;
participation in activities of national and ~ntemational organizations in the
field of oil and oil products;
functioning as a central point for pipeline issues;
¯ maintenance of specific oil policy interests in international fora and bilateral
contacts;
execution of and advice on policy related to sales of gas (domestic and
export markets), purchase and import of gas (pipelines, LNG), gas pricing
etc for the purpose of an efficient, safe and economic gas supply;
participation in activities of national and international organizations in the
field ot: gas.
Electricity with two main sections (General Electricity Policy and Hard Coal
and Nuclear Energy):
to boost a reliable and efficient electricity supply in a socially responsible
way for the lowest possible cost and with tariffs compatible with the
p~actice of surrounding countries, by;
¯ dlversification of fuel mix;
¯ good fit of CHP in the electricity supply;
¯ application of nuclear energy under the necessary sa fety and environmental
provisions;
the applicat[on of coal in an environmentally friendly way.
General Energy Policy with two main sections (Policy Planning and International Energy Policy):
¯ treatment and co-ordination of outlines of energy policy;
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co-ordination of energy policy in an international framework, for example
in relation to the IEA, EU and Benelux;
treatment of buòget and Parliamentary affairs;
support of policy preparation within the Directorâte General with support
of statistical information, energy models and scenarios;
co-ordination within the Directorete General for Energy of the treatment of
all affairs in the energy policy field on interfaces of physical planning and
environment.
Energy Conservation and Renewable Energy with four main sections (Built
Environment and Transport, lndustrial Energy Conservation, Long-Term
Research on Energy Technology and Planning and Co-ordination):
AcNeving a larger share of new energy sources such as solar, wind,
hydropower and biomass in the Dutch energy supply.
o Promotion of energy conservation.
o To boost research and development in the aforementioned areas.
. Contact for issues conceming Novem (Dutch society for energy and
environment) and the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN).
Treatment of issues conceming the closure of coal mines.
~ Participation in activities of national and international organizations and
agencies in the aforementioned areas.
o Design of policies to promote energy efficiency.
The entire Ministry employs around 5500 people. Out of these 5500 around
1385.9 (fulltime units) people are employed in the Ministry’s departments,
with the remainder ~~ be found outside the Ministry building, in the Centre[
Planning Bureau, the Central Bureau of Statistics, the Economic Control
Service, the National Geological Service and some other minor services. Out
of the 1385.9 full time units the DGE employs 121.1 people. In the budget for
1996 and later years, provisions are mede to employ 125.1 people [12].
Based on academical formation ând experience there are three classes of
employees (table 2.1). High level emp!oyees have university level, intermediate level employees have higher administrative formation usually, while
Iower levei administrative personnel is engaged in practical supportive tasks
with adequate school formation.
Table 2.1

N~tmber of employees in the Directorate Genera/of Energy of the Ministry of Economic
Affairs of the Netherlands broken up into formation leven

level
lower employees

salary scale

employees 1995

employees 1996

1 to 4

6.8

8.7

middle employees

5 to 10

34.4

22.4

higher employees

11 and up

80.0

94.0

121.1

I25. l

total

Besides these 125 employees a number of tasks is located in the directions
serving the entire ministry. These human resources of the supportive units are
proportionally allocated to the fout line departments and have tobe added to
the bottom number of table 2.1.
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The numbers in the table are related to the core ministry only. It bas to be
raken in mind, however, that a great deal of executive tasks of the DGE is
brought to supporting organizations, such as Novem (engaged in the
coordination of energy R&D programmes and marker introduction of new
energy technologies) and the SENTER organization (engaged in the execution
of energy policy instruments and enhancement of competitiveness of Dutch
industry),
Senter bas been established in January 1994. SENTER is mandated with the
execution of stimulating policy with a public character, with the aim to
reinforce the competition ability/capacity of the Nether|ands and Europe and
to improve sustainable development. SENTER manages po]icy instruments for
several ministries. Among others: execution of subsidy and credit facilities,
organization of conferences to erthance cooperation, and rea]isation
demonstration projects for industrial companies. Main target groups are
industry and the research infrastructu~e. The energy po|icy instruments
managed by SENTIER cover about 13% of the SENTER budget (45.25 million
Dfl). The number of employees working on energy poIicy execution is
estimated tobe the equivalent of 13% of the total number of employees
(179.8 employees), which is 23.4 employees being engaged in executive
tasks formerly found in the DGE. The exploitation costs of SENTER total
45.25 million Dfl, personne128.75 million Dfl anti material costs 14.2 million
Dû. SENTER tries to rea|ize a budget neutral operation. As a fluctuating
workload is characteristic for SEbITER, a flexible labour force is employed
with a 70/30% ratio between civil personnel and contract personnel.
Novem is the organization managing the energy R&D programmes of the
Ministry. In 1996 about 20 programmes will be launched for a four year’s
period on an average. These programmes include research, development,
demonstration, dissemination of knowledge and marker introduction of new
technology. The activities based on programmes executed by Novem include
the provision of subsidies and the assignments for projects. The legislative
base for the provision of subsidies, accorded by the Ministry, is a Ministerial
Decision on Energy Programme Subsidies. Novem also executes the subsidy
arrangements TIEB and E&M for the M[nistryo Around 180 peop[e were
employed in three central offices and six regional offices. In 1995 about one
third bas been fired when central govemment decided to cut subsidies to the
energy sector. Currently, about 150 people are estimated to work at Novem.
The 1996 budget for the Minístry of Economic Affairs totals 3714.8 million
Dfl. This includes both the costs of energy policy instruments and salary costs
for around 5500 people. About 650 million Dfl (17.5 %) is allocated to the
energy policy instruments of DGE 112, p. 54/p. 60].
The budget for salaries and overhead of the Ministry is presented in table 2.2.
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Table 2,2

I996 Budget ofDu~hMin~tryofEconomic Affai~

Budget of Ministry (1996)

[x 1000
125,495

Salaries
lnternal affairs

29,766

- housing

3.915

- protection

3.350

- cleaning buildings

1.295

- telephone

1.925

- mail

4.900

- travelling

8.265

- catering

1.900

- purchases

1.996

- general expenses

2.220

Automation

16,788

Central PR budget

6,521

Budget for external services

2,746

Budget material General Services

0,386

Total

181,702

The 1996 budget for General Directorate of Energy is 12.6 million Dfl with
125.1 people employed. The budget for overhead is 5 million Dfl. The average
budget per fu]ltime unit is .14 million [12, p. 76]. This number does hot take
into account that a number of ministerial tasks is found in the divisions serving
the enfire ministry. Taking this into account the budget of 181.7 million Dfl
should be divided by the number of empioyees currently working in the
ministry.
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2.3.2.2 Germany
National Government
The Federal Republic of Germany is a federation of states (Bundesländer) with
one central government. In the policy areas of externai affairs, justice, finance,
economic affairs (including energy) and defense, central govemment is quite
strong. In other areas state govemments have more autonomy.
A strong Prime Minister (the ’Bundeskanzler’) manages the national government with the usual administrative division ~nto M~nistries. The Ministers are
politically respons[ble for the formulation, implementation, control anti
sanctioning of ministerial poliey, together with the Secretary of State
(’Staatssekretär’) and Parliamentary Secretary of State (’Parl. Staatssekretär’).
It should be noticed that within the German govemment quite a number of
ministries is ~nvolved in energy relevant decisions.
Bundesländer
State Govemments have a clear task in implementing and controlling state
policy on energy issues. Each State has its own Ministry of Economic Affairs
to carry out these tasks. From the national framework for energy policy a
more detailed plan is derived, in order to provide orientation to industry and
utilities. The regional energy planning gives room for regional variation, such
as an emphasis on wind energy for Schleswig-Holstein or hydro power in
Bayem.
The control of grid-based energy is implemented by national legisIation: on
price control (’Preisaufsichtgesetz’), monopoly control (’Monopolgesetz’) and
access to supply areas (’Demarkationsgesetz’). State Governments have a
general overview of needs and possibilities in their territory.
Most states issue their own information, replicating national activities but more
specifically adjusted to local conditions. There is a rather strong relationship
between energy policy and political power in the respective States. This
means that political parties at the state level differ considerably with respect
to their stand on energy issues (e.g. the promotion of energy conservation and
renewable energy sources). The energy policy in socialist dominated
Schleswig-Holstein and in conservative dominated Bayern may illustrate that.

At the federal Ievel, the energy administration is organized in the Ministry of
Economic Affaks (Bundesministerium für Wirtschafl.). The Ministry is headed
by a minister, who is assisted by a number of Secretaries of State, among
thém one responsible for the energy department. These positions are political
assignments. In the Ministry the Nghest rankíng official is the Secretary
General, who is hot politically appointed. The Secretary General is responsible
for the daily affairs in the M’mistry. The Secretary General can retain his post
for decades, thus managing the Ministry under different governments. In figure
2.5 the organigramme of the Ministry is presented. The shaded areas depict
the energy department (Energy Policy and Mineral Resources) with its three
subdivisions.
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Figure 2.50rganigramme of the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs, Division Energg Policies and
Mineral Resources

The tasks comprising the energy responsiNlities (Division 3) are distributed
over the operational units (’Referate’) in the subdivisions (’Referatsgmppen’
A te C). This is a new organizat~onal structure as compared with the ene three
years ago [13]. In the current organization specific energy issues of the former
German Democratic Republic are better integrated.
Subdivision A is responsible for General Energy Policy, Environment and
Energy anti Oil. Si× operational units have been estaNished with the following
main tasks:
- A h Fundamental questlons of energy politics; European Energy Policy;
- A 2: General questions of foreign energy politics, International Energy
Agency, Economie structure in the energy fie[d;
- A 3: Long terra aspects of energy politics, Energy market analysis, Coordinadon of energy research;
- A 4: Environmental and climate protection in the energy field;
- A 5: Minera! oil: Demestic anti European marker.
- A 6: Mineral oil: Emergency oil supply, RelationsNp w[th oil producing
countries.
Subd[vision B has seven units:
B 1 : Legislation en energy ufilities;
B 2: Electricity utiIities;
B 3: Nuclear energy and reorganization uranium mining;
B 4: Natural gas utilit.ies;
B 5: Energy conservation;
B 6: Renewable energy, Energy conservation, Hard coal upgrading;
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- B 7: District hearing, gas supply, electricity utilities, renewable energy and
energy ¢onservation in the New Federal Countries (bleue Bundesländer).
Subdivision C has five sections:
Hard coal mining security;
C 2: Mining legislation;
C 3: Hard coal marker and distribution;
C 4: ~~ning companies and rn’~ning techniques;
C 5: Mineral resources and geo sciences;
C 6: State participation in energy enterprises;
C 7: Lignite mining and energy development in former East German States
(Neue Bundesl~nder).
In the Department of Energy Policy and Mineral Resources with its three
subdivisions 163 people are employed. These employees are mainly involved
in policy preparation and policy design. Execution of the energy policy is
delegated to the States. A federal office (Bundesamt) is executing federal
energy policy at intrastate level. In the Bundesamt, 390 employees are
engaged in energy policy implementation. Tasks include administration of
energy import and export statistics, allocation of national and EU budget
contributing to improvement regional economic struct~re, improvement of
competition conditions for smal| and medium sized businesses. ~ost important
are the tasks conceming hard coal sector restructuring. Moreover, the
increased use of renewable energy sources and improvement of energy
efficiency are among their tasks. The salary budget is 29 miIlion DM, with the
overhead budget being 6.8 miIlion DM) [14, p. 164, p. 96].
The number of employees in the departments working on energy in the
Länder-administration is not easy to find. It is estimated that the Ministries of
economic affairs of the sixteen states have 5 to 20 civiI servants working on
energy each. These employees are mainly engaged in the execution of energy
conservation policy, the realization of insulation norms and the introduction
of renewable energy sources [13]. In theory, the states dominated by the
Green party and the Socialist party opt for regulation (e.g. the phase plan on
insulation), while the conservatives and liberals opt for ffee energy marker
conditions. In practice, however, every party bas to be careful with the actuai
problems of the hard coal and lignite sector.
The 1996 budget of the German Ministry of Economic Affairs is 226,7 million
DM, of which 184.1 million DM is a!Iocated to personnel costs anti 42.ô
million DM is overhead. The entire Ministry labour force encompasses 1104
people. Out of these 1104, ló3 people are engaged in energy issues in the
Department of Energy. Thòr functional levels are related to salary scaIes
which are presented in next table.
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Table 2.3 N~mberofemploye~sintheGermanDepartmen~ofEnergybroken
up into salary scales
Salary scales

Number of
employees
]4.6~
22.8~

Low (Aöe - A2/3)
Middle (Agm +Z - ASm)
High (Agg - B]1)

125~51

Total

163

Number of" employees
in the Ministry

9%
14%
77%

100
]52
852

9%
]4%
77%

100%

1 ] 04

] 00%

~ Estimated breakdown. It is hOt clear if the classes chosen here correspond with
academical formation, professional formation and low educated personnel.

The 1996 budget involved in energy policy instruments is 9.7 billion DM
managed by the Energy Department of the Ministry. Almost the entire budget
is allocated to the Hard Coal sector, with three minor items for mineral oil
(21..4 million DM) and four minor ìtems coverìng energy conservation and
rational energy use (49 million DM).

2.3.2.3 Norway
Norway is a unitary state with a central government. However, the geographic
and historica] situation resulted in strong communities with a relatively high
extent of independence. In Norway the Ministry of lndustry and Energy is
taking care for the energy issues [15]. The Ministry of Industry and Energy is
headed by a minister, who is assisted by a Secretary of State. Both positions
are political assignments. They beat responsibility for the formulation and
execution of economic policies. In the Ministry the highest ranking official is
the Secretary General, who is hot politically appointed. It should be stressed
again that a Secretary General can retain his post for a long time, which gives
the advantage of a long experience.
Exactly 270 people are empIoyed in the Ministry of lndustry and Energy [16].
In two operational divisions related to energy 3] (Energy and Water Resources
Department = EWR) and 70 people are employed (Oil and Gas Department
= O&G) in several subdivisions [17,]8,19]. If part of the manpower of the
supportive divisions is to be split up among the operational divisions, an
additional 30 would add up to both EWR and O&G divisions.
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Figure 2.60rganigramme of the Norwegian Ministry of lndustry and Energy
Academic formation in the Ministry covers the disdplines of law and
economics mainly, with some technically educated employees providing
general technical knowledge.
The total budget for the entire Ministry of lndustry and Energy is 168.76
million NC (Norwegian Crowns), of which 85.7 milIion NC is for salades (270
employees), 42.46 miIlion NC is allocated to overhead costs, 39.9 million NC
for special projects (consultancy services) and .7 million NC for contribution
to international organizations [20,21 ]. The budget for the EWR is estimated to
be 9 to l0 million NC, with an overhead of 2.5 million NC (mainly travelling,
representation, training and education). Another 2.5 million NC is allocated
to the rent of buildings. The budget for O&G is around 20 miIlion NC, with
overhead tota}/ing 7.5 mij/ion NC and an additional 7.5 million NC for rentìng
of administration buildings. If part of the operational costs of the supportive
divisions (totalling 25 mil]ion NC, broken down as 22 million NC salary plus
3 mi|Iion NC overhead) is to be split up among the fout operational divisions,
an additional 10 million NC would add up to both energy operational divisions
[20]. The consultancy services attached to EWR and O&G add up to 4 and 20
million NC respectively [22].
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Table 2.4 Manpower of NPD/NVE

low
middle
high
total

NPD

NVE

29
1501
1751
354

32
751
1311
238

~ Estimated breakdown.
The executive tasks in the electricity sector and the oil and gas sector are
organized in the NPD and NVE with 354 and 238 employees respectively.

The budgets involved in the NPD and NVE are summarized in next table.
Table 2.5 1996 Budget of NPD/NVE
Budget category

NPD

NVE

Sa]arìes
Overhead
Projects, programmes, plans1
Investments
Training and education~
Reconstruction/prevention flooding
Refurbishing hydro p/ants
Transmission grid
Subsidy on rural transmission

]23.9
76.3
19.6
7.5
f.0

68.8
69.2
16.9

Total

228.3

38.5
7.0
35.0
7.5
242.9

~ EnvironmentaI deaning projects.
2 Two eight week ¢ourses partially financed by Minis~;ry of Technica] Cooperation.

The NPD also administrates 42 million NC of the state’s budget reserved for
geoiogic~i mapping [20].
Energy efficiency measures are executed by NVE mainly. Energy efficiency
has a very modest budget in Norway.
Table 2.6 Norwegian budget for energy efficiency measures [20]
Category

Million NC

Energy conservation communa] buildings
Energy conservation in state buildings
[nformation and education
Energy RöD

7.5
7.5
40.0
36.0

Total energy conservafion measures

g ] .0

Besides this budget, 263.155 million NC is reserved for incidental]y buying out
the communa~ administration after selling hydro plants (which does hot occur
of ten).
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The revenues stemming from the energy sector have two main sources: export
of crude ofl and electricity. Natura] gas and hard coal (Svalbard) is of minor
importance. The ] 996 crude oiI anti natural gas revenues are estimated to be
around ] ]4.7 billion NC (1994 NCs), belng 34.5% of total exports [21].

2.3.2.4

United Kingdom

Governmental energy institutions
The Department of Trade and lndustry (DT1), headed by the President of the
Board of Trade is responsible for energy policy in the UNted Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern lreland. The Department of Environment has
responsibility for energy efficiency matters in Great Britain. The lndustry
Department for Scotland is responsible for electricity matters in Scotland. The
Northern ~reland Office is responsible for aI1 energy policy matters in Northem
lreland. All of these organisations are ministries headed by ministers responsible for the development of policies through the UK’s Cabinet system of
Government.
The Organisation Chart of Figure 1 shows how the Department of Trade and
lndustry (DTI) is organised. About 11,500 people are employed with DTI, at
running costs in 1994 of £,456.5 million.

Board of minister~

J

J_

Figure 2.70rganigramme of the UK Ministry for lndustry & Energy and the Department of Energy
The department of energy is divided in 7 units, being:
1. Atomic energy division (AE): 35.4 man years
2. Environment and energy technologies division (EET): 79.0 man years
3. Coal division (CD): 41.3 man years
4. Electricity and nuclear fuels division (ENF): 60.8 man years
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5. Oil and gas division (OG): 173.5 man years
6. Gas and oil measurement branch {GOMB): 45.9 man years
7. Energy policy and analysis unit (EPA): 48 man years.
The energy division’s running costs and programme spends are summarized
in next table, split up for the several sub divisions.
Table 2.7 Running costs of the UK Energy Division [1996/x £I000]
Division~

Running costs2

Premiaes~

Overhead4

Prograrnrnes~

AE 35.4
EET 79.0
CD 41.3
ENF 60.8
OG 173.5
GOMB 45.9
EPA 48

] ,562
3,007
1,923
2,585
7,582
1,683
1,550

383
188
745
920
147
398
20

248
600
289
426
1,162
32I
336

198,294
34,376
798,761
8,392
38,283

Total 483.9

19,892

2,801

3,382

1,078,106

475

Abbreviations indicate the sub division mentloned above. The flgures refer to the
number of civil servants emp/oyed,
Running costs refer to staff salaries with associate~t costs such as travel and
subsistence.
Premises indicates the costs for accornmodation.
Overhead refers to departmental overhead re]ated to services rendered by the centre.
Prograrnrnes relate to direct energy polic’y measures in various forms.

At first sight the table indicates a strong inclination to oil and gas policy,
indeed the country’s most important energy carrier. The 1 bHlion pounds
related to energy policy measures is much higher in reality. In this figure
several ~tems are not included, especial~y the measurements regarding the
hard coal sector. The number of 483.9 employees does not contain the
service personnel of the ministry most probably, as the total number is 564
employees for ]996.
At present, the point of departure for the 8ritish energy policy is, that market
will set its own energy pdces and its own investment plans. In theory, the
govemmenta/task is marginal. This idea is reflected in the changed structure
of the Energy Section, where the number of employees decreased from more
than 1,000 some years ago to about 550, of which 80 are involved in
environmental matters. The Energy Section is organised largely along sectoral
lines made up of seven divisions:
- Atomic Energy (AK)
Coal (COAL)
Environment and Energy Technologies (EET)
Electricity and Nuclear Fuels (ENF)
Oil & Gas (OG)
Energy Policy and Analysis Unit (KPA)
Nuclear Power Privatisation Team (NPPT).
Running costs of the Energy Section in 1994 were £20.6 million, of which £3
million for Environment. Govemment revenues from oil and gas were about
£1.6 billion in 1994/]995 (300,000 people are employed in the oil and gas
related activities) [23].
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The Energy Section is hot directly involved in the production of energy. The
responsibilities of the Section include:
govemment relationship with British Coal (inc|uding the Opencast
Executive),
the electdcity companies (the generating companies and the Regional
Electricity Companies - REC’s),
~ the oil anti gas industry,
¯ UK atomic energy authority,
¯ nuclear e[ectricity generation,
¯ British nuclear fuels,
¯ relations with the renewable energy industry.
The Energy Section bas mainly executive t’unctions for expioration and
development, like:
offshore regulation,
policy making,
cont~cts with other ministries,
dealing with the question how to cope with nuclear waste,
briefing to ministers,
writing speeches,
asking and answering questions,
contacts with the European Union,
contacts with industries,
correspondence with people writing to the minister.
Regarding skills and educational level of ministerial employees, a high
proportion of upper middle leveI employees is found. The ’front line policy
empIoyees’ (grade 5, assistant secretaries) usually have university level plus
specific on-the-job training. In general, they have regular contacts with the
minister and with the Parliament.

The Office of E[ectricity Regulation (OFFER), set up under the 1989
Electricity Act ând headed by the Director-General of Electricity Regulation
(DGER) regulates the privatized electricity industry in Britain [24,25]. OFFER
is a non-Ministerial Govemment Department, independent of the Department
of Trade and lndustry. The DGER bas a statutory duty to protect the interests
of consumers anti bas set up consumer committees in each authorised public
electricity supplier area. The DGER responsibilities cover electricity prices,
continuity and quality of services. Also promotion of competition in the
generation and supply of electricity is in the DGER mandate. OFFER bas a
staff of about 200.
The Office of Gas Supply (OFGAS) has been estabiished under the authority
of the ] 989 Gas Act. The Director of Gas Supply is responsible for enforcing
the terras of the authorization granted to British Gas as a public gas supplier.
His functions include supervlsion of the price formula which dictates the
maximum average price that British Gas is a|lowed to cha~ge to tariff
customers. More genera lly, OFGAS is concerned to protect the interests of gas
consumers with respect to the prices charged, continuity of supply and the
quality of service, the promotion of efficiency and economy on the part of the
gas suppliers, and to enable effective competition in the contract gas marker.
OFGA$ hâs a staff of around thirty.
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The number of mining sites, divided over collieries and open cast, is around
51 in 4 private companies, and another 15 [23, p. 80, p. 189] of British Coal.
Apart from the mining sites, at least 28 disposal points are in use by the fout
private companies. Another 50 private minìng companies seem to produce
hard coal in the UK. According to official figures labour productivity at BC’s
coal mines increased fourfold, anò average operating costs fell by 57% in real
terms between 1986 anti 1994. Operating profits of BC totalled £774 million
over the years 1991 to 1994. The mining sites, waste disposaIs, and transport
anti export activities were managed by a large hard coal unit in the Department of Energy. The number of sites and activities in the hard coal subsector
is quite significant for the number of civil servants employed on the subject.
This is the bottom line reasoning for taking the UK as base of comparison.

2.3.3 Conclusions
Each of the fout countries described has an energy department positioned in
the ministry which is most closely related to the country’s industrial activities.
This organizational solution bas its base in two features: energy activities are
industrial activities in nature. In each of the countries energy activities
comprise a considerable economic sector, and secondly, the energy sectors
contribute a considerable part of national íncome.
In each of the countries the political and administrative level are divided. The
adm’mistrative level exists of full time professional employees forming the
institutional backbone of the system. They form the institutional memory of
the m’mistry, being an important feature for a po[icy making body aiming at
consistency in its operations and decisions.
Remarkable is the strong reliance on very highly educated employees which
comprise around 75% in each country (the UK lagging somewhat behind with
50%). The percentages are almost identical and reflect the high quality of the
administrations. These figures have to be interpreted in the framework of an
ongoing process of retirlng administration: Less and less people are covering
the tasks formerly considered to pertain to central government (decentralization), more and more tasks are left to market forces (liberalization and
privatization).
In each country the energy sector is not only important with respect to energy
anti economy, but social, environmental and physica| planning impacts urge
other ministries to take care for these aspects as they are within their
competence. In case of specific decisions (e.g. siting of electricity plant) the
ministries (Ministers as well as employees) have to communicate about the
expected impacts and a final decision has to be reached, preferably with
broad support, lnterministerial commissions are a common organizational
solution in the fout countries.
In the four countries differences can be noticed at the level of division of tasks.
In all countries executive tasks increasingly tend tobe delegated to specialised
organizations outside the ministries. These institutions are closer to the
locations where economic activities take place and where control and
measurement have to be effectuated. Nevertheless, monitoring of the
executive tasks remains in the ministries. Alterations of policy instruments
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may be [eft to the executive organization toa certain extent, but fundamental
changes are subject to ministerial approval and eventually political agreement
in the Parliaments. The tendency to decentralization is apparent in each of the
European countries.
Although the strong market orientation in the UK is expected to result in a
comparatively small energy policy unit or department in the Ministry of
lndustry, it is observed that the largest energy department is found here. Of
course, a number of factors can be put forward to explain this result, but
momentarily there is no reason to e×pect that libera[ization automatically
results in small national energy administrafions. So íar the conclusions for
comparison are:
Energy department should be placed in a Ministry of Economic Affairs (or
lndustry and Trade).
¯ lnterministerial comm[ssions are a functional solution for problems
transbordering the competence of one ministry.
Executive tasks related to energy policy should be decentralized to the
highest extent possible.
The academic formation of cìvìl servants working on energy issues is quite
high: three out of fout hold university degrees, around 10% is involved in
administrative support {clerks, secretaries).
¯ Executive organizations are much larger than the policy making units in the
energy departments.
¯ Most civil servants are found in the sectors in which national energy
endowments are managed or where the h[ghest national economic pay off
may be realized (energy conservation is difficult to posifion in this case).
With these concIusions in mind the comparison between Poland and the
seIected European countries wilI be m~de hereaffer.

2.4

Comparison: analysis and conclusions

This comparison of the Polish and European ¢ountries focusing on the energy
administration will be carried out at five levels:
¯ important marginal conditions for administrative structure,
¯ manpower and costs of energy administrations,
¯ relationship between energy subsector magnitude and manpower resour¯ relationship between current Polish energy subsector problems anti the
magnitude of administration,
¯ estimation of magnitude of manpower per energy subsector ín Poland.

Important marginal conditions for administratíve structure
In I3] a number of important marginal factors has been identified having an
impact on the size of the energy administrations:
¯ Countries are among others characterized by their administrative structure:
unitary countries have an omnipotent central government (with a regional
or local level mainly in executive tasks subordinated); federalistic countries
have a central government sharing a significant part of the power with state
govemments. The latter compIicates the administrative procedures consi-
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derably. From t~ble 2.1 ]it can be concluded that federalistic countries
have Iarger energy adm~nistTatäons.
¯ Energy flows in the form of energy carriers are fundamentally different,
resu~ting in entirely different problems at production, transport and distributton, generation, transmission anti distribufion. Consequently, management tasks corresponding with these features, are very different as well. For
some of these eiements the marker can be given free way, whi|e for others
regulation is necessary as they are natural monopolies.
Specific energy import and export features of a country affect national
accounts and social policy (e.g. hard coal mining in the UK, Belgium and
Germany). High international energy (oil) prices affect the extent of political interest for energy ìssues.
¯ Political orientations may be characterized as market oriented versus
regulafion oriented, pending the extent of cooperation between the actors.
In the LIK and Norway, however, liberalized and privatized electricity
markets need a lot ot: regulation.
¯ The deregulation tendency in many European countries accompanied by
increasing liberalization in the energy sectors urges a new policy orientation
of nationaI administrations. If energy policy is analyzed according to a
simple policy cycle: identification and recognition of a problem, policy
formulation, solution, and management, it can be observed in many
countries that the solution part of the cycle (policy execution) is delegated
to either regional or local authorities or to specialized ínstitutes.

Relationship between manpower resources and energy subsector
magnitude
The number of people employed in a ministerial department is strongly
¢tepending on what has tobe managed: the subsector anti its specific
problems. As national energy endowments are most decisive for the
administration structures, the energy carriers dominating the Polish marker are
the starting point for the comparison. In tab[e 2.8 the figures regarding energy
earriers per country are presented.
Table 2.8

Energy production/import/export and electricity generation (1994)

Country

Production [MTOE]
Oil
Coal
Gas
Po]and
99
4
0
63
3
Netherlands
0
15
2
Germany
94
46
1~.2
United Kingdom 32
28
~13
Norway
0

Import/MTOE]
Coal Gas Oi[
0
5
]5
9
3
84
16
47
134
1.0
7
50
1
0
0

Export [MTOE]
Coal
Gas
20
0
2
31
0
0
0
0
0
26

Coal

Gas

OI1

Nuclear

Hydro

Others

Poland
95.8
I~etherlands
33.9
55.1
Germany
United Kingdom 40.4
Norway
0.2

0.5
60.5
11.6
16
0

1.1
0
1.9
18.8
0

0
5
27.5
23.t
0

2.7
0.2
3.9
1.5
99.8

0
0.5
0.1
0.2
0

Eleetrtcity

I%]

Oil
0
50
0
61
I05

GDP
[Bil/ion US$]
62
311
1815
1014
120

Popu]ation
[mi]]]on]
38
16
80
59
4

100
100
100
100
100

Source: IEA Yearbook

Comparison of Poland with the selected countries shows that the amount of
eoal production is only comparable with Germany, and toa lesser extent with
the Lllí. The production of naturai gas anti oil is relatively lim~ted compared
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to the other countries. The magnitude of energy imports is relatìvely |imited,
a]though it is significant for oil. Poland is the only coal exporter anti tasks
related to this export may be compared with the export of hydroelectricity of
Norway, oi] export of the UK and gas export of the Netherlands. Po]ish
electricity generation shows a large dependency on domestic hard coa]
resources. The dependence on a single energy carrier is comparab]e with the
Norwegian situation (hydro).
Not included in table 2.8 is the huge energy conservagon potentlal of Poland.
In table 2.9 some key energy efficiency indicators are summarized for the
selected countries and Poland.
Table 2.9 Energy efficiency indicators for Poland and selected European
Countries
country
Poland1

1

2

0

3

4

5

6

7

1.69

.14

2.55

.25

.37

Germany2

24.3

6,967

.19

.44

4.42

.14

3.13

Netheflands~

22.8

n.a.

.28

.94

3.90

.20

2.79

Norway2

2.2

n.a.

.18

6.95

5.03

.15

4.16

?

859
( ~[ 993)

.22

.97

3.76

.15

2.6ô

United
Kingdom~

Public seci:or budgets for improving energy end-use efficiency in 1994 (per capita in 1990 US$) [26].
TotaI producer subsldy equivalent (PSE) for coal production in 1994 (estimations in constant 1990 million
US$) [27].
Energy intensity (TPES/GDP): ratio of rota] ~orimary energy supply (in Mtoe) to GDP (in bil[ion 1990
constant OSS).
Energy production per TPE$: Energy production per total primary energy supply.
Per capita total primary energy supply.
TFC/GDP: Total final consumption of energy indicates net energy losses in electricity production and other
energy sector losses per unit of GDP.
Per capita TFC: Total final consumption of energy per capita.
Sources: ~ IEA Poland
z IEA Country Review

Manpower and costs of energy administrations
In next table the rota! numbers of employees in the energy departments are
summarised per formation level. The c[assification is mainly referring to formal
education and may differ from country to country.
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Tab]e 2.10 Number of employees in selected European Countries broken up into formation level
bl2
C]assification~
UK
NLD
D
Low
Midd]e
High
Total

60
224
280

10.7%
39.7%
49.6%

14
15
83

5643

100%

]124

12.2%
13.4%
74.4%
100%

8.7
22.4
94.0

7%
18%
75%

125.1 100%

14.7
22.8
]25,5
163

14%
77%
100%

High =academic formation; middle = extensive professional formation; ]ow = admJnistrative formatJon and
technlcal support formation.Numbers according to the department’s telephone list
Numbers ac¢ording to the department’s telephone list
Figure derived kom DTI’s staff directory of september 1995
Figure includes 30 people estimated to work on energy supportive activities

Table 2.10 shows the figures for the core energy organization in the respective
countdes. If the executive organizations are included as well next table shows
the situation:
Table 2.11 NumberofemployeesincoreMinistryandExecutiveOrganizationsinselectedEuropean
Countries
N~

UK

NLD

D

Core ministry

477

67.5%

112

16%

125.1 42%

163 29.5%

Executlve
organisations

230z

32.5%

3543
2384

50%
34%

23.4~ 8%
1506
50%

3907 70.5%

707

100%

704

100%

298.5 100%

5538 100%

Total

~ Numbers according to the department’s telephone |ists
2 (OFFER & OFGAS)
~ NPD
~ SENTER
~ Novem
7 Bundesämter
~ The civi~ servants emp|oyed in the nine state administretions are hot inciuded
Norway appears to have an extreme]y lean ministerial energy administration.
Only 16% of the civil servants employed in the energy policy field is found in
the core energy department. If the proportion of civil servants employed in
energy po]icy is taken as a baseline, the LIK and the Netherlands have much
larger energy departments. The picture for Germany is probably distorted
because of the federal structure of the country. It is expected that the
Bundesländer have significant energy orgaNzations. In f’act the figures
demonstrate that the UK and the Netherlands are lagging behind a country
such as Norway if decentraIization of national administration tasks is concerned. Regarding total numbers of civil servants in the energy admìnistration
the Netherlands has a very small number and Norway an extremely high one.
Now what do these numbers toean and how are they related to more specific
energy indicators? Even more suitab|e for the purpose of this study wou|d be
the answer to the question how these figures can be compared. The number
of civil servants in each country is expected to be related to the number of
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tasks ei the ministries, of course. Execution of tasks implies the input of
labeur force and budget for the administration organization (salaries and
overhead) and expenses for energy policy instruments at the expenses side
eii the coin. At the profit side energy exports minus energy imports appear.
Main objective for the energy administration is te maximize profits gained with
national energy resources en the ene hand, whfle at the same time minimizing
costs en the ether. |n principle it is possible te make a cost\benefit ca|culation
for each ministry. This will net be done here, as it requires a let of very
detai|ed data which are net readily available.
When the tasks of the Energy Departments are compared it is clear that
national energy endowments shape the respective organizations. A Iarge ceel
sector in Germany and the LIK creates a large ceel unit in the energy
department.
[ndividual employee tasks cannot be identified easily for three reasons mainly:
¯ descriptions of tasks are general and en a more aggregate level,
¯ specific tasks may be assigned te different sub units,
¯ the breakdown in sub units may be substantialiy different.
These are the reasons for presenting estimations in next table which
summarizes the number of employees per energy subsector. The usually small
secretarial offices are net subtracted but added te the largest sub units.
Table 2.12 Hurnan Resources in selected European Countries and Po[and broken up ínto Energy
Policy Units
Subsectors

Netherlands

Norway

Poland

Germany

United
Kingdom

31
]

22

4
6

7
54
15
25
28
20
12
12

4B
41.3
56.2
219.4
2"/.9
22.8
68.3

163

483.9a

General Energy Policy
Hard ceel and Lignite
District hearing
Energy conservation
Oil and gas
Electricity
Renewable energy
Nuclear energy

24
38
1ó
3
7

Total employed~

125.1

38
11

10
4
6

112

30

~ Tota] numbers of employees do net correspond te the added numbe~s as in the total numbers the entire
workforces per ministry are given as they appear en the budgets. In reality these numbers are partially fictlve
as these refer te the next budget peried en the ene hand end because of labeur for¢e whieh is net detectable
at the telephone list.
z The total number excludes the supporting civil servants in the units and sub units. If included the real
number of employees is 564.

The correspondence of numbers of c~vil servants and national energy
endowments can be easiIy spotted in this table: gas in the Netherlands
(energy conservation and genera| energy pol~cy being important), oil for
Norway (general energy policy being important), hard coaI in Germany and
oil and gas in the UK. Compared with Germany the hard ceel subsector in
Poland is left almost unattended. It is net very likely that both countries
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producing similor amounts ot: hard coal can differ so strongly when it comes
to policy making and execution.
Comparing the indicators of tables 2.8 and 2.9 with the size of the energy
departments in the fout countries clearly shows that the Netherlands, having
a high energy intensity economy, bas the largest energy conservation unit.
Poland has a high energy intensity economy, inefficient energy production
processes characterized by re|atively high losses. Total final consumption of
energy per capita, however, is much smaller yet than in the selected countries,
indicating that with ongo~ng economic growth energy demand may show a
spectacular rise. It is concluded that energy saving potential is large. In terms
of national management the Polish figures indicate the desirability of
economic restructuring, away from energy intensive industries, enhancing
technology development, abatement of energy losses and basically, the
establishment of an energy efficiency support structure. If PoIand wishes to
establish extensive energy saving programmes, the size of policy units for this
subject can be compared with the Netherlands, which also bas a reIatively
high energy intensity economy.

With economic importânce of energy subsectors being the first criterion for
reorganization of the energy policy department, the energy carriers can be
ordered in a priority ranking. Then it is clear that the hard coal sector needs
urgent attention. Secondly, the grid-based carrlers have tobe examined, not
because of their economic importance, but especiaIly because these are either
already engaged in the initial stages of the l~beralization process or because
low subsector efficiency urges national policy making, such as the district
hearing sector. Handing over responsibilities to Iocal authorities is hot a
solution for this sector, which is in need of large financial resources. The oil
sector can be leff largely to the market and the gas sector also needs
attention, but hot in the first stage as the subsector is of minor economic
importance yet.
More difficulties exist with the capitalization of the energy conservation
potential and subsequent ordering of the option. Energy conservatlon means
a reduction of expenses whiIe adequate attention to the other subsectors
largely resu|ts in financial flows retuming to the Ministry of Finance. The latter
is expected to get political support much easier than energy conservation.
However, adequate energy conservation policy will create a considerable
supportive economic subsector, more so than with the focus on the other
energy carriers (wNch mainly urges policy making and the creation of a
control apparatus within the administrafion). This argument places energy
conservation high ún the agenda, preferably second, after the hard coal
sector.
A general energy policy unit is existent in every country, lts task usually
comprises coordination of the general energy policy, wh[le the other units are
involved in more down to earth regulation and control of the energy subsectors. In this unit an integrated energy planning is utilized as a policy decision
framework. With the planning itself carried out by specialised scientific energy
research institutes, commissioned by the unit, the unit dedicates itself to the
overall management of the energy sector.
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Relationship between current Polish energy subsector problems
and the magnitude of administration
One of the first issues that comes up when comparison of energy administrations is at stake is that the West European countries are already highly
organized, having highly efficient and effective energy administrations,
compared to a large number of serious problems which the Polish administrations is facing. More problems can automaticalIy be translated into the need
for more manpower. The methodologìcal approach is a very practical one:
Each of Poland’s energy subsectors is compared to the corresponding
subsector of the country which bas a same type of subsector dominance as
Poland. Hereaffer problems and issues of the Polish energy subsectors wilI be
treated in relation to the admlnistrative tasks for the same subsector in the
country of comparison: Hard coal sector of the UK, energy conservation of the
Netherlands anti electricity sector of the fout countries averaged.
1. Hard Coal
The Polish hard coal subsector is facing huge difficulties [2]:
a large production overcapacity (+30%),
the industry is loss-maMng,
over-employment in the mines,
lack of modern technology,
lack of investment funds,
environmental threats,
insufficient cash flows of individual mines,
some major customers are beyond application of Iegal rules,
large sectoral financial debt (1.4 billion US$),
extremely high hard coal transport costs,
barter trade occurs on mine company level,
limited scope for further pr[ce increases (international parity met),
Polish mining companies sometimes compete with each other at the
international market with prices below production costs.
These problems necessarily imply administrative tasks to be carried out on
top of usual management tasks. If this problematic situation is left to the
market, costs for Polish society continue to deteriorate and the EU marginal
conditions for Polish entrance to the EU will not be met. A number of
objectives for a hard coal unit in the Ministry of Economie Affairs can be
identified which are paramount in other hard coal producing countries as well.
These objectives are summarized as:
o Encourage development of a compe’dtive, x, iable private ha~’d coal industry.
¯ Sale or other transfer of the State’s hard coal enterprises to the private
sector.
° Pursuing of a regulatory office (Coal Authority) with the objecfives being
efficiency, effectiveness anti economie functioning.
,, Efficient and economie administration of liabilities for former coal industry
empIoyees transferred to the department.
,, F[nancial control and monitoring of departmentaI expenditure on activities
of State Hard Coal Enterprises, Coai Authority, out-sourced contracts.
,, Ensuring full weight of coal industry concerns in development of environo
mental polieies.
The tasks incurred in the hard coal unit are directIy derived ffom the Llnited
Kingdom’s hard coal sub unit of the Energy Section of the Ministry of lndustry
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and Trade, as hard coal subsector reorganìzation in the UN laes the same
problems and is of the same magnitude as in Poland. blext review summarizes
the tasks and the number of civil servants involved:
Head of Hard CoaI Office

2

Overall management and direction of Coal Office.

Coal 1
.2
1. Monitoring State Hard Coal Enterprises’ finances.
2. Administration of grants and loans to State Hard Coal Enterprises
and Redundant Mine Workers Payments Scheme.
.4
3. Administration of concessionary fuel, pensions and common law
lìabilities for ex-employees of State Hard Coal Enterprises.
4.2
4. Submission of budgets. Oversight of Division’s expenditure.
4.4
5. Deve/opment of policy on State Hard Coal Enterprises ex-employee
liabilities.
3, ]
6. Establishment of monitoring arrangements for State Hard Coal
Enterprises’ pension funds and operation of State guarantees.
1.7
7. Administration of coal subsidy.
,1
8. Privatisation project management. Select Committee briefing.
1,5

Coal 2
]. Sponsorship of Coal Authority.
4.6
2. private sector coal companies.
4.3
3. State Hard Coal Enterprises; and employee transfer issues.
4. Training, deveIopment and qua|ity management.
.3
5. Establishment of the Coal Authority anti new licensing regime.
(0.0)
6. Côlliery closures, consultation, redundancies and employee
transfer issues.
(0.0)
7. General coal industry briefing, PQs Minister’s cases and Treat
Official cases covering colliery closures, and other issues. BLO.2.4
8. lmplementation of policy on coal industry social welfare issues,
domestic consumer issues (and transfer of State Hard Coal
Enterprises records).
.2
9. Policy en coal marker including supplementary sales, and %sues
arising from electricity supply contracts.
.1
10. Policy on future of State Hard Coal Enterprises, future of Hard
Coal Enterprises’ recreational land, Coal Authority premises. 1.0
Coal 3
1. Work on hard coal privatisation legislation and regulation.
2. Formulation of policy on coal planning and environmental
matters.
3. Liaison with European Commission on Polish coal policy.
4. Other internationaI hard coal matters.
5. BLO.
6. Formulation and implementation of policy on coal industry
safety, mine interaction and coal bed methane.
7. Formulation of policy on subsidence and coal extraction and
access rights.
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8. Transfer o[ mines rescue service flora State Hard Coal
Enterpríses to new industry body. Policy on future of the
Occupational Health Service.
9. Subsidence, health and safety, coal bed methane, R&D, mines
interaction.

.4
.6

Coal 4/Central Planning Unit
1. Heâd of CPU and PS.
(0.0)
2. Policy on the overall structure of privatisation of Polish state
mining business.
(0.0)
3. Residual work in connection with the privatisation of State Hard
Coal Enterprlses’s core business (e.g. clawback arrangements,
completion adjustments). E~J issues.
2.2
4. Management of and input to the preparation of sale documentation
and project management of consultants.
.2
Coordination
of
MiNstry’s
interest
in
the
sale
and
licensing
of
5.
pits by State Hard Coal Enterprises and the implications for
privatisation of the mining business.
(0.0)
6. Management of the M.EBO (management & employee buy-out)
financiâl support scheme.
0.0
7. Formulating policy on the future of State Hard Coal Enterprises’s
non-mining assets and coordination of Ministry’s interest in the
saie of such assets (incL the sale of State Hard Coal Enterprises’s
non-operational property).
3.8
B. Follow-up action on the Three Stage Restructuring Programme
for the hard Coal Sector 1996-2000.
(0.0)
.I
9. Management support functions.
Coa/5/Central Planning Unie
x Unit of the Environment and Energy Technology Division of the Department of
Energy
1. Policy advice on cleaner coal technology and implementing the policy
decisions arising flora environmenta! policy papers (White Paper):
¯ Speci~y R&D requirements and management programme.
o Secure industriaI and international collaboration.
¯ Technology transfer and export.
2.8
2. Technology advice to Department on mining anti utilisation.
.1
3. Sponsorship of the cleaner coal technology energy industry.
.4
The labour force on coal issues for the UK Ministry of Trade is budgeted at
44.6 employees for the 1996 fiscai year. It must be taken into account that
this number results after many years of ongoing reduction of staff in the
Department of Energy. In the 1994/1995 budget this number totalled to 75
yet. In the above given list many numbers are reduced to zero during the past
year, as tasks have heen completed or reorganized. In Po[and, however,
specific tasks such as establishment of a coal reguIatory Authority, establishment of a new hard coal mining licensing regime, mine interact|on, coal bed
methane, subsidence of coal extraction, the overall structure of Polish State
mining industry, the interest of the State in sale and lieensing of pits and
follow-up of the Three Stage Reorganization Plan of the hard coal sector, need
massive government attention and labour force. The lower bound of the Coal
Division of Polish Department of Energy is estimated to be around 100.
Compared to Qerman coal division, this number may seem to be high, with
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47 people employed in the C-division and 7 in the BS-un[L This is, however,
in an already privatised energy subsector which is partially in liquidation.
Furthermore, the German energy admin[strat[on is probably the most effic[ent
one of the countries compared (see table 2.12). It is estimated that the lower
bound for the Polish Department of Energy is in the order of twice the German
number: 108.
The upper bound should take into account the number of problems confronting the current Po[ish hard coal sector, apart ffom the minimum numbers
derived from mainly the UK organization. Tasks such as counterbalancing the
lack of modern technology (3), the facilitation of investment I~unds (3), improving cash flows of individual mines (3), to bring major customers within legal
rules (3), to reduce the sectorâl financ~a[ debt (3), to reduee high hard coa|
transport costs (3), to prevent barter trade (1), to identify possibilities for
further price increases (2), to stop mining companies from competing each
other in international markets with prlces below production costs (3), are tasks
which are hot or not complete~y covered by the set-up derived from the
These tasks are estimated to require another 21 employees, mainly legislative
experts, economists (general and business) and financial e×perts. The upper
bound would be ~ 20-130 employees in the core energy department.
2. Energy conservation
As in the European L[nion the Netherlands probab[y bas the most extended
and varying policy instruments deployed on the enhancement of energy
conservation [281 it is decided to equip the Polish department with a
comparable number of employees as in the Neíherlands. This is reasonable
as the potential ~or energy efficiency improvement in Poland is conservatively
estimated tobe between 17 to 30% [26] without fat-going energy policy
instruments. The energy conservation poIicy options need a national
administration to push them for the sake of the national interest.
In the bletherlands the ministry has the following tasks and related number of
employees, d~vided over fout main sections (Built Environment and Transport,
lndustrial Energy Conservation, Long-Term Research on Energy Technology
and Planning and Co-ordination):
¯ Achieving a larger share of renewable energy sources such as solar, wind,
hydropower and biomass in the Dutch energy supply.
¯ Promotion of energy conservation.
¯ To boost research and development in the aforementioned areas.
¯ Contact for issues concerning Novem (Dutch society for energy and
environment) and the NetherIands Energy Research Foundation (ECN).
¯ Treatment of issues concerning the closure of coal mines.
¯ Pa~ticipation in activities of nationa| and international organizations and
agencies in the aforementioned areas.
¯ Design oi" policies to promote energy efficiency.
In this division are working 27 empioyees, of which one head of Office and
fout unit d[rectors with four secretaries. This number is a lower bound, as in
the Netherlands energy conservation and efficiency policy has a long record.
The policy is based on a broad and detailed statistic data base, with a highly
developed energy conservation supply ~ndustry, a receptive attitude of the
consumers and cooperative economic subsectors. These conditions are
decisive for a successful energy conse~vation policy, in the Polish s~tuat~on the
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toost promising conservation potential, to be realized at lowest costs possible,
or incurring the establishment of a new economic subsector, should be
identified. With clear successes on Iimited scale in selected economic
subsectors the advantage of demonstration effects may yield lessons for progressive success. An upper bound wi[l not be given, as no good reasoning can
be set up. Nevertheless, the importance of the hard coal sector urges
treatment of that subsector first anti with deployment of all Iimited financial
and butaan resources available.
3. Electricity
Electricity generation is concentrated in 32 generation enterprises and
distribution in 32 enterprises. Generation is dependent on hard coal and lignite
for a large extent (over 90%), with serious environmental devastation in some
areas of the country. Problems faced by the subsector are:
¯ serious environmental devastation in some areas meeting European
emission standards needs high investments exceeding national capital
marker possibilities;
¯ high transmission and distribution losses;
¯ extremely low electricity consumption per capita;
¯ obsolete generation equipment, in need of reconstruction and up-grading;
¯ waste management as coal use is dominant;
o stable and transparent legal framework is lacking yet, and once installed
will need careful maintenance anti improvement;
¯ a non-receptive fiscal policy and discriminatory rules (for large consumers
hot paying their bills);
¯ trade unions and employee councils (social disturbances) preventing full
privatization of electricity companies;
¯ long run marginal cost pricing is not yet possible to realize (prices reach
only around 50% of this criterion);
¯ the number of unpaid bills is increasing rapidly for electricity anti heat;
¯ a large percentage of household income is spent on energy (8.8%);
¯ the Minister of Finance sets maximum electricity prices.
These problems wouId come on top of regular administrative tasks with a
maintenance character, usually found in the EU countries. However, with the
current chaotic situation in the Polish electricity subsector one cannot
conclude that here business as usual can be added with some extra tasks.
lnstead, the electricity subsector administration may be founded on an
average number current[y found in the comparison countries. Than around 18
employees should be dealing with electricity services in the energy department. Taking into account the current problems of the Polish electricity sector
this minimum should be doubled for a considerable time.
The remaining subsectors have a somewhat minor priority though general
energy policy is Iooked upon as the toost central unit in other countries. It is
assumed that for this department around 10 is a minimum number and 20 an
upper bound. The number of 7 assigned to district heating, presupposes a
minimum number of central tasks even when district hearing is largely handed
over to the local authoritiés. For oil and gas Germany appears to have the
smallest unit, in which 28 civil servants are employed though. This number
may do for Poland as well, as the oil and gas handling are similar.
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In table 2.13 table 2.12 is reproduced, but now with the figures estimated
the new Polish energy department.
Table 2.13 Estimated Human Resources [’or new Polish Department of Energy
Subsectors

Netherlands

General Energy Pol~cy
Hard coal and Ugnite
District heating
Energy conservation
Oil and gas
Electricity
Renewable energy
Nuclear energy

31
1

Total employed~

125,1

24
38
16
3
7

Norway
22

38
11

112

Poland

Germany

United
Kingdom

10-20
108-130
7
27
28
36
0
0

7
54
15
25
28
20
12
12

48
41.3
56.2
219.4
27.9
22.8
68.3

216-248

163

483.92

~ Total numbers of empioyees do hot correspond to the added numbers as in the rota] numbers the ent]re
workforces per ministry are given as they appear on the budgets. In reality these numbers are partlal]y fictive
as these refer to the next budget period on theone hand and because of labour force which is not detectable
at the telephone list.
2 The total number excludes the supporting civil servants in the units and sub units. If included the real
number of empioyees is 564.

A first rough estimate indicates that the energy department of Poland should
have around 216 employees. In the Iargest West European countries
(Germany and the UK, between 500 and 700 energy experts are employed in
either the department or the executive organization, l~egarding the number
216 to 248 in the department of energy, another 300 to 500 employees
outside the core ministry for executive tasks may be needed. As already
indicated, the existing National Energy lnspectorates and other existing bodies
should be considered to play a role. The formation leve! of the 216 empIoyees
should preferably 162 with academic level, 30 at professiona[ formation level
and around 24 in secretarial support functions.

The costs for the energy departments are difficult to estab]ish as national
budgets are very comphcated. The complications are often constructed as the
civil servants try to optimize their Minister’s degree of freedom with non
dedicated financial resources. Therefore, complicated transfer items occur on
the national budgets which itself are only accessible for a small number of
specialists. Nevertheless, it has heen tried to find the complete budgets for the
relevant departments and units. The budgets used for the West European
countries and Poland are shown in table 2.14.
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Table 2.14 Budgets used for the West European countries and Poland

Exchange rare
(1 $)1
Employees2
Salary4
Overhead4
[nstruments~’4
I
2
~
~
~

NL

Norway

Poland

Germany

UK

[Dfl

[I~Cl

[Nzll

[DMI

[£]

1.67

16.42

125
12,6
5.0
650

112
30
20
91

244
40
2,445

1.49
] 63
27,2
6.3
9,700

0.66
484
19,89
6.18
1,07

Exchange rare as per April 12 (except for the Polish currency: per January 10)
The number of employees indicates those employed by the ministries only.
Here the energy loolicy instruments are indicated.
The figures indicate millions of the currency applied.
This figure includes the overhead.

What are the estimated costs related to an efficient and effective energy
department? If the academically educated labour force should be assigned
competitive wages, i.e. similar to industry, between 2000 and 4000 blzl per
month should be an indicat~on, depending on experience and senior~ty. For
the intermediate leve~ salaries between 1000 and 2000 Nzl shouId be
compet~tive. For the base level employees payments should range between
500 and 1000 Nzl. The total salary costs for 216 employees would be around
5.13 mfliion Nzl annual[y (for the high level salary 2250 has been raken as an
average; for the other classes simply the mean).
The overhead is very difficult to estimate. The overhead in the West European
countries is sometimes (partially) integrated in salary costs (in the LIK travel
and subsistence are in the salary costs). In some countries, notably the
Netherlands, costs for p~em~ses is in the overhead. For others, notabiy the LIK,
these costs are specified apart, blevertheless they have been put under
overhead in the table. What bas tobe borne in m~nd is that the new energy
department will make considerable costs for housing, automation (PC for
nearly every civil servant), protection, cieaning premises, telephone, mail,
travelling, catering, Public Relations, extemal services. One approach is to
take tabie 2.2 (the Nethe]riands) as a starting point, as costs are split up over
different categories. The overhead for the entire ministry is 30% of total budget
for saiary and budget together. If salafies for the energy wing in the same
ministry are 12.6 miIlion Dfl, than the overhead costs can be estimated to be
5.4 m~llion Dfl. In the table overhead costs appea~ to be 5.0 miliion Dfl, which
indicates that this rough approach may be valid as an approach to estimate
Po|ish overhead costs for a functioning ministry. In Poland overhead costs can
be calculated to be 2.2 million Nzl. This figure is biased towards a running
minist~y. In the Polish case, however, a starting ministry has to make much
higher costs (e.g. the purchase of 200 computers values around 400,000 USS,
which is the equivalent of 1 m~llion Nzl). Nevertheless, these figures give the
rough indications that are necessary to evaluate the investment in establishment of a high quality energy depa~tment against the hugh energy reiated
financial flows, which deserve the attention of the government. In these
financial flows vast opportunities for conservation have been ~tetected,
provided an efficient and effective administration can be established.
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Tab]e 2.15 Estimated costs for the labour force
Level

Number

Salary range1

Total [1000/yr]

High
Middle
Low

162
30
24

2000 - 4000
1000 - 2000
500- 1000

4,375
540
216

Total

216

5,131

~ Current salary level in Nzl.
The costs incurred can be roughly estimated with correspondence to the
current situation, in which departmental budget totals about 1 million US$ [5,
p. 20] for 40 salaries and departmental overhead only. With the current
formation Ievel unknown anti with the overhead costs unknown, it is assumed
that the proportions are similar to the selected countries. Than costs for the
new energy a dministration can be estimated as 216× (1 million US$/40) = 5.4
million US$ per annum. With the Nzl being 2.44 per US$ the amount totals
13,176,000 NzL Compared to the costs estimated with the bletherlands as a
base case, this figure is extremely high: 5.13 (salaries) plus 2.2 = 7.33 million
Nzl. It is highly unlikely that the ] million US$ costs for the current ministry
is not biased. It is probably better to take the 7.33 million Nzl as the best
approach for administration costs.
This amount can become substantially higher if the current level of formation
differs from the selected countries, if investments in computer equipment,
fumiture and buildings have tobe made with the huge extension of the current
service. More important, however, may be the factor of competitive salaries,
as private firms usually pay better than the national administration. It should
be prevented that during the build-up of a high quality energy administratlon
frequent job changes occur, as the state bas to extract the financial resources
from other investment objects.
Another problem may be the availability of so many specialists in energy
issues: there is already a shortage of economists and legislative experts, who
are precisely the experts needed. For preparation of the human resources
large investments may be necessary, as training programmes for these specialists in EU member countries may be considered.
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3. ENERGY POLICY PROCESSES iN POLAND
AND IN SELECTED EUROPEAN UNION
COUNTRIES
3.1 Introduction
Administration structures are the sum of many historical processes. The basic
idea is, or at least has been, that similar problems facing society can be
grouped. As the responsibility for problems and solutions is given to specially
appointed people, these functionaries usuaIly become grouped as well.
Nevertheless, the logic behind a certain type of organization is strongly
influenced by a number of other factors, such as:
- politicaI compromising when a coalition govemment bas to formed,
- new percepfion of existing problem areas,
- shift in political weight of problem areas,
- gradual shifts in thinking in society about the tule of the administration,
- technologica| progress a|lowing more control with less peop|e.

So fat the organizationa] structure and related budgets have heen treated.
However, an efficient and effective energy administration needs more than
human and financiaI resources alone. In theoretical terras, the structure rnay
be established, but processes have to become institutiona]ized as well.
Processes refer to the behaviour, activities of civil servants handling energy
policy issues entrusted to the Ministry. What is done by whom? How are the
civil servant activities related to the energy issues defined into procedures?
For a smooth functioning of an administration adequate procedures have to
be deve[oped. Procedures are must elementary for a number of reasons. First
of all problems and solutions are related to each other in procedures. If a
certain problem needs decision making at a certain level an effective
procedure descr~bes at what level the decision is tobe made and wh~ch way
bas tobe followed through the Ministry (i.e. which units have tobe involved
in the decision-making process). It also describes where the case has tobe
filed and how, as procedures become developed for similar recurrent
problems. Fourth, activities in the Ministry must be controllable as Parliaments
have the mandate to do so. Besides this political control, the State Exchequer
bas to control Ministerial accounts and in must countries an Appeal Commission or an Ombudsman must be given opportunity to control administrative
functioning, i.e. the application of procedures and decision process transparency. For these reasons procedures have tobe developed. Procedures are
usually put down in manuals. In fact procedures are crystallized behavioral
guide[ines. They objectivate decision processes [’or new employees or even
outsiders (such as the Board ol~ the Exchequer or involved actors such as
industrial companies). Adequate procedures are characterized by a high
degree of effectiveness (quick responses) and efficiency (with a m’~nimum
number of civil servants involved). Thus, adequate procedures need high
level civil servants empowered with relative independence and a high level of
personal control.
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Procedures tend to grow rapidly. However, not everything can be put into
procedures. Procedures refer to the formalization of decision processes and
civil servant activities. Besides the formal aspects of ministerial labour there
is the very important informa! part of communication. Norms have tobe
established about what is done and what is not-done in the organization.
ldeally, civil servants should hot have a stake in the issues they are involved
in. Not an economic stake, hot a political stake and nota social stake. In
reafity, civil servants are members of society at the same time, with political
convictions and extended networks as everybody has. Basic question is how
Ioyalty to the State can be build. Loyalty to the State implies that the
individual employee takes the State’s interest as anchoring point while giving
up bis personal interest. In Western european countries this is basically
accomplished by the high status of civil servants, job security, compefitive
salaries (though hot as high as in industry), high level of independence in
carrying out the job.
Procedures make ministerial behaviour predictable. PredictaNlity is important
for the economic actors as they are confronted with the need to take
economic decisions. The outcome of ministerial decisions is hot predictable,
but when procedures are clear, actors can start the play to influence the
outcome. The rules of the play are the informal aspects of the decision
making process. These unwritten rules apply to all actors: politicians, civil
servants and economic actors. These players meer in various stages of the
problem-solution chain. Formal meetings in Committees, Advisory Boards and
Coundls, informal meetings at seminars, congresses, workshops beìng the
initiative of any of the players. Formal and informal meetings are the basic
mode of democratic functioning of society. Because there is a certain level of
mutual control, and because every actor knows the rules and bas, at least in
principle, the possibility to play bis part, the danger of one-sided decisions is
minimized as much as possible.

In this section the formal and informal processes will be described which
characterize the play in Poland and the four selected countries.

3°2 Policy processes in Poland
In Poland the President is the highest political appointment directly elected in
general elections. As the Head of State he nominates the Prime Minister and,
based on the latter’s proposaI, approves the ministers. ~4~wever, the Ministers
of Foreign Affairs, National Defense and Internal Affairs shall be consulted
with by the President (art. 6.1). Par/iament (the Sejm) has the right to choose
a Prime Minister if the President bas hot nominated him. Parliament exists of
two Chambers. The executive organs, the President and the Council of
Ministers constitute the government. Parliament bas to approve the
govemment as a whole, before they can take office. The Sejm has the power
to pas a vote of no confidence towards the Government or the individual
ministers.
At the top of the Ministry of lndustry and Trade the Minister is politically
responsible. The Minister is assisted by the Secretary of State (Vice-Minister).
Six Undersecretaries of State, one General Director and the Directors of the
line departments, among which Energy is found. With a change of government
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the above mentioned functionaries can be replaced. In practice the General
Director and the ]eveIs below that remain untouched. Although hot formally
stated, the Minister is responsible for the energy security of the country.

Elections are tobe held every four year. In practice, however, frequent
elect~ons have been held ever since the transition took piace.
Momentarily, there are too many Committees, Advisory Boards or Councils
in flmction that support at all levels (govemment, ministries, Parliament, etc.)
in the energy po[icy field. On the other hand the Energy Department of the
Ministry is severely curtailed. With only forty employees several hundreds of
energy companies (mines, utilities etc.) have tobe administered. This task is
impossible tobe carried out. As a consequence, technical, financial and social
decisions in the mining sector are raken at company or holding level. There
is even no licensing policy for hard coal mining in effect. Besides this, the
Ministry of lndustry and Trade is performing a number of contradictory tasks:
the Ministry is expected to make laws, to found stock companies, tobe
shareholder of these companies (for th~ State Treasury) and to be supervisor
at the same time. From the Energy Restructuring Group working papers on
the current Polish situation [2,5,6] the picture emerges of a largely unattended
energy sector.
Energy price setting is left to the Ministry of Finance and ~aw-making and
regulation design came to a standstill, at least as fat as control and enforcement are concerned. The best qualified personne! is emp[oyed in the Energy
Restructuring Group, which has heen working on the new national Energy Law
and other basic questions underlying energy policy, but less so with energy
policy execution.

Processes in the Department of Energy are hot described in detail. Personal
communication with civil servants and other Polish experts revealed that
procedures are hot in effect. The unit structure is no longer the base for labour
division, lnstead the Director ofthe department forms working groups as soon
as an energy problem (including companies and research ìnstitutes) urges
attention. If the energy problem is related to mandates of other ministries,
interdepartmental groups are formed. The energy department’s emp|oyees
assigned to these groups need ministerial consent. Ordinances number 7
(September 1994) and 12 {June 1995) do hot detail on division of tasks
among the top management of the MiNstry.
In relation to the Energy department budget: there is no controller unit
managing the department’s finances. The budget is limited to pay modest
wages. The Dirêctor of the department has to bargain for wages for the civil
servants working under bis management. There is no budget for energy policy
instruments. Only energy advisors ofthe Minister or chief specialists managing
a unit eam higher wages. Loyalty to the State may be expected to have sunk
below functional standards.
The formerly powerful Energy Economic Councíl, consisting of members of
the Polish Academy of Sciences, representatives of the ministry and
representatives of the Association of Energy Engineers, has heen dismantled
and it has not been replaced.
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In the Department of Energy the Director of the department is responsible for
the internal structure and procedures of the department. The units in the
Energy Department are formed by the Director. They function sometimes as
advisory board for the Mìnìster. Currently, the sections of the department can
be better characterized as sub groups. The employees of these groups are
facing a multitude of tasks for which they are poorly equipped. They seem te
be allocated te tasks en ad hoc base. This indicates that delegated responsibiIity ffom the head of the department te the unit managers does net seem
te exist. The top-down command structure is still in effect. Both the employee
anti the manager of the section, as well as the Management, are responsible
for performance en a given task.
Apart from the tasks included in the MolT’s lntemal ReguIations the energy
department performs all activities connected with answering energy relevant
questions of the Minister, Parliamentary inquiries, interested persons and
companies both from within the country and abroad. The civil servants present
the positions and opinions of the Ministry and answer complaints. Usually
these tasks require quick feedback en the part of the Ministry, often resulting
in dwindling priorities. This implies that ad hoc problems have priority,
resulting in a lack of time for long term policy making for the energy field.
The Energy Department is involved in tasks realised in the framework of
cooperation with ether departments. It should be stressed that despite
introduction of new competencies based en new lntemaI Regulations issued
en September 19, 1994, the energy department continues te carry out tasks
that are no longer included in its mission. This can be characterized as an
internal organisation and management problem. However, sometimes the
tasks concemed are net taken over by ether ministries.
It bas te be stated that it was impossible te get a elear picture of the policy
processes in the Energy Department. The sc~ttered fragments reported here
exemplify that the current personnel should be supplemented with specialists
en administration procedures and that management capacities should be
reinforced.

3.3 Polícy processes in selected EU countries
3.3.1 The Netherlands
The lXletherlands is a unitary country, with a streng central govemment. The
Royal House has a role in government which throughout the years bas been
limited te a ceremonial level. Fout year elections are followed by the formation
of a govemment. Llsually, the biggest party obtains the role te try te forto a
cabinet of ministers, te which they are expected te deliver the Prime Minister.
At the formation and installation of a government the Head of State, currently
the Queen, bas a decisive role. Usually, the formation of a new government
takes a long time, as no ene party obtains a majority. Ever since the Second
World Wat coalition govemments have ruled the Netherlands.
The Department of Energy has been established in the Ministry of Economie
Affairs in 1965. When it became clear that the Netherlands owned rich natural
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gas resources the need for reguIation was feit, as the State wished to secure
its part of the profits coming from the natlonal endowments. Apart from this
reason, increasing national economic integration also urged reform in the
electricity subsector, organized at a provincia! level up to than. Later, tasks
related to energy emergency supply, energy conservation and environmental
impacts of the energy sector were given to this department. The Department
of Energy has a strong facilitative orientation towards the Minister of
Economic Affairs.

Energy pol~cy making: The ma~n plagers
The main players on the energy field are the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
the actors in the econornic subsectors. In between a number of intermediaries
is found such as provincial and local administrative level, supporting
administration services, independent R&D institutes and opposition groups
and eventually consumer organizations [131.
The Ministry of Economic Affairs is headed by a minister, who is assisted by
a juníor minister. They are politically appointed, participate in the cabinet and
bear responsibility for the formulation and execution of economic policies. In
the Ministry the highest ranking official is (as in toost ministries) the Secretary
General, who is officially hot politically appointed, although in practice the
political parties strive to influence this appointment because of the crucial
importance of this position. The Secretary Genera| is responsib|e for the daiiy
affairs in the ministry. Apart flora the crucial importance of this position it
shouid be stressed that a Secretary General can retain his post for decades,
thus performing his task under many ministers being part of different coalition
cabinets. Consequently he usually has the advantage of a wealth of experience over the minister and junior minister.
A special feature of Dutch energy policy are the widely used services (Central
Planning Office, Chambers of Commerce, Central Office for Statistics, State
Geological Service) and advisory boards (Mining Council, Pipeline Foundation,
General Energy Council, Advisory Commission on Combined Heat and Power,
Commission for the Protection of Gas and Electricity Utilities). Employees
(around 5500) are civil servants being on the pay-roll of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs. These institutions form an important intermediary between
the administrative level and the economic actor level.
Other players in the energy field are the energy subsectors, which are strongly
organized. On the electricity production s~de SEP, ônd energy distribution in
EnergyNed. On the energy demand side large industrial energy consumers
(S~GE) and numerous other umbrella interest organizations are found. The
energy R&D sector exits of a limited number of large R&D institutes (ECN,
FOM, TNO, KEMA).

Energy policy rnaking process: the play
In the Netherlands, energy policy is put down in energy policy documents.
These documents are designed in the Ministry with consultation of the
subsectors on details. The entire operation of designing the document,
however, is carried out within the Ministry. Because of the necessity which is
feit to create a broad support for new energy policies the communication
aspect is thoroughly thought over. The public information officers of the
Ministry are involved in policy design from the onset. They have a strong say
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in timing and content of the communication: they advise the Minister en these
issues, specifically in relation te bis addresses te the Parliamentary press.
ExternaI communication of the Minlstry has heen reorganized according te the
communication networks in the ether ministries. The public relations unit of"
the department of energy is still existent. They are responsible for the PR
concerning energy policy instruments. At the same time this unit advises the
PR unit that coordinates the entire PR of the Ministry of Economic Affairs. The
policy preparation phase includes all the ]ssues treated solar. The po|icy
implementation phase starts with the concept Energy Policy Document being
offered te Parliament. Ministers usually promise te inform Parliament at a
regular base concerning the execution and adjustment of Energy Policy
Documents.
In the energy policy process the emphasis is en the political level. In
Parliament members of political parties have heen given special mandates as
persona] capacities and knowledge vary great]y. The larger parties have
energy specialists who are fami]iar with the energy sector in The Netherlands
as well as in relation toa European and global perspective. They speak for
their party in Parliament when energy issues are at stake. The current
relatively low prior[ty of the energy supply situation in the Netherlands is also
reflected in the fact that there is no Parliamentary commission on energy.
There is the General Energy Advisory Council, but it is not part of the
Parliament. The Council advises the Ministry of Economic Aff~irs on its own
initiative or at ministerial request. Moreover, within the permanent Commission
on Economic Affairs of the aforementioned ministry energy is one of the
issues treated regularly. At the same time the permanent Commission of the
Ministry of Environment is involved in the energy issue, which is quite
pract[cal taking the emission aspect into account.
The use of commissions in the Parliamentary system is widely used. All kinds
of commìssions have been established in such a way that at regular times
government has to take serious steps to reduce the number. Nevertheless, this
system based on consensus building from an early stage on smoothens the
path for a relatively peaceful decision making process.

The construction of Parliamentary commissions is a very strong mechanism
to build political consensus. However, if several ministries are ínvolved in an
issue, for example in the selection of electricity plant sitea (Ministry of
Economic Affairs, Ministry of Environment, Housing and Physical Planning),
the definition of mandates usually poses difficulties. As both ministers have
to sign the same policy document, also budget affairs are involved with these
decisions, which can easily cause political disagreement.
Every new administrative year budget questions give rise to considerable
debate, not only on the financial consequences themselves, but also on the
content of political decision making. If there is no item formulated on the
budget, the Minister is not ailowed to spend money on the case concemed.
For the Ministry it is important to create policy liberty by the creation of" items
not too strictly defined.
The political piay can be characterized as continuing bordefline definition. The
Ministry tries to define as much space as possible for its Minister’s manoeuvring. Parliament on the other hand tries to limit the free space of the Ministry,
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thus stressing its controlling function. The political play changes over time. In
974 the minister did hot yet communicate with Parliament during the sector
policy document i~reparation stages. Nowadays, during the process the main
ideas unde~lying the document are shared with members of Parliament anti
with the economie sectors involved.
If a member of Parliament feels the need for information he may pose
questions which are passed to the ministry that bas to react within a given
time limit. In search for information members of Parliament sometimes visit
the Ministry. They may wlsh to speak personally to the minister, but more
often they have consultations with lower Ievels of the administration.

Sometimes po}itically sensitive information leaks to the press. This is usually
causing a Iot of turmoil, and it is hot considered tobe acceptable. In general,
however, the loyalty of the ministerial employees is extremely high. A great
deal of activities in General Directorate for Energy is about formulation of
answers to energy-related questions posed in Parliament. This is a high
priority for ci,~il servants: they have to inform their minister with precise
formulations anti some background within sharp time limits.
In The Netherlands the relafionship between the Director General of the
Ministry of Economic Affaírs and the Minister is a delicate one. It is feit that
there shouId remain a clear division between the organizational level and the
level of political responsibility. TNs is a pledge for a division between carrier
administrative functionaries and the political level consisting of the Junior
Minister and the Minister. The latter is responsible for the former. Parliament
sees upon the smooth functioning of the ministries, and bas some specific
rights to carry out this task, sueh as regular inquiry, posing questions in
commissions and Parliament, or in very sêrious cases execution of the
constitutional Parliamentary right to instigate.
Lobbies are institutionalised. Pol[tical party collaborators, spokesmen and
public relations officers take part in the politica! anti administrative process of
energy policy making.
Informal meetings (lobbies) between Members of Parliament and the Minister
are common practice when large impact plans are at stake. This was hot the
custom in 1974. At that time the separation between policy anti control
responsibility was quite strict. With the increased awareness of multidimensionality of many problems a simple responsibility structure becomes less anti
less likely when effective and effi¢ient policy making is required.

Cornmunícation between the players: Ministry and energg

subsectors
There is permanent consultation between the energy subsectors and the
Ministry. In order to prevent too strong personal ties between the civil servants
and the industrial and utility partners a job rotation system is in effect. As a
tule, every employee is rotating to another unit in the department. On the
other hand there is an interchange of personnel between ministry and industry,
though rather one-sided. Especially dlrectors of departments hot seldomly get
attractive direction functions in industry. As at high industrial level salaries are
much more attractive the interchange of personnel remains rather one-sided.
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As the control on energy subsectors varies extensively, the communication
with these subsectors varies according]y.
The e]ectricity subsector has regular institutionalised consultative meetings
with the ministry at the level of Director General. Besides the formal meetings
numerous marginal contacts exist when both subsector representatives and
ministry officials meer at congresses, symposia and working groups. Any topic
of mutua] interest can be brought up by both parties. If conflicting interests
between state and subsector are at stake, opinions of the administration
remain hidden as usually the Minister is given the possibility to explain himself
(which allows him to carry his responsibility for the energy issue). By law, the
electricity sector is obliged to design an electricity generation plan (a heat
plan is included) with a 20 years horizon, which is to be issued biannually.
Government and Pafliament have to give their approval to the plan (This is
}ikely to change in the near future with the issuing and approval of the
Par}iament).
The oil subsector has regu]ar institutionalised contacts (oil contact commission) at the level of Director of the unit Oil and Gas. lnformal contacts exist
as described for the electricity sector. NOGEPA is the consu}tative
ganisation for the oil and gas production sectors, in which four ministries
participate. The NOGEPA chairmanship resides with the Oil and Gas unit of
the General Directorate of Energy.
The gas subsector is covered by Gasunie, a limited liability company jointly
owned by the DSM (40%), Shell (25%), ESSO (25%) and the state ( i 0%). The
state has an important influence in production with its share in Gasunie. In
transmission the state is majority shareholder playing a dominant role. Local
government has a dominant role in distribution as ownership of distribution
comes close to 100%. The director of the unit Oil and Gas has a biweekly
consultative meeting with Gasunie.
The renewable energy sources as far as covered by industry are organized in
several interests groups (Holland Solar, NEWIN, PAWEX, WNI) instead of one.
Contacts with the administration remain irregular and on a company base.
The energy service industry does not have a formalised relationship with the
ministry. Large industrial energy consumers, however, organized in SIGE,
have irregular meetings with thé Director General and with relevant Directors
of the sub units.
The Director Genera] sometimes meets with the energy spokesmen of the
political parties. This is an irregular but accepted practice.
The energy R&D institutes (ECN, KEMA, Gastec, represented by their general
managers and unit managers) have regular meetings with the Director General
and unit Directors. Often the administration is either customer of the institutes
or provider with subsidies.
With consumer organisations, other interest groups and opposition groups
(p.e. Greenpeace) ad hoc consultative meetings occur at their initiative.
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With SENTER and Novem, the energy policy execution institutes of the
Ministry of Economie Affairs, regular meetings initiated by the ministry occur.

The l’Ainistry’s relationship with the Ombudsman is taken care of by the
Director GeneraL Any complaint from the ombudsman passes bis office and
is passed to the relevant unit in the department. Within a narrowly defined
time interval the Ministry is obliged to answer the complaint. The institute of
the Ombudsman bas a widely perceived preventive role.
There is also regular consultation with lower administrative/evels: for example
with the regional (not tobe confused with the provincial level) levels of
IJmond, Rijnmond and Eemsmond, the country’s toost important industrial
areas. The relationsNp between the department of energy and communities,
for example in the execution of environmentaI licences and energy efficiency
measures, is institutionalized in the lnter Provincial Consultative Meetings
(IPO) anti with the LInion of Dutch Communities (VNG).
It is conduded that the M~nistry is a knot in a neura| network: Formal
relationships with all relevant players are secured and a number of informal
rules give space to lob0ying. The economie actors are strongly organlzed in
umbrella organizations which makes effective policy execution easier as
bargaining can be done per sector instead of at the level of individua~
eompanies. There is a lot of freedom for the civil servants to have contacts
with the players in the energy field. Time consuming political agreement is
prepared in many commissions: the consultation economy at work.

The Ministry functions best as long as the loyalty of the employees is not
challenged by frequent reorganizations and personal insecure labour
perspectives. The employees are integrated in the Ministry’s neural network.
They have tobe located in the nods of this network tobe able to perform their
tasks best. High level of information, open information flows anti a high
academie level are conditions for an effective and efficient administration.

Playing tools: Energy policy instrurnents and legislative base
Energy policy making needs a legislative base. For the Ministry it is important
to design instruments which aIlow optimal flexibflity with regard to execution
and adjustment. Basic question for the legislative base is: what is one willing
to acNeve? How far-reaching is the measure concerned? In Dutch law the
basic order is that laws are toost far-reaching and General Measures of
Management (AMvB) are derived from laws. The energy policy measures can
be classified as information instruments, financiaI instruments and regulatory
instruments.
1. The information instruments do not need any particular legislative base. As
they cost money a special item bas tobe added to the State’s budget.
2. Financial instruments have been used to stimulate new energy technologies
at the supply side, as well as at the demand side of energy services.
Subsidies have been toost popular, together with tax rebates. The financial
instruments are either related to the State’s budget or to the fiscal
stimulation. In the former case the instrument is based on the budget
which leaves space for the Ministry to allocate financial resources to such
goals. In the latter case the financial instrument becomes based on fiscal
legislation. Both solutions for the employment of financial instruments
create the possibility to adjust the instruments according to the ministry’s
ECN-C-97--011
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marker insights. For new financial energy policy instruments a tendency is
observed towards fiscally based instruments. A reason for this is that
financia| resources are not anticipated at the time of agreement on the
ministerial budget, so that resources have to come from other sources of
the State budget, thus contributing to the State’s deficit.
3. Regulatory instruments have proven tobe very effective. There is, however,
the ethical problem of State interference in the personal lire of citizens and
entrepreneurs. The tendency is deregulation: leave the responsibility to the
citizens and the marker. There is also the international trade dimension, as
regulations can easily become trade barriers hampering free trade of
services and goods, a principle agreed in numerous international
agreements. Regulation urges control and sanctions, which makes the
instrument less attractive. Nevertheless, the instrument has proven tobe
useful and successful energy conservation measures anti the introduction
of new technology have heen largely dependent on employment of this
instrument in the Netherlands.
In the Netherlands a National Regulatory Authority did never exist. However,
the system with maximum oil priees has heen applied for many years, but has
heen abandoned during the ear[y eighties. As soon as the vertically integrated
functions were split up in several levels with their own interests (production,
transport, distribution) the regulatory ffamework could be dismantled. An ERA
is consídered tobe useful in times of trans[tion. The privatisation of telecommunications in the Netherlands is regulated, in the water sector the Ministry
of Environment allows VEWII’t (Cooperation of Water Production UtilRies) to
organize the sector to their own insight. In the Netherlands the culture of
regulation is non-existent. A concept of a new Iaw on eeonomic competition
has been prepared at the end of 1995, which is meant to provide the
ffamework for competition in the formerly regulated areas of the utilities.
A typical Dutch policy instrument which is characteristic for the consultation
element in Dutch energy policy is ~’ound in the covenants on energy efficiency
improvement I28]. As the greenhouse effect again put energy as an issue on
the political agenda, covenants were developed to reduce gas emissions per
economic subsector. In these agreements between economic umbrella
organizations and the Ministry, the subsectors promise to reduce emissions
according to an agreed time path anti an agreed percentage. However, the
covenants contain an escape clause as economie growth has to allow
investments in emission reduction. The covenants between the Ministry and
the economic branches are a typical example of a policy instrument which bas
been developed in the general atmosphere of cooperation and mutua~ trust
between ministry and industrial actors.
Overall conclusions in relation to energy policy processes in the Netherlands
, Strong economie subsector umbrella organizations are existent,
,, A Ministry with highly qualified personnel with a high degree of independence and loyalty to the Administration,
¯ Tradition of a politica/ play with broad representation and early consultation,
o Mutual trust bet~veen the main actors, being the Ministry and the economic
subsectors,
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A political system with many control elements regarding the functioning of
the economic subsectors and the Ministry,
Q A Ministry with a strong willingness to facilitate the national economic
process.

3.3.2 Germany
German administrative structure is strongly shaped by the fact that the Federal
Republic of Germany is a federation of states with one national government.
In the policy areas of external affairs, justice, finance, economic affairs
(including energy) and defence, the central government is quite strong. In
other areas state governments have more autonomy. A strong Prime Minister
(the ’Bundeskanzler’) manages the national govemment with the usual
administrative division into Ministries. The ministers are politically responsible
for the formulation, implementation, control and sanctioning of ministerial
policy, together with the Secretary of State (’Staatssekretär’) and Parliamentary Secretary of State (’Paal. Staatssekretär’). The States of the Federation
execute nationa] policy guidelines designed by the ministries on behalf of the
national Govemment.
The responsibility for the energy sector tests mainly with the Ministry of
Economic Affairs (’,Min~ster~um für Wirtschaft’). Certain aspects such as
nuclear safety or energy research are found at other ministries, respectively
the Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety
(’Bundesministerium für Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktor Sicherheit’) and the
Ministry for Research and Technology (’Bundesministerium für Forschung und
Technik’). In addition to these, also the general Ministry (’Bundeskanzleramt’), Ministry of Foreign Affairs (’Ausw~irtiges Amt’), Federal Office of
Radiation Protection (’Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz’) anti the Environmental
Office (’Umwe[tbundesamt’) have limited competencies for some energy
aspects. The Ministry of Finance bas, as in all Western european countríes, a
strong appearance in the energy field as fat as the budget is concerned.

Energy policy making: the main actors
As in the Netherlands the main actors are the Ministry of Economic Affairs
and the economic subsectors, with Parliament having the ultimate control. The
control over the energy field is exerted by approval of national energy laws
anti bye-[aws, evaluation of policy instruments or influencing behaviour of
actors in the energy subsectors.
The national govemment is responsible for the formulation of the energy
policy framework conditions (’Rahmenbedingungen’), prepared by the Ministry
of Economic Affairs. Framework condit[ons are elaborated in energy policy
documents and they reflect programmatic and political points of departure
which are reIatively stable. The framework conditions set by the Federal
Government are meant to provide the orientafion for the energy sector actors
when investment and planning decisions are at stake.
For example, the framework does hot impose the type of energy carriers to
be applied for the generation of heat, but it defines general goals such as a
25% reduction of greenhouse effect gases (base year 1990) tobe reached by
2005. Every sector in society has to take this national goal into account in
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production, conversion, transport and investment policy. Federal Government
and Parliament monitor progress and reconsider policies in the light of actual
performance as against stated objectives [29]. Application ofa certain energy
carrier bas an impact on the emissions and it can be anticipated that high
emission technology will give future problems with the administration.
As energy issues are often found tobe in the mandates of two or more
ministries, cooperation between ministries is settled in lnterministerial Working
Groups. In these groups the margins of what is politically within reach is
explored. In national affairs, the most concemed and responsibIe ministry
prepares laws and executive rules based on laws which are, after consultations
with other ministries and somet~mes with lnterministerial Working Groups,
brought to Parliament for approval. If the topic is an energy issue, the Ministry
of Economie Affairs is usually fulfilling the secretary task. Ministries
sometimes request experts to provide specific information.
Relations with Iocal and regional poIicy are mainly led from the Bundesländer,
and less from the Federal Govemment. The Länder have large publicity
campaigns for energy saving. Energy industries are obliged to install
information centres in order to provide consumers wíth information on their
request.
By law the ’Bundesamt (’ür Wirtschaft’ (Federal Office for Economie Affairs)
has the role to control the execution of energy regulations in the industry. In
case of violations ot: the regulations a specia| court, not engaged in the
execution of criminal law, judges the offenses. Il" this institution is not able to
decide, criminal law court becomes invoIved. Par|iament members can also
put forward questions on the execution of laws and regulations at various
levels. This ensures that there is a strong control possible on economie
activities by the Parliament. [f interest groups or other social groups are not
content with the policy implementation, the matter may be raken up with the
press.
in Germany some privatisation of government tasks can be observed in the
hard coal subsector. Formerly, financial support to the subsector was a task
of the Ministry./~omentar~[y, a kind of Federal l~nergy Agency (Energieagentur: comparable with Novem and SENTER in the Netherlands, and ADEME
in France) e×ecutes the actual financial support to the mines.
The agency generates its own financial resources. However, the Agency lost
momentum as the Ministry decreased the number oí employees (formerly a
lot of consultation took place) and as the market forces are given free play.
blevertheless, the objective of the Agency is evaluated to be good, but the
issues are politieal in nature. The Agency bas heen in effect in toost German
states, but it is intended tobe closed soon.
As in the Netherlands strong economie sector organizations exist ín Germany.
In every subsector umbrella organizations can be found [3I: for electricity
generation, distribution, hydroelectricity, biomass technology, wind, PV etc.
The Federal Organization of German lndustry (B13I), the toost central and
powerful organization of German industry, employs one person (with two
collaborators) dedicated to energy issues. This person has regular const~ltations with the Ministry at the level of unit directors. If issues are at stake that
invoive higher leveis in the Ministry, BDI is represented by more central people
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of the organization. The umbrella organizations have numerous contacts w[th
the Ministry, formal and informal, at levels varying from sub unit managers to
the secretary general leve|.
There has been a strong national opposition to nuclear energy during the past
decade. At present national opposition seems tobe less strong. Nevertheless,
it may be concluded that opposition has heen strong enough to convince the
utilities that nuclear energy is nota socially acceptable option for the
generation of electricity. The fundamental change in nuclear policy of some
of the big federal state organized electricity companies (RWE among them)
not to invest further in nuclear power st~tions, can partly be interpreted as the
resu[t of successfu[ opposition. The main cause for rejection, however, is
found in the reduced growth rate of electricity demand.
Another important actor with some influence on the energy issue is Green
Peace. Their strong rejection of nuclear energy and their opposition to test
drilling for oil and gas in vulnerable natural environments such as the Wadden
Sea, play a role in the formation of public opinions.
In the policy making process all the interest groups are involved as much as
possible from the beginning. With the deregulation of the electricity subsector,
for instance, three groups of interest can be distinguished: the consumers, the
energy suppliers and the municipalities. The municipalities enjoy a substantial
part of their income from local energy supply companies, as they give
concessions for exclusive rights for distribution, which is typically 30 to 40%
of the municipal income. As regular~y representatives must be mentioned the
’Verband Kommunale Unternehmen’ (VKL~), the ’Verband Deutsche
Elektrizitätswerke’ (VDEW) and the umbrella organization of the
municipalities.

Energy po~icy malcing process: the play
The Ministry of Economy wielded the pen in designing an energy law. The
framework conditions for energy policy decisions are hot imposed on society
in a top-down manner: they are negotiated by a mixture of formal and
informal discussions [13l. In the M~nistry of Economie Afl:airs energy policies
are outlined in internal papers and Energy Reviews (Energieberichte). The
latter are available to lobby and interest groups. The organisations of the
electricity producers, national industry organizafions, organizations of energy
users etc., have representatives dedicated to the evaIuation of policy
intentions. These organizations occupy permanent offices in the neighbourhood of the German Parliament. The lobbyists influence the subjects of
interest by:
- approaching members of Parliament,
- issuing reports with more convenient conc~usions,
- informing the press,
- approaching civil servants in the Min[stry of Economy etc.

Evaluations of the initial internal papers, provided by the lobbyists themselves
or by the organizat[ons they are lobby[ng for, mag support or criticize drafts.
Usually modifications are proposed. In this way the Ministry obtains comments
on concepts of their polìcy ìntentions at a very early stage of poliey making,
prior to any formal commitment.
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In a second stage, official negotiations take place between the interest groups
and the Ministry. At thìs stage the draft proposal reflects the points of vìew
exehanged in earlier stages. Interest groups hand over their own research
results obtained from consultants working for them, from in-house knowledge
or flora energy institutes wh~ch were comm~ssioned with the assessment task.
The Ministry reconsiders its policies in the light of this new knowledge but at
this stage it is much more difficult to change its views than in the earlier
phases of the discussion process.
In the thírd stage, policy guide-lines are developed into legis~ation, being explicit in what should be done by whom. Non-accomplishment is explicitly
sanctioned. Formal Parliamentary treatment of the legislation includes formal
hearings of experts, lobbyists and politicians on the issue. At this stage
political and administrative positions are ¢lear and only minor changes can be
expected. Finally, the Prime Minister has the power and right to veto the
legislation.
These stages of the setting of the polifical agenda show how German
democracy functions. It is in the earlier stages of policy decision in which
influence can be exerted on policy. The later stages become more formal, with
increasing levels of commitment, which make fundamental changes in plans
which already passed the earlier stages, rather unlikely.
As important investment decisions have to be made which have a consìderable impact on the lìgnite and the hard coal subsectors, the Ministry of
Economie Affairs organizes hearings to build consensus. For example,
German industry is willing to bufld electricity generation plants fired by lignite.
This, however, will endanger greenhouse effect policy. Meanwhile, regional
govemments and lignite mining companies discuss the future of lignite
mining.
An important right in many European countries is the Parliamentary Right to
lnstígate. In Germany a Parliamenta~y |nquiry has heen organized to investigate what Germany can do to reduce CO~ emission levels [291. With this
lnquiry the Parliament finds Government in its way, as Government commissions its own studies on the subject. The Commiss[on is formed from the
Padiament members who expressed their interest to take part in the Inquiry.
A secretariat organizes daiIy affairs for the commission, which may take many
months or even years if need be. The Commission selects experts to report on
specific issues. Requested information is tobe delivered by the Ministries as
well. In open hearings experts can be questioned about the subject. The
hearings are recorded in verbatim minutes.

Except Government (and with them the Ministries) also Parliament is
empowered to deploy legislative initiatives. In Working groups in which
government parties and opposition parties take place law texts may be
prepared. The chairman of these groups is usually a skilful political moderator,
which means that much of the political bargaining is done in the working
group. In case of energy issues the energy specialists ofthe parties are pooled
in these workíng groups. After a number of consultations (three) the law text
is brought toa vote in Par|iament. The representatives of industries concerned
are sometimes invited to express their point of view. Besides these formaI
invitations of the working group, industry is free to informally approach any
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member of the working group or political parties to lobby for its interests. If
industry is hot satisfied with the outcome they may seek publicity with special
press releases, press conferences or other media initiatives. When the working
group issues a draft law it is presented to the Office of the Chairman of the
Parliament. Here the subject is judged tobe concerning federal interests or
state interests. If it is a federal interest a time path is defined to prepare the
Parliamentary treatment of the law.

If specific topics have to be discussed, study groups are established.
Specialists from the ’Verbände’ or from the energy industries form the study
groups. Besides, commercial conference bureaus may be commissioned to
organize a conference dealing with an actual theme. In order to get the right
circIe of involved actors, the conference lees are sometimes as high as DM
2,000 per day.
In Par/iament policy initiatives are only discussed and elaborated when
brought forward by members of Parliament or Bundesländer and when some
support in Parliament is assured, kobby is concentrated around the politicians/members of Parliament and less around civil servants in the Ministries.
Energy policy instruments: legislative base
The legislative basis for the administrative and political functioning of the
country is the ’mndgesetz’, the Constitution. ’Bundesgesetze’, laws at the level
of the RepuNic, are tested against the Constitution. At the level of the Länder,
the ’Landesgesetze’ (laws of the State) are tested against the Constitution and
the Bundesgesetze. At the lower administrative levels of the ’Kreise’ (regions),
by-laws can be issued, of course within the framework of the Landesgesetze
and the Bundesgesetze.
In general German Government seeks to apply energy policy instruments
wNch have no influence on the general budget of the State. However, the
financing of the hard coal and lignite sector is an exception. Restrictive
regulation is a commonly deployed energy policy instrument, For instance,
the instrument of tax reduction bas been used to reduce CO2 and SO2
emissions. In the same po~icy field of GHG reduction large fossil t:uel fired
electricity plants are requested to have adequate filters (’Grol~feuerungsanlageverordnung’).
Federal poIicy influence in the energy industry is strong. However, although
Parliament discussed deregulation of the electricity sector, hot much
happened, as the states and communities are partly owners of the electricity
industries. So fat they did net bring their industries in competition as their
financial interests are at stake. Federal policy making thus bas its limits,
although the federal govemment always can propose more compelling
legislation.
Privatisation is nota prominent topic in Germany, âs there is very little to
privatise at the level of the states, In Nordrhein Westfalen there are 4
employees involved with price setting, indicatin~ that govemment involvement
in the subsector is substantial. Besides the price setting involvement the
application of fuels is largely regulated as well. Both aspects do hot contribute
to a great willingness among private investors to invest in electricity companies.
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The regulation instrument has been applied extensive/y in Germany. During
the last decade govemment is focusing on market conform energy policy
making. More and more policy making becomes limited to establishment of
framewoïk conditions for energy decisions. In the fieid of energy efficiency
improvement two instructive examples can be given.
The greenhouse gas effect is a high priority policy topic. There is a CO~ target
for the electricity production, traffic, etc. There are plans for CO2 taxes,
however, the tax instrument will only be imp/emented if the European
countries deploy the same tax regime simultaneousIy. Fears are expressed
that competitive strength of German industries will be negatively affected with
unilateral institution.
Germany has imposed itself the ’self-obligation’ (Selbstverpflichtung) for
efficiency improvement by market mechanisms. This system of self-obligation
leads to higher efficiency than the efficiency standards established by the
European Union. Germany has already met these standards which may show
that se|f-obligation works better than regulation.
Evaluation of experiences with the implementation of new laws is part of the
procedure, thus providing a useful feed-back mechanism. For instance, a
controversial law regarding electricity industries (’Einspeisegesetz’: the
that reflulates the prices of electricity delivered to the common grid from
photovoltaics, wind turbines and cogeneration) has been evaluated. The
evaluation report (Erfahrungsbericht) has been discussed with the involved
actors. Such a report is based on statistics, figures from the experiences and
analyses. The Draft report is discussed at all political levels, resulting in a final
report which advises to go on or to modify the executive regulations. This
report is presented to Parliament.

3.3.3 Norway
In Norway a political system has heen established which is highly simflar to
that of the Netherlands. The democratic structures and the way Ministries are
organized and working is quite similar. Parliament is the highest institution
representing the people’s preference at the adoption of legislation, at
allocation of public funding and at control over the executive power [ 15~. The
executive power is found in the position of the CounciI of State, the
Government, the ministries and subordinate agencles.
Energy is allocated to the Ministry of lndustry and Energy (MIE), aft.er the
Ministry of Finance the crucial ministry administering economic activities in
the country. Energy ìs a very important issue in Norway as enormous energy
resources are a major base for the country’s current prosperity.

Energy pol~cy making: the rua~n players
Energy policy making is in the domain of the MIE, but other policy areas such
as Environment and especially Finance are important for the energy sector.
Tax policy decided by the Ministry of Finance might have more impact on
energy policy than the influence exerted by the MIE. If problems between
ministries emerge, inter ministerial groups are set up if lower Ievel (director)
and high level consultations (secretary general level) do not result in a
B0
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compromise. Eventually, the Council of Ministers bas to decide on the policy
line tobe se[ected. This shows the consensus element again and the large
extent of delegated responsibility in the Norwegian administration. It is leff to
the lower administrative level to decide if a case is within their competence or
if higher administration levels should be involved.
The Parliamentary Committee on Environment and Energy (CEE) is a very
powerful committee as among other issues oil revenues are concerned (Only
the Committee on Finance is regarded as even more influentiaI). The CEE
consists of 14 members (7 men and 7 women) and a Secretary. The CEE is
composed according to the relative strength of the parties in Parliament. The
Secretary position is a permanent appointment for a limited time period and
the functionary is expected to be neutral, without political ties or whatsoever.
The political members are replaced with every election which may cause
some discontinuity. The members do hot often have academic degrees. They
are more generalists than spec~alists in the fields of interest (though parties
usually assign energy or environmentally experienced representatives).

Energy policy making process: the play
The MIE is the toost important player of the energy field. Energy proposals
prepared by the/Vlinistry are put forward by the Counci[ of Ministers. These
proposals are the basis for almost all decisions and comments in ParIiament.
The usual way for an MP to raise a political issue is to put forward a written
question directly to a minister. The minister answers such questions in
Parliament on Wednesday of the following week.
Norway is strongly relylng on consensus policy. The policy is formulated and
executed by the Ministry. Apart from the law reforms, the MIE provides the
Storting with white papers and reports concerning energy issues at regular
times (because the Ninister is asked to do so by the Storting, or because the
perceived situation urges the Ministry to ask for a position decision by
government). When a concisive report is prepared by the Ministry, hearings
are orgaNzed on the concept texts, for example on the electricity law and on
new concession areas for the ofl industry. The results of" the hearings are
integrated in the new texts and deviating opinions are added to the texts and
offered to the Council of Ministers and, flnally, to the Storting. Societal groups
have the possibility to influence the process, directly during the hearings and
indirectly by building political support in the political parties.
Traditionally, a strong public service attitude can be observed in Norway. The
ministers and civil servants feel the obligation to provide information and to
faciiitate a conducive climate for enterprises. Every person and organization
is received by the ministry and it is their mutual conviction that mutual trust,
high quality of the institutions and the will to cooperate result in a transparent
and effective admlnistration.
When the MIE prepares a note to the Council of Ministry, the Secretary
General writes a note to the Ministry of Finance and other relevant ministries.
The note encompasses the subject’s framework with head lines us~ally not
exceeding 2 pages. The remarks of the other ministries involved are always
added to the note which ìs finally passed on the Council of Ministers. Their
decision (except in the case of rejection) is presented to the relevant ministries
or to the Parliament for approval. If the Ministry of Finance proposes some tax
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aIterations the same procedure is followed with a note to the MIE, It is feit that
only a high level of cooperation at all levels between the ministries results in
efficient and effective policy making and policy execution. Again consensus
proves to be the toost important feature of the political and adm[nistrative
system.
The Committee on Environment and Energy plays a strong final role in
Norwegian energy policy. The committee is informed by its permanent
Secretary who sees upon the principle of compiete information dissemination:
all members of the committee have an equal information base (or at least
have the opportunity tobe equally informed). The entire CEE visits sites and
countries of interest. The Secretary organizes the CEE work. Most important
is that for this function a profound insight in political relations is indispensable.
The Secretary has direct access to aI1 central actors, which provide her with
factuaI information at the request of the CEE, often within time limits set by
the committee’s needs. Only ministers supply information comprising
evaluations anti policy indications.
The CEE controls energy and environmental policy on the one hand anti
considers new initiatives stemming from the Ministry or the Government and
Storting on the other hand. The present Labour Government is a minofity
government as no single party can forto a majority. The political alliances
between the ruling social democratic party and the conservatives do forto a
ma]ority. Both parties are often found to compromise on energy issues, but
not sooften on environmental aspects.

The process of policy making can be exemplified with the White Paper (WP)
’Master plan for water resources’. This WP was written at the initiative of the
Minister of Environment. The Storting wiìhed tobe informed on the water
courses problems every five years. Water courses are touching a number of
vital is~ues: The Ministry oF Energy makes a priority Iist for further development of hydro electricity schemes and is responsible t:or executing the Law on
water courses. Local governments obtain part of the revenues from the
development of water courses. When the Storting treated the WP the Minister
oF lndustry and Energy was confronted with a resolution to produce a WP on
the pr[oritization of water courses. Resolutions in the Storting are one of the
strongest control instruments because of their binding nature (with or without
an explicit time limit): less operational freedom is left to the Minister. The
political party who is willing to propose a resolution to the Storting bas to
make sure that a poIitical majority can be formed.
The CEE is independent of the MIE. Even when the MIE states that a certain
legislative initiative is not Fitting in the existing body of laws and regulations,
the CEE may continue their work if a favourable majority may be found in the
Storting. The CEE is not only working on White Papers, which may often be
considered as policy guidelines, but also on concept texts for laws. A third
aspect of the CEE’s work is the organization OF hearings, connected to the
CEE’s work Le. on a WP. Sometimes the ministers are invited to speak to in
a hearing. If politicians are not satisfied by the answers provided by the
minister the procedure to get more detaiIed information via the CEE may be
started.
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Members of Parliament may have persona[ staff who wish to request
information on beha[f of the MP in the CEE. Factual information wiil usua[ly
be obtained directly from the Ministry. If the information is to come from the
Ministry and if it is re[ated to politica[ cons[derat[ons, they shouJd first contact
a member of the CEE. The MP presents the request to the CEE and the
Secretary, who on her turn eontacts the Minister, Secretary of State or the
Secretary General of the MiNstry or any other person who may dispose of the
needed information. The request for information may be a single question or
any number of questions which may be difficu]t tobe answered. Nevertheless,
the CEE may limit time for answedng. After obtaining the answers the
Secretary informs á]] members of her Committee at once. Often the complete
cyc]e of a request and obtaining an answer does hot take more than one day.
This very efficient procedure comes into effect only with matters a]ready under
study by the CEE.
Every autumn the budgetary process takes place in the Storting. The Ministry
of Finance sets financial limits for the other ministries, which have to develop
separate pians within the budget constraints. The Council of Ministers
proposes a comp]ete budget which is discussed by the various Parliamentary
committees according to their mandates. If the Committee on Finance
overlooks an aspect within the competence of the CEE an immediate
response is given.
The CEE labour is carried out efficiently under a number of conditions. First
of all the main actors must know each other. Secondly, the Secretary must
show strict neutrality in her doing and questions. Thirdly, it is quite clear that
this construction in the State Organization only functions well if there exists
a high extent of trust and cooperation. These conditions seem to be fulfilled
in Norway. Parties can adopt a postponing strategy causing minor delays by
changing formulations, defer voting, proposing competitive initiatives etc. Very
important issues conceming oil for example may meer political agreement
between the Socia] Democrats and the Conservatives before the issue is raised
in the CEK. In exceptional cases oil companies may even know the poIitical
outcome before the CEE is taking up the issue.
Communication between the players
The Norwegian administration is very open. Every actor who wishes to get
factual information can contact the Minist~y directly. Political signals can only
be given by the political responsible, notably the Minister, especially towards
members of Parliament. When the Ministry seeks to increase societal support
for important energy related decisions, hearings are organized and all
arguments becomê recorded. Even if a party wants to add something after the
hearings have been closed their wishes are usually honoured as weli.
The CEE press contacts vary. The Secretary is entitled to inform the press on
factual issues, such as in budget matters or on other neutra] matters. However,
each member of the CEE carries out the task to inform the press on their
special interest matter.

Every actor is free to inform the press about cases of his or hers interest. The
press freedom and the high level of information flows guarantees complete
information access to all actors. Democratic functioning of society is strongly
enhanced by this feature ol" full information dissemination.
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Although the impression may be that the CEE is especially involved in factual
information seeking and processing, they mainly comment on WPs. They are
parficularly strong in the (political) considerations beyond the facts.

Energy policy instruments: legislative basis
In general terms energy policy in Norway bas heen established. Adjustments
to this policy have to be made from time to time when circumstances,
têchnology or other preconditions change, specific problems or opportunities
occur, or when political parties decide to make changes. No large policy
changes are expected any more, after liberalizing the electricity sector.
However, continuous alterafions anti adjustments will be required in order to
improve performance. The oil and gas sector, with the electricity sector by fat
the toost important ones in Norway, are regulated by the electricity law and
the petroleum law.

The petroleum law is very practical as the Minister is empowered with the right
to decide on development projects hot exceeding 5 billion biC. For larger
amounts the Storting bas to be consulted for approval. This leads to efficient
administrative procedures as many decisions can be handled by the Minister,
of course with the Storting having the full right of post hoc control.
Some energy policy issues
The administrative system in Norway is thus characterized by trust and
cooperafion. For the ministries this results in a lot of routine work tailoring the
existing laws and regulation to occurring needs. The liberalisation of the
electricity sector can be looked upon as the toost recent leap of the system.

Electricity h~s aiways been a focus sector. At the tutu of the century the
organization of the energy sector was geared to electricity production. With the
enormous extension of the country distributìon of goods and energy was
problematic. Moreover, with a scattered metal melting industry locally produced hydro electricity must have been a good choice. These historical reasons
leave the country with practically a 100% hydro generated electricity supply,
which also covers 70 to 80% of the heating demand.
Norway liberalized the electricity sector toa high extent, without privatising ir.
Natìonwide there are over 200 electricity producers left, of which only 15% is
privately owned and the remainder by the state (30% by Statkraft and 55% by
local, communal authorities). Production and distribution were split as to
prevent further cross subsidization. The oil production is also bighly Iiberalized.
Most of the equity is owned by the state, but all oil companies, the stateowned company as well as the foreign-based oil companies, get the same
treatment. No special rights are granted to Statoil.
The budget on energy efficiency measures has been shrinking ever since 1993
(600 million NC in 1992) to 91 million NC in the 1996 budget. Subsidies have
heen faded out after effectiveness of this instrument was found to be limited
(some classes of investments were carried out anyway: the free rider effect).
Some energy R&D anti pilot projects have been carried out. Tax rebate
instruments have hot heen applied. Formerly, favourable loans have heen
provided by locaI govemments with the purpose to stimulate insulation
measures. On the other hand the taxation of automotive fuels in Norway
results in the highest gasoline price of Europe. Insulation standards for new
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buildings are also among the highest of Europe. However, there is na taxon
jet fuel which results in more air traffic than in any country of the world. The
building norms on energy use, settled by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs, are
extremely high. In [act energy efficiency is realized toa high extent (see table
2.9).

3.3.4 Llnited Kingdom
The Energy Sectíon of the Department of Trade and lndustry (DTI) prepares
and implements the Govemment’s energy policy. There is na direct contact
with opposition parties. Short[y before elections the politica[ parties pub[ish
their manifesto. Civil servants of" the ministries get the manifestos in advance,
in order to assess if implementation is possible. In the run up to the elections
there are contacts between the opposifion and the top of the ministries to
discuss possibilities fat implementation. Two days after the elections the
Secretaries of State are appointed and tuned in on current affairs.
After the Second World Wat, the Labour Government in the United Kingdom
nationalised the ¢oal sector, the gas sector and the electricity sector. The oil
sector, whìch bas always been dominated by American oìl companies,
remained in private hands.

Energy policy making: the main players
The Government’s policy is aimed at creating and sustaining a fully commercial energy sector free from unnecessary interference, which offers a secure,
diverse and sustainable energy supply at competitive prices. The Government’s role is to provide the sector, its customers and the public with a stable
and effective framework of [aw and regulation, which wi[l protect health, safety
and the environment and which allows competition to flourish.
The Ministry carries out those duties which can be best performed by them,
such as tasks related to the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (AEA),
British Nuclear Fuels plc (BNFL), Nuclear Electric plc, Scottish Nuclear Ltd,
and, until they are privatised, British Coal and Northern lreland Electricity plc.
Govemment also ensures that marker parties have access to the information
necessary to function efficiently. It will hot, however, ’return to the discredited
policies of central planning anti massive interference [30].’

The Ministry issuês licences for oii and gas exp!oration and production to
ensure the maximum economie development of the United Kingdom’s oil and
gas resources in a manner consistent with good oil field practice, due care fat
the environment, and the best use of energy and other resources. The
Govemment co[lects oi[ royaltles and is responsible for the United Kingdom
Continental Shelf fiscal regime. In the electricity sector, the govemment is
responsible for consents for power stations and overhead lines.
The Ministry has energy emergency planning responsibilities, including setting
stocking provisions for coal and oil.
The Health and Sefety Commission has responsibilities with respect to safety
standards and ensuring their implementation throughout the energy sector.
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The Ministry bas a key role to play in protecting the environment, and in
promoting long terra development of the economy in a way which can be
sustained without jeopardising the inheritance of future generations. This
includes a commitment to energy efficiency (from 1995/1996 onwards over
£100 million will be spent through the Home Energy Efficiency $cheme
(HEES) and to work on renewable sources of energy. It also involves
implementing the Government’s international commitments to environmental
standards. Some of the toost important of these bear directly on the energy
sector.
One of the organis~tions subsidized by the Ministry is the Energy Saving
Trust. ’The Trust is an independent non profit making organisation set up by
the Ministry, British Gas, and the Public Electricity Supply compaNes. It aims
to develop and manage new programmes to promote the efficient use of
energy by domestic and small business consumers, lts strategie plan,
published in April 1994, anticipated major grant schemes, with funding raised
ma~niy from levies on gas and electricity consumers.(...) The Trust is now
reviewing its plans and developing new and innovative ideas. The Ministry bas
raken powers to contribute to the running costs of the Trust, where appropriate, to enable it to carry forward these ideas [231.’

The Ministry is also involved in the funding of energy research and development.
Regulation fs carried out by independent regulâtors, appointed for five years
(OFGAS in the gas subsector anti the Office of Electricity Regu[at[on OFFER
in the electricity subsector).
The following advisory committees exist:
The Advisory Committee on Research and Development (ACORD) is a
departmental body set up to provide external advice to Ministers on research
and development in the energy sector, lts membership is drawn from senior
representatives from energy industries, such as renewables, oil and gas, fossil
fueIs. The Committee also comprises members representing academia,
industrial and domestic consumers, equipment manufacturers and experts on
energy efficiency, the environment and economics. There are some sixteen
members and a Chairman who is the Chtef Scientific Adviser on energy
matters. The Committee has no legal status and exists at the behest of the
Minister.
The Renewable Energy Advisory Committee (REAC) is an internal
Departmental body set up to advise senior officials within the department of
Trade anti [ndustry on the aims, content anti economie applicability of the
Department’s research, development and demonstration programme. It is also
charged with advising on the merìts, relative priorities and value for money of
those projects within the programme. The Committee, which bas no legal
status, comprises public sector energy officials and representatives fl’om
energy industries and the academie wofld. There are fifteen members on the
Committee.

The Coal Task Force was set up to examine all aspects of coal research,
including coal extraction, coal preparation, utilisation and conversion, lts
terras of referenee include advising the Department of Trade and lndustry and
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its agent the Energy Technology Support Unit (ETSU) on developing and
formulating, against programme aims and objectìves, programme plans t:or
the Department’s Coal Research and Development. The Committee ìs also
charged with making recommendations on the i:unding of individual projects
and providing a forum fat continuing developments of the strategic, technical
and commercial aspects of the Department’s R&D programme. Senior
managers ~rom the coal, gas, steel and engineering industries, sit on the Coal
Task Farce. The Chairman is the 14ead of the Energy Technology Support
Unit.
There is a large number of energy and energy-related organisations (associations, federations, institutes) estaNished by the economie subsectors to
represent the interests o~’ their members in their deelings with the ministry. The
Electricity Association bas heen set up shorfly after the privatisation of the
electricity industry. It represents the interest of the electricity generating and
distribution companies in Britain. The Assoctation is consulted regu[arly by the
Ministry (DTI) on proposals that may affect its members. The Federatlon of
British ElectrotechnicaI and Allied Manufacturers’ Association (BEAMA)
represents the interests of manufacturers of electrical equipment. It is also
consulted on proposals thât may affect its members.
The role of Parliament on energy issues remains unclear.

Energy policy maMng process: the play
From 1979 on under the Conservative Govemment the idee of decreasing
govemmental involvement and spreading share ownership got shape. The
Govemment believed that the market, operating within a framework of
arrangements to safeguard health, safety and the environment was the toost
effective and efficíent mechanism fat meeting the nation’s energy needs, The
Government has progressively dispersed state control through privatisation
and the introduction of increased competition through liberalisation and
industrial restructuring. Furthermore, privatising national companies bas given
huge income to the State.
British Gas (BG) was privatised in 1986, in order to create a competitive
marker. The restructuring of BG started very soon after privatisation. However,
it taak nine years to get some competition. In the first fout years BG had the
monopoly. ’When BG was privatised in 1986, it was given an effective
statutory monopoly over supplìes to premises taking less than 25,000 terms
a year (equivalent to about 40 times an average household’s consumption).
Contract customers taking more than this were able, in theory, to buy their
gas from other suppliers. Shortly afterwards, following complaints about anticompetitive practices by BG, the Monopoly and Mergers Commission (MMC)
was asked to examine the contract marker [231.’ Various advices were mede
to break the monopoly of BG. ’By December 1994, the Office of Gas Supp|y
(OFGAS) reported that there were 42 independent gas marketing companies
(third party shippers) recording nominated gas supplies in the rdK. OFGAS
estimates suggest that, by the end of 1994, third party shippers had about half
of the ’contestable’ gas market (i.e. supplies of 2,500 terras anti over per
annum, excluding power stations, chemical feedstocks, and nâtural gas
vehicles) and they had thus exceeded the target set by the competition
authorities of a 45% marker share by 1995,
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(...) Competition is hOt evenly distributed. New entrants have about three
quarters of the ’firm contract’ marker (supplies which the seider is contracted
hot to interrupt, bat there is currently very little altemative to BG in the
ïnterruptiNe’ marker (sale of gas under arrangements which, if necessary,
allow for the supply tobe cut off for a number of days each year to assist in
the balancing of total supply and dementi). The independents dominate the
supply of gas to gasofired e/ectricity generating plant: in the fourth quarter of
994 they were responsiNe for about three-quarters of supplies
There is no govemmental involvement with gas pdces any more. Gas prices
are lower than before privatisation: since 198ó in the contract market
(industriâi consumers) the prices have rellen by over 39% in real terras, for
domestic consumers by 17.5% (after including VAT at 8%). Pari of this is
explained by the impact on North Sea gas prices of the 1986 rail in ofl prices,
bui competNon in the contract marker and price regulation in the tariff marker
have mede an increasing contribution.
The historical deveIopments for EIectricity and Coa! are about the same. The
MiNstry intervened in prices and investments for non-operational government
requirements. After privatising the sectors there is only relatively few
involvement of the Ministry I3i]. It bas a facility task: help where necessary,
plus servicing the LIK interests.
(...) The Ministry recognises that its energy policy needs to deal with
circumstances where markets are inhibited from working effectively. The
sectoral regulators and competition policy both have an important ro(e to play
here. Wherever competition cannot be expected, at leest initially, to deliver
products consumers want to buy at competitive prices, independent regulators
have been established by legislation. Their main role is to encourage the
development of competition, and, where monopoly remains, to protect the
interests of consumers by administering price controls which encourage
industries to become more efficient, and by enforcing standards of service.

Since 1994, the Department of Trade and Industry issues the Energy Report
at an annual base [231. This Government Report sets out the key elements of
energy policy and the main driving forces, both external and internal. The
’Energy Report’ contains statistical data which allow political control by
Parliament. The energy Report functions as a feed back mechanism on the
one hand and energy policy guidelines on the other.
Governmental policy is focused on deregu]ation where possible. However,
deregulation also needs new legislation. Primary |egislation gives subsidiary
legislation, tobe divided in positive resolution, which means putting something
into work, and negative resolution, which is putting down sometNng. Many of
the present regulation is for protecting the people from the negative aspects
of free market functioning. It is c|ear to all actors that even within a competitive marker regulation is required.

Energy policy instruments: legislative basis
The general principle for energy conservation policy is to support efficiency
with adequate instruments, as conservation is not expected to occur based on
the working of marker principles alone. However, the free rider effect is to be
prevented.
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’The main direct financiai support to the domestic sector is provided by the
Govemment through the Home Energy Efficiency Scheme (HEES). This
provides grants to low-income households and to elderly and disabled people
for basie energy efficiency measures - loft, tank, and pipe insulation,
draughtproofing, and general energy advice. The scheme has proved popular,
and during 1994/1995 a significant waifing list developed, despite the
doubling of the programme from £35 million to £70 million a year. During the
year, additional resources were made available, so that spending for 1994/95
will be some £77 million, and from 1995/96 onwards it will be over £100
million a year. A million homes have been treated sofar under the $cheme,
and the current leveI of funding will permit around 600,000 more tobe treated
each year. The DoE also partfunds a prograrnme of action by the registered
charities Neighbourhood Energy Action and Energy Action Scotland [23].’

3.4 Comparison, analysis and conclusion
Once an energy department bas been established tasks have to be divided
and behaviour of civil servants bas tobe defined in codes and regulations.
Structure has to be complemented with processes. Energy policy making
processes are not easy to describe. Here a description at a rather superfluous
level bas heen given.

The analysis may be carried out with a system approach in which the
elements and their mutual relationships are idengfied. Another approach
would be a probiem oriented approach with which all the steps are ptesented
(for example in a flowchart) [321. Besides these approaches socìaI sciences
provide models of agenda setting and policy belief systems shifts [33].
In this study a system approach has been adopted. The basic elements for
process descr[pt[on are the aetors, [ntemai communication processes
(initiatives, behaviour, procedures) and external communication. Comparison
between the five countries is valuable because, apart from important
differences, a number of common characteristics can be identified. The
characteristics in common t:ollow here af’ter with the headings actors (players),
processes (the play), communication and energy legislation (the rules of the
game).
The actors (players)
In Pariiamentary democracies Pafliaments are the ultimate institution in
society, as they have the power to approve Govemments, to make law and to
control Administration. The way Parliaments in the fout European countries
exert power is manifold:
* identification ot: energy issues needing attention,
¯ to direct the Minister to take measures,
¯ to approve/disapprove or to alter policy instruments,
¯ to control the Minister,
o to exert influence in Parliamentary energy committees,
¯ to intervene in energy marker íunctioning if national interest is at stake,
¯ to request energy planning from the energy subsectors.
|nfiuence may be exerted at al[ stages of policy making.
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Government, consisting of the Prime Minister and the Cabinet of Ministers,
piays a key role ín energy policy. Decísions are raken by govemment and
approved by Parliament. Govemment provides the general orientations for
policy in general and energy policy in particular. The Ministries are the
executive institutións for the government. They have considerable power as
extensive knowledge on energy issues is brought together in the energy
department. LlsualIy, actual formulation of energy policy instruments is done
in the Ministry, aIthough precise formulations may also come from discussions
in Parliament.
An interesting institutional solution for majority governments is the
phenomenon of Parliamentary or mixed Energy Committees. To broaden
policy support and to improve et:flciency of policy making opposition parties
may be integrated in these committees. As party energy specialists are usually
part of the committee this breeds political solutions with a high level of
discussion, whieh otherwise would be very difficult to attain when the entire
Par[[ament should be involve& in Poland so many committees, councils and
advisory boards are in institutionalized that effective policy making bas
become impossible. This is remarkable as in other countries (notably the
Netherlands and Norway) energy policy is highly influenced by these
committees.
In the four countries strong organization at energy subsector level can be
noticed. This organizational feature is very convenient for efficient and
effective policy making. Apart from the administration point of view the
efficiency and effectiveness argument also goes for the actors in the energy
fields âs they only have to deal with one core organization. With a strong sub
level organization, e.g. associations of supply and distribution companies,
Chamber of district hearing, association of chemical industry, ministries are
not facing dozens of utilities, dozens of hard coai mines and hundreds of
industrial companies, bu~ instead only a limited number of representing
organizations per subsector. Policy goals, specific targets (e.g. COz-reducfion,
energy efficiency improvement), regulations, tax reductions etc. can be IeR to
the actors in the subsectors themselves as it comes to implementation.
Especially Norway, Germany anti somewhat less the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom leave much space to the economic sectors to organize the
share of burdens among their member entities. A powerful organization at
economic sector level is very convenient for the national administration.
Some of the other players are Energy R&D institutes, oppositional groups,
labour unions and consumer organizations. They can be influential at certain
stages in the policy making process. In general, however, their influence is
somewhat more distant and indirect. Examples are: R&D institutes may be
decisive at identification of problems and solutions; Green Peace may succeed
i.n influencing SHELL company to demolish oil drilling platforms instead of
sinking them; labour unions in the UK and Poland may succeed to prevent
mine closures; consumer organizations may be successful in convincing
government to regulate monopolies (such as with the gas marker in the UK)

It is concluded that the main actors in the energy field are Govemment and
the economic subsectors. Parliament and its committees function as influentiaI
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moderators when political decisions have to be made. In Poland ffee way is
given to the actors in the energy subsectors.
Processes (the play)
In the administrations of the four West European countries t~nere is the basic
attitude of cooperation with the economic actors and the energy subsectors.
For a large part mutual trust allows policy makers to give initial space to the
actors, while the actors trust the rninistry to take into account their limItations,
arising from fragile marker positions. Any change in conditions may have an
impact on econornic functioning of the subsector companies concerned. This
mutual trust is another core element aIIowing societies to function. The West
European economies are often characterized as ’consultation economies’. No
actor takes far-reaching initiatives before consu|ting the pa~ties concerned.
Mutual trust can oNy grow if both actors and policy makers have a high level
of knowledge and if they are able to communicate at about the same level.
Know~ng the peculiarNes of mutual positions is a basic condition for
administrative systems to be functional. The latter is an important reason for
establishing an energy department with high level specialists.

As the energy related problems facing soclety have a direct impact on the
workload and output of a ministry, a problem oriented approach may be
adopted. The proNem oriented approach allows some transfer of basic ideas
ffom the West European countries to Poland. Usually, societal problems
entering the policy agenda go the same way flora recognifion of the problem
to the solutions provided. In next table these phases are presented in the first
column [32]. The problem starts w[th the discovery phase and than passes the
recognition phase, formulation of policy, solution and control phase. In the
second column corresponding institutional processes (i.e. activities to be
carried out by policy makers) are presented. In the third column institutional
structures are mentioned which are basicaIly involved in carrying out these
tasks. It should be beared in mind that this is a schematic approach. The
value of this approach is that it allows an easy frame of reference recognizable
for policy makers in any adminístration. It also allows to picture the extent of
attention given in various countries to different types of activities. One also
might attach the type of instruments that typically belong to each phase.
However, this exceeds the limits set by this study.
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Table 3. ] Basic policy process phases and related administration activities

Policy process
phase

lnstitutional process

lnstitution

Discovery

Society

Hearings, papers,
mass communication
channels, seminars,
congresses

administrafion
Recognition

Problem intake
problem assignme~t to
mandate

Parliament,
Govemment, Ministry,
Department of Energy
at any level

Policy formuletion

Thorough probIem
analysis
inventory of solutions
selection of instruments
operationalize

Govemment parties
and Parliament
Department oi: Energy
(units)
ether Ministries

Policy solution

Execution of policy
controlling match
between problem anti
solution(s)

Market, economic
sector, administration
at any level,
regulatory Authority

Maintenance anti
control

Adjustment of
instruments
maintenance of

Department of energy,
regulatory Authority
Parliament

termination of
instruments
The phases of a particular policy problem do not request the same attention
intensity of the civil servants of the ministry. This can be illustrated ~vhen the
table is reshaped in figure 3.1.
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Recognition Policy
Solution
Formulation

Control &
Vlaintenance

Policy Phase
Figure 3.1 Administrative workload related to policy problems
At the horizontal axis the ~hases are set out, which basically presents a time
scale. At the verfical axis a time sca]e is depicted as well, but now indicating
the number of working hours of civil servants dedicated to the particular
prob]em, From the figure the phases may appear to be of equa] ]ength.
However, this is usually not the case. For example, energy conservation policy
after the first oil shock has been in effect about five years in the Nethedands.
The problem of acidification resulted in policy making oí the Dutch Ministry
of Environment being in effect for more than a decade, while current]y fading
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out gradually. The surface area shows the number of workíng hours dedicated
to the problem throughout the process. In fact all activities being carried out
by the civil servants in the energy department can be classified according the
scheme and quantified. If they are summarized an impressìon of the departmental work can be given. The figure is meant to provide a comparison base
for the policy processes in the various countries.
If the phases are analyzed for problems covered by the energy departments
in the four countries the following conclusions anbe dràwn.
1. In the recognition phase all actors have the right to bring forward the
problem: economic sectors, ministries, Members of Parliament. The
problem becomes a policy problem if Parliament decides that steps have
tobe taken. The quickest communication on a problem occurs in a
Parliamentary emergency treatment.
2. As mandates are defined for all ministries it is usually clear which ministry
should get the lead in the problem treatment. In every country interministerial committees become established if a problem touches several
mandates.
3. Than the stage of policy formulation is entered. Procedures exist for the
intra-ministerial treatment of problems. Problems are assigned to units and
sub units. A certain freedom is allowed to the civil servants working on the
problem. Behavioral freedom of civil servants is limited through unwritten
norms and codes with which they become familiar gradually. Urgent
problems are usually given a limited time frame for a solution proposal.
The toost common problems are rather one-dimensional questions posed
in Parliaments which need answering by the Minister. Another class of
problems are long-range, multifactor, multi consequences problems, which
need careful consideration as social, economic and financial impacts may
be largo. This stage, also characterized as the policy design stage, is very
important and needs a lot of admiNstrat[on attention in all countries.
4. In the soIution phase largest differences occur in the selected countries.
This stage starts when specific solutions have to come into effect. In the
selected countries a tendency can be observed that execution of the
adopted policy instruments is more and more left to specialized executive
(regulatory) organizations. In the UK OFGAS and OFFER regulate the gas
anti electricity subsectors, in Norway the NVE and NPD regulate the
electr[city and oil and gas subsectors, in the Netherlands SENTER and
Novem administer energy conservation instruments and energy R&D
instruments, in Germany the Bundesamt für Wirtschaff, the Länder
governments and some energy research institutes are involved in policy
execution. This tendency is strongly motivated by the current political
conviction that central Administration should be reduced in favour of locâl
administratìon bringing politics and adminìstration back to the peop/e. The
tendency is reinforced by the increasing technical complexity of control
exertion. At the same time technical innovations result in control opportunitfes as well.
5. The solution phase is strongly dependent on the type of solutions applied,
and which can be characterized as information instruments, financial
instruments and regulative instruments [28]. These vary greatly to the
extent of attention they nee& lnformation instruments need some attention
at the ’supply side’ at design, target group selection, media choice etc.
Financial instruments need consultation with the sectors involved, the
Ministry of Finance, design of explicit conditions, day to day control and
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measurement, Parliamentary control etc. in case tax reduction or subsidies
are at stake. Codes and regulatlons need the same extensive attention, but
it should be stressed that control is particularly difficult as that bas tobe
exerted at 811 sites of the sector involved. In the latter cases large control
bodies have tobe establìshed.
In fact the control and maintenance stage may be very labour intensive.
Llsually a trade off between investments and effects bas to be established
at regular intervals, to give the Minister and the Parliament the opportuNty
to decide on continuation of the adopted policy line. Usually, instruments
are taken out of effect when the new budget year urges choices on the
allocation of limited financial resources. In fact, feed back mechanisms are
integrative part of tbc policy instruments. This is an important feature in the
study countries: the general feeling of an efficient and effective administration in itself helps to maintain rules and policy guidelines. This is
m[ssing in Poland where the general feeIing seems to coincide with an
impotent, ineffective and disfunctioning administration.
In the fout West European countries economic actors are strongly initíating
and proactive. Entrepreneurship is partly hlndered by regulations and
administrative control. On the other hand, however, despite general complaints about massive administrative interventions in the economic processes,
entrepreneurs always [ook for and find ways to carry on with thek activities.
Strong enduring and sornetimes ad hoc coalitions huilt to influence
ministration. In all countries entrepreneurs have contâcts with ministeriaI
organizafions at all levels, incIuding the Minister level in case of big companies. In Parliament liberal parties are expected to be the clearest advocates
of entrepreneurship, although other parties are o[ten approached as well.
Members of Parliament, often engaged in specific committees, have regular
worklng visits to industry durMg which they become informed about problems,
opportunities and needs. It may be concluded that the level of information
disseminafion and the quality of informafion in the comparison countries is
very high. One-sided information, based on information power, is much more
difficult to reaIize. With the very high, often academic level ofthe civil servants
and Members of Parliâment, the play and its rules become widely known.

Legislattve base of government energy sector involvement
In al[ countries govemment involvement in the energy sector is qulte
extensive. The way Administration is involved in the sector is manifold. In all
countries energy laws or subsector laws are in effect. Especially electricity and
the other grid-based energy carriers are put in legislative ffamework laws. The
oil sector is largely left to the market, although for this subsector emergency
planning and stock formation and maintenance are regulated in toost
countries ever since tbc first oil shock. Members of Pafliament have the right
to question anything that comes up, however, within the frame of Parliamentary procedures (such as the Parliamentary Right to lnstigate). Especially
annual budget discussions, specific Parliamentary debates, Energy Committee
activities are the toost common ways Parliament gets involved. Apart from the
Parliament involvement the Ombudsman is in most countries institutionalized
as an intermefliary between indivldual complaints ând the Ministry and its
procedures. Finally, the Ministry is involved as regulator, share owner of State
enterprises and sanctioning entity when violations occur. Society is involved
in energy proNems indirectIy through the political party membersh[p and
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elections, and direct~y through part~cip~t~on in hearin~gs, oppos~tion and
interest groups, and somefimes through consumer boycotts,
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RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

Introduction

In this section the objective, being the formulation of suggestions on the
institutional set-up of the energy administration and organizational structure
of the Polish Department of Energy, will be reviewed in the context of
conclusions on the institutional set-ups of the four selected countries. The
study has heen limited to the organizational structures, human resources,
budget requirements anti processes involved in energy policy in the comparison countries and the conclusions that may be drawn for the Polish
Energy Department.
The ultimate reason for comparison is that Poland is eager to enter the
European LInion. The European Union posed a number of conditions prior to
the entry, among which the restructuring of the energy sector is prominent.
Current energy sector organization in the European Llnion bas resulted into
efficient administrative organizations and procedures in general. However,
unquestioned copying of these administrative systems is hot the goal of this
study, lnstead, this study aíms at identification of the most important marginal
conditions under which the various organizational systems function well. It is
expected that the identified marginal conditions may function as a framework
of reference for Poland. The marginaI conditions are expected to imply the
definition o~: some policy goals as well.
The initial idea was that it should make a difference if a country would be
governed federa[|y or unitary on the one hand, and if a marker approach or
a regulatory approach would dominate on the other. Both ideas have
appeared tobe of minor importance as it comes to energy sector
management: Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Norway all
have considerable government involvement in the energy sector. However,
invo[vement dfffers per energy subsector. The invo[vement (though fat flora
absent) is least in the oil sector and quite strong in the gfid-based energy
carriers (electricity, gas, district hearing). The hard coal and lignite sectors in
the UK and Germany are completely regulated, as free marker forces would
destroy the current mining activities almost completely (maybe with some
exceptions for individual mining companies in the UK). The nuclear energy
sector is the strongest regulated energy subsector. Some countries, notably
the bletherlands and the UK heavily rely on regulation regarding to energy
efficiency improvement.

4.2 Recommendations
The current Polish institutional set-up of the Department of Energy is in t:or
substantial improvement. Ií good governance of the energy sector is translated
with the criteria of efficient and effective administration, this study identified
a large number of conditions. The conditions have shown to be important in
the comparison countries and they can be classifled as political, social,
financial and organizational in nature. In annex 5 these conditions are
l~ormulated as policy goals that may orient political and policy decisions.
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This study gives a broad outline on the energy administrations of fout West
European countries, as a baseline for Polish restructuring of the energy sector
administration. However, it should be raken into account that the current
situation is an arbitrary temporary picture. Momentarily large changes occur
in the western countries as far as energy policy management is concerned, the
general tendency, however, is clean less government involvement with less
civil servants in the ministry. However, the executive bodies tend to grow
accordingly.
The huge and quick changes in the comparison countries underline the
importance of using a problem centred, subsector methodology. With the
strong and weak aspects of the Polish energy sector as point of departure, the
comparison could be made at a task level. It may be argued that the current
state of the Polish hard coal sector bas a stronger resemblance to the hard
coal sector in the UK of 1973 than to this of 1996. If the number of civil
servants of that time would be analyzed, several hundreds would be the
outcome (over one thousand people were employed in the UK energy
department at that time). The traditional way of managing the subsector, also
to be seen in the light of the first oil shock, has been left. Modern
management styles and practices are open to be adopted by the Polish
authorities. Some leap-frogging may be anticipated so that double figures on
the current West European labour force in the energy units have heen chosen
as a bottom line for the new Polish energy department, given the tasks which
are facing the new unit.
The time frame has not got much attention sofar. It is expected that the
formation of a new energy department may take decades. In fact, it has tobe
pointed out that the recommendations which are going tobe made here refer
to the situation facing the administration now. Not only because of narrow
relationship with the current problems, but also because of the intended entry
into the European Union around the tutu of the century.
The picture should be more complete if the current state of the art should be
complemented with a description of what is anticipated over ten years, with
the Energy Law fully deployed and the Energy Regulatory Agency in full
swing. It is difficult to anticipate, but even than practice in the West European
countries shows that the emphasis of the work may change (away ~rom
execution towards energy policy preparation and formulation), but not the
administrative responsibility for a good number of tasks, such as energy
conservation promotion, introduction of renewable energy sources,
management of the grids and transmission lines, exploitation of the natural
energy resources etc. Also in that situation numerous tasks remain under the
aegis of the energy department.
The best guess of the final stage, say ten years írom now, is one in which a
subsector organization remains prominent and with liberalization at the
maximum extent possible (conditioned by the utility character of the energy
supply). The permanent adjustment to the changing market conditions urges
a permanent coverage of the energy issue by the authorities with market
conform policy instruments. This can be seen as a soft ot: sensitivity analysis
for the investments which are to be made by the Polish government when a
new efficient and effective energy department bas tobe established. The
outcome is that there is no or only limited loss tobe expected in the longer
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run when the new energy department possibly bas to be reduced in labour
force.
The approach chosen in this study to estimate the minimum number of labour
force tobe employed in the Polish Department of Energy bas been a problem
oriented, sectoral approach. For the hard coal subsector a comparison with
the United Kingdom bas heen made, as it is expected that subsector
management wilI be confronted with similar problems and with a similar
number of mining and disposal sites. Although the Polish coal production
triples UN production, the proNems are expected to be the same as both
countries are just beginning to face the coal sector problems. Germany on the
contrary, (being a better comparison from the production point of view) is in
the last phase of resolving the hard coal sector problems. Comparative
problems result in a similar division of tasks in the energy departments. The
electricity subsector is compared with the average of the four West European
countr[es, as the fout countries have more or Iess the same tasks allocated to
simílar sub units in their respective departments of energy. Therefore no
preference for one country organization model could be identified. In relation
to the huge energy saving potential, comparison is made with the Netherlands
as that country bas the strongest and most articulated policy approach to this
area. The remaining energy subsectors are hOt yet taken into account except
a general energy policy unit, which should be responsible foran overall vision
on Polish energy policy, including long term energy planning anti emergency
planning.

Before estimations of the numbers of civil servants tobe employed in the
Polish energy department are given, a number of considerations wilI be given.
First, a sectoral approach has been adopted for the estimation. The sectoral
approach permits a phased introduction of the integration of tasks in the new
department of energy. For economie and social reasons reorganization of the
hard coal subsector should be given highest priority. The enormous potential
of energy conservation should be brought under policy control as welL The
electricity sector and other subsectors have a somewhat lower priority. The
entire operation should hot be tried to carry out ovemight. This implies among
others that budget impacts emerge gradually: the new energy department will
hot be in effect than after a long period of gradual growth.
As few energy specialists with management skills and economie and
legislative back ground are available, the personne! buiId-up takes time. The
complexity of tasks incurred by privatization and liberalization at the same
time took about a decade in a highly organized and orderly country like the
United Kingdom. In Poland it cannot be expected to go quicker. There is no
sense in building a giant energy department if there is no simultaneous buildup of increasingly effective policy making capacity, including control and
sanctioning. The current situation of a high degree of freedom of actors in the
energy sector must be reversed anti brought under administration control.
Secondly, the establishment of a division of tasks between a core energy
department and one or more energy regulatory agencies is assumed (as is
anticipated in current Polish poliey). The tendency of decentralization of
administration, which is reflected in more administrative responsibilities
transferred to lower administrative levels and to the assignment of executive
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tasks emerging from policy making to highly specialized institutes, should be
taken into account for Poland as wel[. The energy department should dedicate
itself to energy policy making restricted to recognition of problems, formu|ation of policy goals, design of instruments including marginal conditions
for their working. The implementation, however, should be left to these
institutions. When difficulties with the implementafion of instruments occur,
some freedom may be left to the executive organizations, with post hoc
control flora the ministry involved. FundamentaI changes in energy policy
instruments, however, have tobe rea[ized under responsib[lity of the Min[stry
eventualiy strongly advised by the specialized execufive institutions. This is a
borderline division of tasks between the new energy department, the intended
Energy Regulatory Authority and the former Energy Inspectorates, PPG,
PAWK, PGNG. The Energy lnspectorates should be critically reviewed on the
possibility to assign the executive tasks at the sites: informing on and
implementing policy guidelines, controlling (and sanctioning) the execufion
of these, collecting energy relevant data and signa[l[ng prob[ems. The latter
feed back mechanism should provide the policy making units with information
about the relation between what is technically anti economically feasible and
how precise the policy instruments are in concordance with these possibilities.
Thirdly, there is no sense in comparing the organizational structures of other
countries with the Polish one if the specialists of the new department are hot
going to be trained to get the necessary skflls. As the histor[cal and ever
existing top-down style of management, which is deeply rooted in Polish
society, bas to be replaced by more open sty[es of management, the
specialists should be given the opportunity to be trained in the EU countries
compared here.
Fourthly, as it comes to an estimation of a minimum labour force of the Polish
energy adm[nistrat[on a number of important considerations bas tobe made
explicit. First, workload is highly dependent from the numbers: if several
dozens of electricity distribution companies have to be administered by the
central administration the impact on workload may be expected to be much
higher than one related to only a few. Secondly, laws and bye-laws concerning
energy, physical planning, energy pricing mechanisms, and social policy in
Poland determine the workload toa large extent. It is expected that the
restructuring of the legislative base invo[ves a lot of extra work for the
ministries as the division between tasks will be fat from perfect when zero is
the starting point. Thirdly, the attitudes among Polish entrepreneurs towards
Government and Administration, or society as a whole, is hot to be expected
to be one of mutual responsibility. The last few years entrepreneurial and
commercial activities have gone largely unattended. Every move from
government to get a grip on economic activities and how and where they are
carried out, may be expected to meer massive resistance. Again a point that
leads to higher estimations for work load and working force in the ministries
than for stable EU countries.

Estimations
The estimations of the magnitude of the Polish energy department are based
on estimations anti comparisons per energy subsector.
in fact, the difference between number of hard coal mining sites in the LIK and
Poland can be expressed in a multiplier, which could be used to calculate the
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necessary work force at the Mìnistry. However, local differences in legislative
rules, administrative control procedures, and specific mining conditions wouId
probably distort the picture considerably. This underlies reasoning to
transpose numbers from the UK to Poland directly. Basically, the UK numbers
will be a bottom line for Poland as the initial situation for both countries differs
greatly. The UK started privatization and liberalization from a very well
organized base, while the Polish energy sectors are in disorder. This needs
much more vigilance and adequate emergency management than has been
the case in the UK. Actually, it is hard to believe that liberalization and
privatization ean be carried out at the same time starting from this chaotic
situation. It should be considered to give up privatization, at least for the
moment, until the energy subsectors are brought under control again. If both
have to be realized now, the Polish energy department will need a much
greater number of civil servants than is calculated with the use of the German
and UK data.
In Germany at central administration leve154 employees are involved in policy
making for the hard coal and lignite subsector. Executive tasks are in the
regional governments and the Bundesämter (estimated 200 civil servants out
of 390). Taking into account the current difficulties with this subsector in
Poland, the partial liberalization, the forced closure of mines, the special
arrangements with Silezia, the influence of mining unions, etc. A double figure
at policy making |evel is estimated to be a minimum requirement for good
governance. Compared with England, also with large confiicts in the
subsector, but with only one third of Polish production and consequently with
much less people employed in the sector (only 300,000 in all energy related
activities), around 108 civil servants are estimated tobe needed [or proper
governance of the sector, with an additional 200 in executive tasks.
Regarding energy conservation, the Netherlands has a strongly proactive
policy deploying a variety of policy instruments enhancing energy efficiency
in all economie sectors. Only 24 persons are employed in this area, with the
energy saving potential considerably smaller than in Poland. The executive
organizations carrying out the energy saving policy instruments employ
another 173.4 people. With around 200 people involved in energy policy
making and execution, this would be an upper bound estimate for Poland to
be reached gradually, as energy conservation instruments (subsidies, tax
reduetions, codes and regulations etc. need a high level of informafion on
current practices, statistical data and new technolog~es). This level is to be
acquired gradually.
Poland should not try to realize ]iberalization and privatization at once. One
has to take into account that the well-organized United Kingdom initiated the
tremendous task of ]iberali~ation and privatization of the electricity subsector
at the same time. The entire operation urged a lot of repair legislation and
direct and consequent support. In Poland however, conditions for privatization
are less favourable. Electricity costs are not covered by the tariffs, energy bills
are increasing]y left unpaid, energy costs demand a high proportion of family
income. In fact llberalization of the sector would already be a Herculean task.
Poland should first opt for liberalization, but after reorganizing the hard coal
sector. Central management of the sectors should be focused on securing the
State’s part in the profits related to the national energy endowments, and to
improvement of the conditions now hampering economie functioning. The
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magnitude of the subsector units will be related to the smallest numbers in the
European countries: District heating (Germany: 7 employees in the subsector
in former DDR), Oil and Gas (Germany: 12 employees and 16 respectively),
Renewable energy sources (Norway: 0), Electricity (36 being the double figure
for the average for Norway, the Netherlands, and Germany).
A general energy policy unit should be established for the coordination of
general energy policy in accordance with such units established in each EU
country. The unit may be stafl:ed with a m’mimum of 10 to 20 employees.
Table 4.~ Estimated Ht~man Resources for new Polish Department of Energy
Subsectors

NETHERLANDS

GeneraI Energy Policy
Hard coal and Lignite
District heating
Energy conservation
Oil and gas
Electricity
Renewable energy
Nuclear energy

31
]
24
38
16
3
7

Tota| employed~

125.]

NORWAY
22

38
]1
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POLAND

GERMAN¥

LINITIED KINGDOM

10-20
108-130
7
27
28
36
0
0

7
54
15
25
28
20
12
12

48
41.3
56.2
219.4
27.9
22.8
68.3

216-248

163

483.9~

i Total numbers of employees do hot correspond to the added numbers as in the total numbers the entire
workforces per ministry are given as they appear on the budgets. In reality these numbers are partially fictive
as these refer to the next budget period on theone hand and because of labour force which is not detectable
at the telephone list.
z The total number excludes the supporting civil servants in the units and sub units. If inc|uded, the reel
number of employees is 564.

With an inflow of around 30 highly specialized energy experts per year the
maximum intake capacity may be reached. The costs for this operation have
to be judged against the expected pay-off for Polish society as a whole. If the
costs are e×pected tobe higher than the pmfits which are e×pected tobe
gained, it should not be tried. However, with debt amounts totalling to ].4
billion US$ for the hard coal sector alone, let alone the restructuring of the
obsolete electricity and district hearing subsectors, costs for a lean and
effective energy department are estimated tobe an annual 7.33 million Nzl.
The positive economic outcome ~br Po[and decreasing energy intensity of
Polish economy, which is unlikely to occur without government intervention,
must value billions oí dollars.
Recommendations to Polish govemment can be summarized as follows:
¯ Establish a new energy department in the anticipated Ministry of Economic
Affairs.
o Organize the sub units according to the energy carriers mainly, with energy
conservation and general energy policy added.
¯ The |abour force shouId be characterized bya very high formation level,
typically 75% with university degree.
¯ Typical formation should be in economics, legislation and management
studies.
~ Payment ofthe labour force should be competitive with indust~ial salaries.
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Recommendations
¯ Job formation should consist of expatriate trainings and specialized inhouse courses.
,, Financial support may be obtained from the European LIniom
¯ Tbe work ~’orce of the new department is estimated to be at leest 216
employees.
¯ Enro]ment is e×pected to fake severa] years with contracting 30 new
employees annualIy.
,, The costs of establishment and the maintenanee of the new energy
department are considerab[e, but only a fraction of what can be gained by
Polish society with an efficient and effective energy administration.
When these recommendations should be followed next warning should be
raken into account. It appeared that the organizational princip[es under[ying
energy administrations were similar in these countries. It also appeared that
the organizations themsel, ves were strongly related to relations and processes
among the economic actors in these countries in general, So both structures
and processes of these countries have heen treated to derive at tangible
conclusions for the intended Polish energy administration. The organizationaI
recommendations are expected to work when the political, financial and social
conditions can be met to the highest extent possible. Meeting these conditions
(described in annex 5) is of a magnitude that goes beyond the energy sector
itself. The priority tobe given to the energy sector needs a broad societal
support, Therefore it is recommended to discuss this report with a much
broader Polish audience.
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ANNEX 1. CURRENT TASKS OF THE POLISH
ENERGY DEPARTMENT
The DOE is divided into 7 sections with following detailed tasks.

Energy Policy Section
¯ Defining the duty of possessing energy/fuels reserves in the amount
assuring continuity of supply.
¯ Preparing, in agreement with the appropriate Ministries, energy policy
guidelines and coordinating its implementation.
« Outlining sectoral programme.
¯ Supervising sectoral programme implementation.
,, Participation in setting prices and tariffs of electricity~
¯ Drafting regulations for energy subsectors.

Mining and Geology Section
¯ Planning, development and financing of investments for solid fuels mining.
o Defining limits of energy supply in case of emergency, in terms of:
- specification of purposes for which energy must hot be used (t:or hard
coal anti coke),
- compelling enterprises to possess energy/fuel reserves and other specific
tasks (together with the Gas & Liquid Fuel Section).
¯ Endorsing licences on minerals extraction.
¯ Supervising, evaluating and controlling performance oftasks supported by
Budget contribution, including budget subsidies for hard coal and power.
¯ Preparing draft ordinances on quality of fuels (together with the Gas &
Liquid Fuel Section).
¯ Setting recruitment requirements for personnel employed in management,
inspection and service of mining enterprises.
¯ Defining the rules of:
- safety and hygiene of work and operation of mining enterprises,
- fire protection,
- organisation of tasks and selection of equipment for mine rescue work
anti rescue operations,
- purchasing, maintaining and using shot firers.
Investment and Supewision Section
¯ Planning, development and financing of investments for power subsector.
¯ Grid connections and supply to the consumers of electricity.
¯ Transmission and operation of equipment for electricity.
° Wholesalers trade of electricity.
¯ Transmission services for electricity.
¯ Defining limits of energy supply in case of’ emergency, in terms of:
- quantity of supply of electricity,
- sales anti consumption limitations of electricity,
- specification of purposes for which energy must hot be used (for
electricity).
¯ Deciding on equipment not permitted for trade.
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¯ Environmental protection:
- setting recruitment requirements for emp]oyees dealing with the energy
equipment and installations operation,
- setting requirements on energy equipment and installation operation.
~ Endorsement of technical solutions related to investments/modemisation.
~ Supervision over Regiona] Energy Management inspectorates, coordinating
and programming their work, deciding on appeals in respect of alter control
recommendations and orders.
¯ Evaluating app~ications addressed to National Fund of Environmental
Protection on investments in the energy sector.
* Keeping records of power and CHP plants important for Po~ísh eco~’~omy.

Inforrnatics & Statistics Section
~ Information exchange and reporting.
¯ S~pervising energy policy information systems as well as initiating and
conducting financial and operational coordination of data bases and
preparation of publications.
Energy Facilities Section
¯ Setting requirements on energy efficiency equipment and answering
applications on their production or import.
~ Setting requirements on labelling and technical specifications.

Gas & Liquid Fuel Section
¯ Planning, development and financing of investments for gas and [~quid fuels.
~ Grid connections and supply to the consumers of gaseous fuels.
~ Transmission and operation of equipment for gaseous and liquid fuels.
¯ Wholesalers trade of gaseous fuels.
~ Transmission services for gaseous and liquid fuels.
¯ Defining [imits of energy supp[y in case of emergency, in terms of:
- quantity of supply of gaseous fuels,
- sales and consumption limitations of gaseous and liquid fuels,
- specification of purposes for which energy must not be used (for gaseous
and liquid fuels).
¯ Compel[[ng enterprises to possess energy/fuel reserves and other specific
tasks (together with Mining & Geology Section).
¯ Participation in deciding on quotas of Iiquid fuels import.
¯ Energy prìces:
- participation in setting prices and tariffs of gaseous fuels,
- participation in working out customs and tax regulations on oil and liquid
fuels.
¯ Preparing draft ordinances on quality of fuels (together with Mining &
Geology Section).

Foreign Cooperation Section
* Coordinating cooperation with international organisations.
~ Realisation of tasks entailed by Construction Law, specifying technical
conditions of mining constructìons.
o Organisation of foreign cooperation in the field of energy.
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ANNEX 2. CURRENT TASKS OF THE
NETHERLANDS ENERGY
DEPARTMENT
Dirl : Staff unit Co-ordination environmental affairs
Tasks:
- To co-ordinate the environmental aspects of all activities of the Ministry.
Ten directorates (dir 1 to dit10 in the organigramme) execute internal minsterial policy for the entire ministry. Their tasks are:
Dir2: Direction Public Affairs
Tasks:
- To contribute to the realisation of the policy of the Ministry of Economic
Affairs by:
1. publicising and explaining policy,
2. performing research and assembllng information about the public
reaction to policy and giving feedback internally to the politieel level and
the policy divisions in the Ministry.
- the development of information as an effective instrument for the realisation
of acceptable policy,
- good relations between the Ministry and the public and relations within the
Ministry,
- advising and attending the political and departmental meetings on communication affairs.

This direction carries out its task by issuing press releases on all major events
in which the Ministry is involved. The agreements with Dutch Margarine,
Grease and Oil industry for example are mede publicly known in such a
release (see section on industry).
unit: Staff office
Tasks:
- to manege information,
- to give advice on and execution of the Law on Public Nature of Authority
(WOB)3,

- co-ordination of and advice on invitations to members of government,
- the administrative and secretariaI support of the direction.
unit: Account teams
Tasks:
- The deve]opment and execution of communication policy, in close cooperation with the policy divisions concemed. Five account teams focus
on foreign economic relations, industrial and regional policy, energy,
services, small and medium-sized businesses and technology.

~ This Iew impIements the right to ha~e insight in any officlal information conceming
the citizen himse[f or about matters of general importance. Citizens have the right to
read these files. Only well-defined information qualified as secret and important for
the safety of the nation is exduded from this law.
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unit; Corporate communication
Tasks:
- The corporate communications, ì.e. the internal and external communication;
- production of internal and external publications.
unit: Business and public information
Tasks:
- Active and passive dissemination ofinformation to businesses, intermediaries and citizens.
unit; lnternal information Supply
Tasks:
- Selection and distribution of publications serving the Ministry.

Dir3: Legislation and otherjuridical affairs
unit: Industrial property rights
Tasks:
- Policy concerning industrial property rights.
unit: Legislation
Tasks:
- Treatment of general legislation issues and the preparation of laws and
other generic regulations.
unit: Juridical affairs
Tasks:
- Design and revision of policy regulations,
- taking legal action,
- advice on judgements, agreements, statutes, charters and other juridical
affairs.
Official contact fo~ the National Ombudsman
Tasks:
- Contact point in the ministry for the National Ombudsman.
Dir4: General Economic Policy
Tasks:
- treatment of general policy issues anti co-ordination of issues where more
than one unit of the Ministry is involved, among which the contacts with
Parliament;
- treatment of issues concerning the Central Statistics Office (CBS) anti the
Central Planning Office (CPB);
- study of the structure and climate of the Dutch economy;
- preparation of and advice on generic economic measures;
- the secretariat of the Central Planning Commission.
unit: ColIective sector anti ~age policy
Tasks:
- Po]icy conceming wages in a]l economic sectors.
unit: General economic and labour marker policy and contacts with the
Centra[ Planning Office (CPB)

Current tasks of the Netherlands Energy Department
unit: Prosecution affairs
unit: General political and Parliamentary affairs
unit: Economic research and contacts with the Central Statistics Office (CBS)
unit: Foundation for professional education of economic-financial staff
member

Dir5: Direction general technology policy
Tasks:
-Formulation and evaluation of a market oriented technological and
innovative policy,
- interdepartmental co-ordination of technology policy at a national as well as
at international level,
- initiation of new policy activities conceming technology and innovation and
stimulation of other ministries and external parties to initiate activities in this
field.
Staff group
unit: Research and infrastructure
unit: Policy development and co-ordination
unit: International technology policy
unit: Education

Dir6: Direction finance and participation
Tasks:
- Treatment of issues with economic financial character, related to financing
(e.g. credit loans, guaranties or holding) from the State where the Ministry
is involved directly or indirectly.
unit: Affairs concerning the Dutch Pipeline Company

Dir7: Economic lnformation Service (EVD)
Tasks:
¯ Encouragement of internationalisation of Dutch companies by:
answering questions for Dutch companies about opportunities and
regulations of trade and investment abroad,
- giving information about these opportunities and regulations through
meetings and publications,
- the organisation of promotional activities for groups of Dutch companies,
additional to individual initiatives,
- the general economic promotion of the Netherlands abroad.
The EVD cooperates closely with the so-called Dutch trade promotion network
in foreign countries.
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Core unit: Policy and supervision
Tasks:
to conduct research and product development on trade promotion and
trade information resulting from Dutch trade enhancing policy,
education and refresher courses and guide-lines for the economic
function of embassies anti ¢onsulates,
the execution of management, organisation, informatics, logistics and
finance.
unit: Policy development
unit: Network

unit: lnformatics
unit: Personnel department
Core unit: Pubiic relations and research
Tasks:
to give information about foreign economic marker developments, new
outlets, projects, tenders, foreign government measures, and customs;
to found and prepare trade promotion activifies. The information anti
promotion operates in close co-operation with embassies, consuIates and
Chambers of Commerce abroad;
to review trade opportunitie,s for Dutch trade and industry;
foundation and preparation oftrade promotion activities and informative
meetings in the Netherlands.
subunit: Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
and Eastern Europe
subunit: Asia, Latin America and Africa

subunit: Programmes, projects and tendering
Tasks:
to find, collect and interpret data about programmes and tender actions
abroad.
subunit: Government measurements
Tasks:
to find, collect, interpret anti dìgest of data about tariffs and non-tarifl:
measures of foreign governments concerning trade and investments.

Sectoral unit
Core unit: Promotion
Tasks:
organisation of the promotion of the Netherlands abroad and the organisation of information meetings in the Netherlands.

subunit: Promotion in foreign countries
subunit: Promotion in the Netherlands
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Current tasks of the Netheflands Energy Department
Core unit: Communication
Tasks:
the redaction and issuing of Export Magazine and other EVD publications,
puNicity support for informat~on and promotion activities.

subunit: Communication in the Nethedands
subunit: Communication abroad
Core unit: lnformation
Tasks:
collection, selection and making available publications such as address
books, reference books, reports, annual reports statistics, journa[s for the
Dutch trade and industry.
Core unit: lnformation centre of the Economic lnformation Service (KVD),
including Euro Info Centre of the Netherlands
Tasks:
providing information to Dutch trade and industry about foreign markets,
trading opportunities, trade promotion, investment opportunities, foreign
regulafions, export information and sale of publications.
subunit: Acquisition
subunit: Library
subunit: Documentation
subunit: Statistical information

subunit: Address-books and reference books

DirS: Direction personnel, organisation and information
Tasks:
- to supply adequate service on the policy field of personnel, administration,
supply of information to departmental management and personnel at all
levels.
unit: Direction secretariat
unit: Personne] management information
Tasks:
to take care of personnel management information and the training and
personnel budget management.
unit:Policy group personnO and organisation
Tasks:
development of and ad~ce on personnel, organisational and traìning
issues.
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service unit: Personnel, organisafion and training policy
Tasks:
support of the decentral application of personnel, organisation and
training policy.
unit: Ministerial social service
unit: Consultation and employee participation
Tasks:
support of and advice in the field of organlsed consu|tatlon and
employee pa rticipation.
unit: Personnel and salary administration
Tasks:
personneI and salary administration,
application of and advice on Iegal status regulations,
management of the computerised personnel and salary system.
unit: Personnel, organìsation and training function on behalf of staff dìrections
and general management
Tasks;
personnel counsellor and the organisation and training tasks for ministedal units not having the capacity to perform these tasks.
unit: Information deve[opment and automation
Tasks:
development of policy guide-lines for information supply and departmental automation,
advice on automation projects,
to build and maintain application programmes.

Dir9: lnternal affairs
Tasks:
Advice to the departmental management in the field of internal management
conceming internal services. To contribute to interdepartmental developments concernìng:
assuring the high quality of internal services and management of safety,
documentary information supply, printing, telecommunication, data
communication, transport and official trips, housing, machinery,
maintenance and other material affairs;
co-ordination of official receptions and ceremonial affairs and fulfilment
of requests directed to Her Majesty the Queen or to members of" the
Royal Family;
financial management of internal services and paying of material
expenses.
unit: Economic financial affairs
unit: Security
Tasks:
to take care of the internal and external security.
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Current tasks of the Netherlands Energy Department
unit: Staff and ceremonial affairs
Tasks:
co-ordination and information supply and automation;
co-ordination of the quality standards;
to inform about, to receive and handle requests, remarks and complaints
about the functioning of internal services;
Royal Decoratìons;
to organise official receptions;
co-ordination of requests directed to Her/’4ajesty the Queen or to members of the Royal Family;
ceremonial affairs.
unit: General secretariat
Tasks:
to build and manage the dynamic and current and closed archives,
registration and administrative handiing of the departmental correspondence,
the central processing of documents,
to give information and instruction and to monitor archives management
in the department as well as in the services.
office: Registration and dynamic archives
office: Current archives
office: Mail service
unit: General affairs
Tasks:
Housing anti housing policy on behalf of the ministry and its services;
Renting and buying of new housing and the building and renovation of
housing;
to furnish buildings;
to purchase and distribute office furniture and equipments;
to promote and lend works of art;
internal services, transport and official trips;
co-ordinate the company’s security and energy management.

office: Housing affairs
office: Purchase and exploitation
office: Transport

project office: Housing
Tasks:
The office is responsible for coating the entire Ministry, which has heen
removed from several buildings to one new Ministry building;
preparation and execution of intemal decision making, fitting decisions
with the State building service and other parties and the supply of informarion. The office is supported by a team of intemal and externai
advisers.
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Dirl O: Direction Financing
Tasks:
- to make up the annual additional budget;
- to make up the annua~ account as apart of the State account;
- to give economic financial policy advice;
- to judge the economic financial consequences of policy;
- to supervise the budget, in particular in relation to the legitimate anti
efficient spending of the budget;
- the organisation and exploitation ofthe central financial administration ofthe
Ministry;
- to give detai~ed instructions for the organisation and handling of the
ministerial administration and the corresponding services
- ministry purchases~
office: Economic financia~ advice
unit: Economic financial management
Tasks:
sector industry and energy;
sector export, services, small and medium sized businesses, regional
policy and material and personnel;
sector central financial administration.
unit: Budget affairs
unit: Administrative organisation anti internal control
unit: lnformatics
Accountancy service
Tasks:
control of the financial management of the ministry and the financial
responsibility of the services falling under the services and subsidised
institutions,
control of and advice on the automatised information systems,
investigations on behalf of the general directorates.
These units together comprise the core of the Ministry, taking care of the
internal and external services necessary for the function of the line departments and its functional divisions. In practice, each of the Dutch ministries has
a similar organisation. Also the General Directorate of Energy makes use of
the services offered by these directions.
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ANNEX 3.

CURRENT TASKS OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM’S ENERGY
SECTION

Department of trade & industry - energy section
Atornic Energy Division (AE)
Objectives:
¯ - Support
- lmplement Ministerial decisions on future of Atomic Energy Authority
(AEA)
¯ Nuclear safety in Eastem Europe and former Soviet Union
¯ Secure maximum value for money in dealing with nuclear liabilities for
which the Department has accepted financial responsibility
¯ - Devote adequate resources to
- carry out appropriate work on
- improve public confidence in
nuclear safety.
¯ Manage resources within the Divisions influence efficiently, economically
and effectively.
Functions:
Branch 3
¯ International nuclear safety assistance to Eastern Europe and Former Soviet
Union (FSU),
¯ Development of international nuclear safety standards,
¯ Policy on domestic nuclear safety including sponsoring appropriate safety

Coal Division
Objectives:
¯ Encourage development of competitive, viable industry in private sector.
¯ Sale or other transfer of British Coal’s (BCC) remaining businesses, etc. to
private sector.
¯ Pursuing of Coal Authority objectNes efficienfly, effectively and economically.
¯ Efficient anti economic administration of liabilities for former coal industry
employees transferred to the Department.
¯ Financial control and monitoring of Departmental expenditure on activities
of British Coal, Coal Authority, out-sourced contracts.
¯ Ensuring full weight of coal industry concems in development of environmental policies.
Functions:
Hd/Coal
Overall management and direction of Coal Division
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Coal 1
1. Monitoring BCC finances.
2. Administration of grants and loans to BCC and Redundant Miners
Payments Scheme.
3. Administration of concessionary fuel, pensions and common law liabilities
for ex-employees of BCC.
4. Submission of budgets. Oversight of Division’s expenditure.
5. Development of policy on BCC ex-employee liabilities.
Privatisation of Centris Coal Benefits Ltd.
6. Establishment of monitoring arrangements for BCC pension funds and
operation of HMG guarantees.
7. Adm~nistration of coaI subsidy.
8. Privatisation project management. Select Committee briefing.
Coal 2
1. Sponsorship of Coal Authority,
2. Private sector coal companies.
3. BCC and employee transfer issues.
4. Training, development and quality management.
5. Establishment of the Coal Authority and new licensing regime.
6. Colliery closures, consultation, redundancies and employee transfer
issues.
7. General coa! [ndustry briefing, PQs Min[ster’s cases anti Treat Official
cases covering colliery closures, and other issues. BLO.
8. lmplementation of policy on coal industry social welfare issues, domestic
consumer issues (and transfer of BCC records).
9. Policy on coal marker including supplementary sales, and issues arising
from electricity supply contracts.
~0. Policy on future of British Coal Enterprise, future of British Coal
recreational land, Coal Authority premises.
Coal 3
1. Work on coal privatisation legislation and regulation.
2. Formulation of policy on coal planning and environmental matters.
3. Liaison with European Commission on UK coal policy.
4. Other international coal matters.
5. BLO.
6. Formulation and implementation of policy on coal industry safety, mine
interaction and coal bed methane.
7. Formulation of policy on subsidence and coal extraction and access
rights.
8. Transfer of mines rescue service kom BCC to new industry body. Policy
on future of the Occupational Health Service.
9. Subsidence, health and safety, coa! bed methane, R&D, mines interaction.

Coal 4/CPU
1. Head of CPU and PS.
2. Policy on the overall structure of privatisation of British Coal’s mining
business.
3. Residual work in connection with the privatisation of BCC’s core business
(e.g. clawback arrangements, completion adjustments). ELI issues.
4. Management of and input to the preparâtion of sale documentation and
project management of consultants.
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5. Coordination of DTI’s interest in the sale and ficensing of pits by BCC and
the impiications for privatisation of the mining business.
6, Management of the MEBO (management & employee buy-out) flnancial
support scheme.
7. Formulating policy on the future of BCC’s non-mining assets and
coordination of DTI’s interest in the sale of such assets (incl, the sale of
BCC’s non-operational property).
8. Follow up action on the Coal Review Whìte Paper.
9. Management support functions.

Electricity and Nucl~ar Fuels Div~sion (ENF)
Objectives:
¯ Develop and implement Government policy towards the electricity supply
and nuclear fuel industries; development of industrial sponsorship acgvities.
¯ Ensure that all statutory functions of Secretary of State under electricity
legíslation are efficiently, effectively, and economically discharged.
¯ Safeguard Govemment’s interests as owner of Nuclear Electric, whilst
ensuring that the company’s activities are adequately directed to the
econornic generation of electricity.
¯ Safeguard Government’s interests as owner of British Nuclear Fuels plc
(BNFL) while promo-ting and assisting its deveIopment into a fully
commercial company.
¯ Ensure that adequate resources are devoted to, anti appropriate work
carried out on civil nuclear security and emergency planning.
¯ Developing and implemenfing environmentally sound and cost effective
policies for the decommissioning of civil nuclear installations and the
management and disposa] of nuclear waste.
¯ Ensure compliance with Euratom Treaty oNigations and with obligations as
members of ~nternational organisations in nuclear field, and represent (.IK
interests effectively,
¯ |mp[ement Government’s po[icy for development of electricity generation
ffom non-fossil (nuclear and renewable) energy sources in England and
Wales through successive orders under Non Fossfl Fuel Obligation (NFFO),
whfle taking account of implications for fossil fuel levy and electricity prices;
monitor progress.
Functions:
Head of ENF & SPS
Branch 1
1. Develop and implement sponsorship activities for electdcity supply
industry (esi). Monitor development of electricity market (in particular
work with Office of Electricity Regulation (OFFER) on introducgon of full
compefition in supply in 1998).
Modifìcation to the regu[atory regime.
2. Handle applications for consent to construct new power stations. Set up
public inquiries where necessary. (Statutory requirement.)
3. Handle applications for consent and way|eaves to install new overhead
lines. Set up publíc inquiries where necessary. (Statutory requírement.)
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4. Monitor and contribute to development and app}ication of environmental
and planning policies. Ensure arrangements for civil emergency planning
are properly maintained.
Promote UK’s interests ìn EU pro9osals for opening u9 the European
Electricity marker to competition. Monitor contractual relationship
between National Grid and Electricité de France.
6. Development of policy towards future Renewables Orders under the
NFFO. Monitoring of contracts under existing NFFO orders and of
operation of NFFO and the fossil fuel levy.
7. Coordinate policy on deregulation; open government; personnel issues
and training liaison. Honours. Divisional finance, lnvoice payment.
8. Residua[ post-flotation work. Property Clawback.
9. Casework, PQ’s briefing and TO’s.
~ranch 2
Nuclear Review.

Branch 3
1. Shareholders responsibilities for British NucIear Fuels plc (BNFL) and
Nuclear KIectric plc (NE):
a. sponsorship;
b. monitoring (ind. financial performance and corporate plan).
2. Support for and sponsorship of export activities of (.IK nuclear [ndustry,
including development of bilateral relations.
3. Development of policies for decommissioning and DTI’s interest in
nuclear waste management. Sponsorship of Nirex.
4. Represent UK in negotiations to revise international convention system on
liability for nuclear damage.
5. Provision of fuel cycle information.
Branch 4
1. Management oflead department responsibilities for civil nuclear emergency planning.
2. Monitor and advise on health anti environmental issues related to nuclear
power. Sponsor appropriate radiologicai protection research,
3. Advise on civil nuclear securìty and physìcal protection of nuclear
material.
4. International aspects of emergency planning and reporting of nuclear
incidents.
5. Work related to the European Atomic Energy Community and the Nuclear
Energy Agency (NEA).

Engineerìng lnspectorate
!. Conduct public inquiries and hearings on overhead lines, underground
cables, power station and gas pipeline proposals (statutory function).
2. Formulate, implement, administer and enforce regulations relating to the
quality, continuity and safety of electricity supply and carry out associated investigations/inspections (statutory function).
3. Casework, briefing, PQs, technicaI advice.
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Oil & Gas Division (OG):
Objectives:
Ensure development of oil and gas resources and assist the competitiveness
of the LIK oil and gas indust~ies.
Seek to adapt regulatory role in support of sponsorship funcfion, in particular:
¯ Maintaìn an informed understanding of the ìndustries and their internatìonal
markets; sponsor industries in LIK and EC policy formu[ation; help rein{orce
UK’s strengths as base for pursuing oil and gas opportunifies world-wide.
¯ Secure widest possible extent of UK exploration rights; comprehensive
exploration and appraisal of {.IK oil and gas pmspects.
¯ Ensure maximum economic development of discovered reserves, their
orderly producfion and ulfimately the abandonment of disused facilities.
¯ Promote fair, open and transparent markets ~or oil and gas in Britain, the
IEC and eIsewhere.
¯ Collect efficiently the royalty and gas levy due to the President; promote
appropriate R&D in support of a maximum economic recovery of reserves;
maintain contingency plans against civil or wartime emergencies.
Functions:
Head of OO and SPS
OG Secretariat
1. Management of Divisional budgets, payments, training, procurement and
Divisional Liaison Officer.
2. Ministerial briefing, speeches and casework.
3. Contribution to the Energy Report.
4. Divisional responses to centraI exercises.

OG 1
Brunch Head + PS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Liberalisation oi: LIK Gas and Market/Sponsorship of UK Gas Companies.
Authorise construction/use of Pipelines/Review Planning Procedures.
Sponsorship of Downstream Oil Marker.
Oil Emergency Planning.
International issues.
Preparation of the Oil and Gas Bill.

OG 2
Brunch Head + PS
1. Offshore and Onshore Licensing.
2. Exploration and appraisal.
3. GeosÒence input to new and existing fields.
4. Policy issues related to Licensing and Exploration.
5. Well Records Centre.
6. Data Administration Group.

OG 3
Brunch Head + PS
Ensure that new oil and gas development proposals secure maximum
economic recovery of hydrocarbons:
a. pre-development phase,
ECN-C-97--011
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2.

3.
4.

5.

7.
8.

b. assessment of development plans,
c. approval process.
Ensure existing producing oil and gas fields continue tobe developed
throughout their file to maximise economic recovery of hydrocarbons
(incl. Cessation of Production and abandonment plans).
Determine oil and gas reserves production profiles, provide advice on
fiscal issues.
Manage the programmes for RöD into improving oil, gas and condensate
recovery (lmproved Oil Recovery (IOR)), and external reservoir simulation
support.
Manage a production data and reporting system for all UK oil and gas
wells.
Maintain an in-house expertise in integrated reservoir modell~ng utilising
simulation packages ECLIPSE & TIGRESS.
Maintain and develop the OG corporate database.
Production and revision of externâl and internal guidance notes for the
preparation of deve~opment programmes.

OG 4
Branch Head + PS
1. Adm~nistration and issue of field deveIopment consents.
2. Renewal and variation of production, flaring and venting consents.
Compfiance monitoring.
3. Authorise the construction and use of offshore pipelines.
4. Finance, administration and support services (incl. IT).
5. Abandonment issues.
6. Policy role; liaison with other Government Departments, industry and
other organisations, deregulation.
7. Environmental issues: promote environmental audit offshore; review
Environmental Impact Assessments; brief on EC environmental proposals
likely to affect offshore ofi and gas operations.
g. Ensure that new oil and gas development proposals and existing oil anti
gas fields secure maximum economic recovery of hydrocarbons.
9. Evaluate ’topsídes’ aspects and transportation infrastructure of new and
existing fields.
10. Evaluate oil and gas metering proposals and undertake in situ inspections.
11. Provide technical advice regarding pipeline reguIations, Royalty refund
proposals and abandonment programmes.
12. Operate within the terms of the Oil and Gas Office Service Level
Agreement (incl. Gas Levy inspections) and collect Royalty due.
13. Support Unit (incL closures target of 150 against closure backlog).

OO 5 (Computers)
1. Move the OG corporate database toa modern network system following
Treasury guidelines for open systems.
2. lncorporate the divisional mapping functions into the corporate database.
3. Encourage the development of data format standards in the Ulí oil
industry and ensure compatibility with international standards bodies.
4. Establish an automated storage and retrievaI system that wifi improve the
accessiNlity of the vast quantities of technical documents and digital data
held by OG.
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5. Provide general operational support and maintenance facilities to all OG
branches on existing systems.
6. Marker test of OG Computer Section and fol|ow
O0 7
1. Advice and briefing on (IK and (IK ContinentaI Shelf (UKCS} oil and gas
issues, including gas competition, monitoring North Sea activity and
costs, and providing economic and financial analyses of Annex B
applications and abandonment plans.
2. Responsibility for UKCS tax policy and analysis (Petroleum Revenue Tax
(PRT) Royalty and Gas Levy).
3. Collect, validate and publish statistics on UKCS oil and gas activity.
4. Economic analyses and briefing on oil and gas matters for DT! and
OGDs, including oil price analyses and L1K petroleum product forecasts.
5. Economic analyses and briefing contributing to the achievement of UK
policy goals in the E(I and the International Energy Agency (IEA).

Oil & Gas Division: Gas & Oil Measurement Branch (OG/GOMB)
Objectives:
¯ Implementation of Gas Act ]986 dealing with:
- declaration of calorific value (CV) of gas and relevant CV measurements
and tests (Sect]ons ]2 and 13),
- standards of gas quality (Section 16),
- meter exarnining and stamping (Section 17).
¯ Review Regulations made under above Sections with a view to reducing the
burden on industry while safeguarding consumer interests.
¯ Recover costs of examining and stamping under the Gas Act.
Functions:
Director and secretary Gas Metering (GOMB A( 1 I/A(3))
1. Management of the gas meter testing service.
2. Testing of prototype and modified prototype gas meters.
3. Provìsion to meter examìners of suitable testing equipment.
4. Examination and certification of meters whose accuracy has been
disputed by consumers.
5. Testing of repaired meters at both manufacturers’ premises anti at
consumers’ sites.
6. Examining, tesfing and stamping of domestic sized meters at the end of
the manufacturers’ lines: large scale mass production.
7. Examining, testing and stamping of large (commercial and industrial
sized) meters at the end of the manufacturers’ lines.
Gas Quality (GOMB A(2)/A(4))
1. Management of the gas quality service and enforcement of regulations.
2. Type testing of equipment proposed by gas suppliers tobe used in testing
gas under the Gas Act. Provision and maintenance of gas quality
measurement standards for use by field staff.
3. Testing the quality of gas, including the heating value, and of the
measurement apparatus.
Appropriate gas engineering work and seIection of test points on the
national gas supply system.
4. Gas examiner support. Workshop, stores and industrial support.
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Gas Metering Regulation, Approvals, Consents anti Traceability (GOMB B)
1. Type approvals, consents, traceability af gas meter test standards anti
review of gas meter regulations.
Gas Quafity Regulat~on, Deregulation, Approvals and Traceabilitgl (GOMB C)
1. Type approvals, traceability of GOMB’s calorific vaIue standards and
review of gas quafity regulations.
Braneh Administrat~on
Financial coordination, information for management control, cost centre
work, lees and charges, purchasing, and work wíth CSL, Newport.
A¢commodation, registry, liaison, unit personnel and typing.

Energy Policy & Analysis Unit (EPA)
Objectives:
Develop and coordinate cross-Command energy poficy analysis (incl.
timely production of Energy Report).
Provide economie advice on policies towards energy industries (in particular
to assess development of competition in those industries).
Provide and publish energy statistics, while helping government, business
and international organisations to obtain the statistics they need.
Evaiuate energy prograrnme expenditt~res.
Provide economie advice on implications of environmental policies for
competitiveness and on the costs and benefits of such policies.
Provide scenarios showìng possible developments in energy markets as
basis for policy-making in both environmental anti energy policy areas.
Functions:
Head of EPA and PS
EPA Adrninistrative support (DFO, BLO etc.)
EPA ] - Energg Poliey anti the Energy Report
1. Ana]ysis and briefing concerning domestic and international energy
poficies, incl. the preparation of the annual Energy Report under the
guidance of the Energy Advisory Panel.
2. Energy lndividual Programme Committee (IPC). Energy Command
Programme expenditure. Non-nuclear energy R&D policy.

EPA 2 - Economics of Electricity and Nuclear Energy and the Environment
Head of Branch
1. Economic advice on electricity, including nuclear and renewable energy,
anti on coal.
2. Projections of UK energy demand and supply and of associated pollutants, including CO»
3. Advice on the environmental consequences of energy use and the effect
on energy industries of environmental policies.
EPA 3
Posts transferred to OG.
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EPA 4 - Energy Statistics
Head of Branch
Collect and provide statistics on coal, electricity, oil and gas, overall
energy and prices.
2. Review and develop statistical systems tv maintain and improve quality
in 1., reflecting changing markets and reducing cost.
3. Contribute tv international oil emergency arrangements.
EPA 5 - Economics of lndustry and the Environment
Economic advice on effects of environment policy on international and
sectoraI competitiveness, and on compliance cost assessments (CCA).
2. Advice in the development of marker based instruments for environmental
policy, incl. recycling, waste management and emissions into the
atmosphere.
3~ Evaluatìons of Environmental Technology Best Practice Programme and
six energy programmes, including the Renewable Energy Programme.
4. Chairmanshlp of United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
Economic Options Cornmittee.
5. Contribute to the screening of Queen’s Award for Environmental
Achievement.
6. Ensure impacts on business are raken into account in regulatory policy
on environmental issues (other than waste or energy-specific issues).
Follow up commitrnents on environmental regulation in the Competitiveness White Paper.
7. Coordinate DTO input to eco-labelling policy; financ[al monitoring anti
review of membership of the UK Eco-labelling Board.
8. Establish and develop, with DoE, r.IK arrangements for implementing and
promoting EC Eco-management anti Audit scheme.
9. Promote awareness of environmental best practice.
10. lmplement and monitor Advisory Committee on Business & Environment
(ACBE) sectoraI promulgation initiatives; coordination of Divisional
publicity programme; liaison with Government Offices in the Regions.
1 1. Develop local self-help infrastructure including financial monitoring anti
networking of DT[/ACBE Business ând Environment clubs.
12. Promote sound environmental management in DTI.
13. Coordinate DTI input to all cross-cutting environmental policy issues;
Secretariat of ACBE; integration of environmental considerafions into DTI
policìes; follow up to ’sector dialogues’ initiative in Competitiveness White
Paper.
14, Sponsorship of environmental industries.
15. Divisional coordination; training liaison; oversight of" divisionâl record
keeping.
Branch 2
Head of Branch 2 and PS
1. Management, administration and dissemination of results of DTI environmental technology grant programmes.
2. New Environmenta] Technology Best Practice Programme (ETBPP) and
EUREKA.
3. Operate efficient and effective Divisiona! Finance and Liaison units.
4. Support the development of more environmentally friendly vehide
technology.
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5. Promote uptake of waste minimlsation anti cleaner technology.
6. Ensure víews of industry are taken into account in waste policy, including
legislation.
7. Assist industry to develop plan to reduce environmental impact of end of
lire vehicIes (ELVs).
8. Promote EC Framework Programme IV anti liaise with research councils.
9. Deve]op, execute anti promote recycling policy and practice, inc]uding its
comrnercia! dimension.
10. Negotiate EC proposals for recycling and implement adopted measures.
] ]. Contribute to deve]opment of policy on g]obal warming in UK, EC and
international contexts, other energy/environment issues, inc]. i~uel use anti
transport.
12. Contribute to the development of acid rain and air quality policies in the
UK, EC and wider international fora.
13. Promote and facilitate effective use of information technology as an
to communication, productivity and record-keeping in EET Division.
Brunch 3
Head of Brunch 3 and Pô
1. Develop policy on international activity in energy R&D.
2. UK programme manager for JOULE and THERMIE programmes in EC
Fourth Frame,vork Programme.
3. Promotion of" EC programmes to UK industry and research community;
advice to proposers.
4. Maximise return to UK from the second call under the THERM1E
pmgramme; identify and promote in Brussels UK proposals which
complement national programme objectives.
5. Lead the negotiations on the Commission’s pmposal for TNERMIE 11.
6. Represent UK on International Energy Agency (IEA) Committee on
Energy Research and Technology.
7. Coordination of UK participation in IEA Implementing Agreements.
8. Management of LIK contribution to ETDE anti INIS databases.
Brunch 4
Head ofBranch 4 andPô

A. Renewable Energy
~, Policy advice and management of contracted out, programme:
o Task force to implement the Govemment’s strategy.
¯ Speciíy R&D requirements and manage programme.
. Secure industrial and international collaboration.
2. Sponsorship o1: renewable energy industry.
Electricity and fuel cells technology, technology transfer, Non-Fossil Fuel
Obligation (NFFO)
Statutory duty to promote electricity R, D&D and technology sponsorship
related to the electricity supply industry (ESI) in partnership with ENF
Division.
Sponsorship interaction with companies and Trade Associations (TAs).
Monitoring ESI R&D and impact on industriaI competitiveness.
Contact point on policy and technology issues.
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¯ Promoting key techno/ogies and managing R&D as required.
4. Technology Transfer:
¯ Commercialísation and marketing.
¯ Removing institutional barriers te creation of marker.
5. Non-FossiI Fuel Obligation (NFFO) Orders,
6. Administration (Finance, lnformation Technology).
C. Coa!
7. Policy advice on cleaner coal technology and implementing the policy
decisions arising from the Coal Review and White Paper:
* Specify R&D requirements and manage programme.
. Secure industrial and international col[aborafion.
o Technology transfer and export.
8. Technology advice to Department on mining and utilisation.
9. Sponsorship of the cleaner coal technology energy industry.
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BRITISH MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY
AND TRADE
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Figure !. Organisatl.onal structure of the Brl.t~sh Mi.nl.stry of Trade artd
lndustry
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ANNEX 5. IMPORTANT CONDITIONS TO AN
EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE
ENERGY ADMINISTRATION
Political conditions
Govemment already expressed the wNingness to reform the energy
sector.
In order to redress the power vacuum currently existent in Poland,
govemment should reta~n control over the energy subsectors by
exerting its constitutional power. As long as membership of the EU is
the ultimate goal of Polish foreign policy, the energy sector has tobe
reformed as a consequence of the conditions imposed by the
2. Govemment should see upon making the laws being effective.
In the power vacuum economic actors are hOt hindered by any law
enforcement from the side of the adminìstration. Results are ongoing
environmental deterioration and sometimes irresponsible entrepreneurial behaviour.
3. Govemment should give clear guidelines on the extent of marker forces
allowed. The Norwegian and United Kingdom cases indicate that Poland
should decide to promote liber aIization we~e possible, but hot privatization
of the energy subsectors.
The market should be provided with optimal conditions for individual
entrepreneursNp, giving a high extent of freedom to undertake all kinds
of legaI economic activities. At the same time a flexible control system
should be designed and implemented to secure nafional interest and
safeguard people from undesired side effects. Momentafily, condifions
for liberalization of the Polish energy sector are positive: electricity
generation ove~capacity with prices sti/l beyond economic marg~ns; new
investments in the high risk electricity generation business came toa
standstill (as in California) which will result in electricity prices going up
because of outdated and obsolete generation capacity. Liberalization
basically means that ~evenues return to the customers (blo~way), while
privatization in the UK results in transfer of revenues to the private
investors.
4. The admiNstration should take up the role of regulator in the energy
subsectors in order to secure the State obtains its part of the cake
(mainly, by levying duties and the exploitation of national hard coal and
lignite resources).
As long as people cannot af’ford to pay real energy prices some type of
regulation will remain necessary, to prevent adverse effects on equity
and environment. Although market forces seem to require less
regulation, this appears to depend on a variety of factors (mainly
mutual trust between adm~nistration and economic actors). In the
electricity subsector there is more regulation in the ~S than in Europe,
because there is no basic trust between the State and the private
companies. That is why regulation develops. Public companies should
work to accomplish public goals and the magnitude of control can be
made contingent on the results with realising the public goals. Natural
monopolies always require regulation.
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5. The government should institutionalize the set-up of a strong Parliamentary Energy Commission, manned with energy specialists of the political
parties, including the opposition parties.
The Commission is to control the energy relevant decisions of the
Minister and to prepare discussion on energy matters (including
legislative initiatives) in Parliament. The Commission should play a
major role as the politicaI control ~nstitution where feedback on energy
relevant decisions is evaluated.
6. The government should enhance the quick establishment of strong and
powerfu[ branch organizations in the energy subsectors.
Policy making will become much easier as consultations of the branch
organìzations replace the multitude of contacts between individual
companies and the administration. A powerful branch organization is
able to enforce regulations upon its members, mediates between the
sector and government and may play a role in divísion of burdens
resulting from national policy making (CO~-emission ceilings per
subsector).
7. Government should allocate adequate financial resources to implement
a powerful, efficient and effective energy department.
Energy sector restructuring at the administration level has consequences for the national financial situation. Hard coal exports, drilling and
exploration licences, and excise duties are involved. Even more
important may be the financ[al benefits of the reduction o[ energy
intensity of economy, as incremental profits may resu/t in huge capital
savings. At the cost side the salaries and overhead of an adequately
equipped energy department and related regulatory Authority/agencies
are found. These costs are fractional compared to the benefits of good
energy sector govemance.
These politica! conditions are identified as key elements [or the Polish energy
sector management restructuring.

Socia/condítions
t. Energy policy making is social policy making in Poland, and has tobe
managed and evaluated as sociaI policy as welI.
The impact of energy tarification is devastating. For large pa~ts of the
population energy costs take a very high proportion of household
income. Also industrial eompanies are conffonted with high upfront
energy costs. In both the household and industry sector increasing
numbers of customers do not pay their bills. Some industries have to
he supp[ied with energy carriers by law. It occurs that they do hot p~y
for the deliveries, but they cannot be prosecuted as they are outside the
law. The high prices are still fat from the prices necessary for the fuIl
deployment of marginal cost prices. The World Bank has hot taken into
account that the magnitude oi: prices and the pace of restructuring of
the energy subsecto~s, notably the hard coal sector, is socially
devastafing. Particularly in Silesia labour consequences of mine closure
are a fundamental problem underlying social unrest threatening society
as a whole. There is no justification for stricter policy making in Poland
than in the United Kingdom with respect to the hard coal mining
subsector.
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Important ~onditions to an effi~ient anti effect~ve energy administration
2. The labour unions and company committees in the sectors and companies concemed have to be involved in the policy making process from
the onset.
Confronted with the myriad of problems of the hard coal sector the
labour unions and labour committees should be given part of the
responsibility to generate specific solutions for specific problems.
3. E~nergy actors should be given a role in the energy policy preparation
phase.
The dangerous situation of a widespread lack of Iaw abiding behaviour
is the last stage before national administration ioses the country to
chaos. This has tobe prevented by two main guidelines: basically, in
democratic Poland the energy actors (toost economic sectors and
households) should be involved in the policy making process in order
to build trust and a broad societal support for energy policy; secondly,
government must retain control over the energy sector step by step by
vigorously cont~o||ing and sanctioníng violations of the rules. The
former brings a better match between what people can stand in terras
of energy prices; the latter reinforces the conviction that law abiding
behaviour pays.
4. The preferenfial treatment of Silesia should be handled with care and
become finished as soon as possible.
Pre~erential treatments do hOt enhance mutual trust in the rest oP
country. For the ministries goveming the issues at stake becomes more
complicated.

Financíal condít~ons
lnvestments in a good energy administration should be evaluated against
altemative administration investments.
lnvestments that ~ende~ the highest profit in the medium and long mn
should get the highest priority. The profits tobe gained from simple
contracts (easy to control) with energy industry, the indirect national
profits to be gained from falling energy intensity figures, and the
financial consequences of a welI thought liberalization of the energy
sectors, should be estimated and compared with the costs incurred by
a growing department of energy. Such a cost-benefit ana/ysis can be
made for other administrative alternatives as well. In this way scarce
national budget will be allocated in conformity with the marker
prìncìple.
2. Simple production sharing contracts with energy industry shou[d be
considered as !ong as a sound licensing system is not in place.
As has been proposed in China, Poland should preferably design a
s~mple [aw in wh[ch production sharing contracts are the main po[icy
instrument to secure that the State gets its part of the cake. Define the
split of profits between company and State and see upon correct
e×ecution. A sound license system inciuding a good control mechanism
also gives a flexible control over the exploitation of the country’s
natíonal resources.
3. The ministry responsible for energy should request the European Llnion
to provide financial support for the restructuring of the Department of
energy as soon as a clear goal and time table (in terras of labour force,
labour quality, tasks) are defined.
The support should be used to contract a renown Management Consultancy Firm with extensive experience in Administrative Reorganization
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and the energy field. This firm should gu~de the restructuring process
during the initial stage, about five years until the department reaches
its full scale development. ForOgn financiai support should also inclusie
training of the Po~ish energy department stafí in European Union
countries of interest, preferabiy the countries studied (Norway, the
United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands).
Budget requirements for a fully developed Polish energy department
(including salaries, overhead, investments and policy instruments) shouId
be bome by the Polish govemment.
Foreign dependence in the geld of administration is hot desirable. It
should be limited to the extent possible.

Organizational conditions
The organizational principies currently controlling energy administrations
in European Union countries shou~d be implemented in Poland.
Before anything else it should be stressed that actual organization
frameworks shou~d hot be copied from any country, lnstead, the
principles underlying the current organizations are worth examining to
be implemented. At the implementation it should be raken into account
that typical (social, historical, political) Polish conditions shape final
organizational solutions. For instance the number of peop~e in the
energy administration are hot a~l from the greater Oslo area. In key
positions other regions are represented as we[l. The principle of mutuaI
trust between the economie actors and the administration may have
found ground in one country, but hot in another ~Llnited States for
example: enormous regulative systems are designed to repair escapes
and to limit liberty to the utiIities).
2. Restructuring of the energy department should be realized in stages. The
department should be organized according to the energy carriers.
The first unit to be deployed should be General Energy Policy: the core
of the current Energy Restructuring Group could be institutionalized as
such. Second and ’piece de resistance’ will be the Hard Coal and
Lignite subsector. Third, an Energy Efficiency Policy unit should be
established. These stages should hot overlap, as effectiveness of any
unit bas to be assured in the fìrst place. There is no sense in organizing
a beautifully drawn energy dep~rtment
actions undertaken. Electricity subsector may be organized later
although fina| prioritization bas to be subject of discussion.
3. Policy design (identificafion of problems, policy agenda setting, poliey
instrument design) shouid be allocated to the Department of Energy.
Policy execution (execution of policy instruments, maintenance anti
control of instruments, data collection on working of instruments,
finalization of particular instruments) may be allocated in highly
specialized Executive Organizations or Agencies, controlled by the
relevant ministries.
The current decentralization trend in European Union countries has
base in the general idea that core Administration should be as lean as
possible, technical developments allow more specialised, precise
and/or remote control. Specific prob[ems in energy subsectors urge an
up to date level of technical understânding. Both characteristics justify
the establishment of specialized agencies. The Energy lnspectorates
could be charged with the executive role at the technical level, as they
already have this task in a number of occasions. Employees that have
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to be fired from former core organizations (POGC) may qualify tobe
raken up by the lnspectorates.
A high[y skilled [abour force should be absorbed by the new Energy
Department. A high proportion (around 75%) should be of academie
level. The main academie formation tobe requested is general economists, business economlsts, legislative speciaIists and management specialists. The technology side should be covered by engineers employed
in the lnspectorates.
As availability of work force with these qualifications may be difficult,
the a[ready proposed training programme is important in the short
terra. In the long run academie curricula should be reorganized to fill in
this gap (marker niche) between what is necessary and what is offered.
A highly skiIled labour force in the Department [s the base for building
mutuaI trust between economie actors and the administration. It
the decentralization of decision making to the lowest possible levels in
admiNstration (improves efficiency). A high level of ìnformation flow
and d[ssemination is secured with a high level work force. Furthermore,
this may be induöng self organIzation at subsector level. The Ministry
is only providing the ffamework as the law and regulation explaining
[nst[tution. A high|y ski[led labour force bas to maintained throughout
the years. This is done through the provision of compefitive saIaries,
maintenance of the institutionaI memory (strong loyälty of civil
servants), the reinforcement of status where possible.
Energy pri¢ing policy, notably for eIectricity and district hearing, should
become the mandate of the Department of Energy, in close consultation
w[th the ERA. However, the energy prices should be put forward for
approva| to the Council of Ministers.
As pricing poIicy presupposes a thorough understanding of the energy
subsectors and thek respective needs the mandate should be vested in
the Department of Energy. As the pol[cy so[utions, contro! and maintenance of policy instruments are laid at the ERA, part of the knowledge
on the energy subsectors should come from this source, which makes
consultation neeessary. However, the consequences of energy policy
touch the mandates of several other ministries, which urges approval
of these ministries for energy pricing pollcy. Energy poIicy as a
financial policy dictated by the Ministry of Finance has heen carried out
in varlous developing countries [171, but this bas hot proven tobe a
viable sol~tion.
Decentralization of policy execution is an idea tobe enhanced, but with
adequate marginal conditions realized.
Decentralization of the District Hearing subsector in PoIand to the local
communities must be strongly opposed, as the sector’s financial
situation is deteriorated. Without condudve financial conditions the
subsector cannot be made economica[ly viable. This situation is nota
company problem in the first place, but a nationwide sectoral problem.
It is the responsibility olF central government to ease the restructuring
of the subsector by providing conducive conditions.
Clear distinction between career civil servants and the political level at the
top of the Ministry being rep[aced after genera! elections when other
parties come in office shouId contribute to administrative stability.
The lack of a clear distinction between politically assigned and career
managers, and frequent changes in the assignments of decision
makers, are important factors impairing the efficiency of the Energy
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Department. Usually, only the Minister and the Junior Minister or Vice
Minister are replaced in European Union countries. The Secretary
General remains in office for longer periods.
In fact the conditions could be expanded with technical conditions as well, as
many of the subsectoral problems are at least partially rooted in technical
shortcomings of systems, poot material, measuring equipment, absence of
norms, etc. In the electricity subsector,
functioning at company level, shortfaIling repair schemes, and low operating
fimes. However, technical condifions are strongly related to investments in
knowledge and technology and may be looked upon as financial conditions
as well. Technology aspects are hot discussed further as they are beyond the
focus of th~s study.
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